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Abstract
Information Retrieval in P2P environments (P2PIR) has become an active field
of research due to the observation that P2P architectures have the potential to
become as appealing as traditional centralised architectures. P2P networks are
formed with voluntary peers that exchange information and accomplish various
tasks. Some of them may be malicious peers spreading untrustworthy resources.
However, existing P2PIR systems only focus on finding relevant documents, while
trustworthiness of documents and document providers has been ignored. Without
prior experience and knowledge about the network, users run the risk to review,
download and use untrustworthy documents, even if these documents are relevant.
The work presented in this dissertation provide the first integrated framework
for trust-aware Information Retrieval in P2P environments, which can retrieve
not only relevant but also trustworthy documents. The proposed content trust
models extend an existing P2P trust management system, PeerTrust, in the con-
text of P2PIR to compute the trust values of documents and document providers
for given queries. A method is proposed to estimate global term statistics which
are integrated with existing relevance-based approaches for document ranking
and peer selection. Different approaches are explored to find optimal parameter
settings in the proposed trust-aware P2PIR systems. Moreover, system architec-
tures and data management protocols are designed to implement the proposed
trust-aware P2PIR systems in structured P2P networks.
The experimental evaluation demonstrates that P2PIR can benefit from trust-
aware P2PIR systems significantly. It can importantly reduce the possibility of
untrustworthy documents in the top-ranked result list. The proposed estimated
global term statistics can provide acceptable and competitive retrieval accuracy
within different P2PIR scenarios.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Information Retrieval in P2P Networks
A Peer-to-Peer (P2P) network is composed of a number of distributed network
computers which can contribute their resources (e.g., storage, processing power,
and file) to other network computers without the need for central coordination
instances [Sch01]. In a P2P network, any computer can assume multiple roles
simultaneously, such as that of a resource provider, resource consumer, and di-
rectory service. Computers form self-organising overlay networks which can com-
municate with each other through Internet Protocols. Currently, a wealth of P2P
applications have been designed, developed and widely used for file sharing (e.g.,
eMule [eMu], MLDonkey [mld]) and media steaming 1(e.g., Gnustream [JDXB03],
MyP2P [myp], SopCast [sop]).
Information Retrieval (IR) is a method to retrieve documents or information
within documents to satisfy a user’s information need. Unlike data retrieval sys-
tems (e.g., DBMS) which deal with structured data with well-defined semantics,
the term Information Retrieval usually refers to unstructured data (e.g., natu-
ral language documents) or semi-structured data (e.g., XML documents) [Bun97]
which could be semantically ambiguous [BYRN99] 2. Clearly, one central problem
of IR systems is the issue of predicting which documents satisfy a user’s request.
Such a decision is usually based on a ranking algorithm which attempts to estab-
lish a simple ordering of the retrieved documents by relevance degrees [BYRN99].
1Media streaming is when multimedia files start to play by constantly receiving data flows
from the network [YV07].
2Further discussion of the differences between information retrieval and data retrieval can
be found in Section 1.1.1 of the book [BYRN99].
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Today, Information Retrieval techniques are extensively used; for example, Web
search engines for the Internet (e.g., Google [goo]), or content-based information
retrieval systems for digital libraries (e.g., ACM digital libraries [ACM]). Most
traditional IR systems typically assume centralised control. They either store all
document copies into a central server or collect the directory information of all
of the distributed collections of the network into a centralised directory service.
Information Retrieval in P2P networks (P2PIR) became an active field of re-
search in the last decade. This is due to the observation that P2P architectures
may have the potential to become an attractive alternative to traditional cen-
tralised architectures. Some of the reasons for this are as follows [CAN02, Mal03]:
• Since any peer in a P2P network can be assumed to be an information
provider and directory service at the same time, P2P networks provide
more opportunities for replication and minimise the chance of having a
single point of failure. This indicates that, if one peer breaks down, the rest
of peers in the network are still able to work.
• P2P networks are composed of a large number of distributed comput-
ers which share part of their own resources (e.g., bandwidth and stor-
age) [LCP+05]. This makes it easier for P2P networks to avoid bottlenecks,
such as traffic overload, because they can distribute data and balance re-
quests across the network without using a central server.
• P2P networks can scale better than centralised networks because P2P net-
works take advantage of the unused resources in each peer, such as pro-
cessing power and storage. As peers arrive and the demand on the system
increases, the total capacity of the system also increases [LCP+05]. This
flexibility is not the case in centralised networks.
• Information in the network can be updated effectively and efficiently be-
cause data is stored in a highly distributed manner, and can be maintained
locally.
• P2P networks are appealing from an economic perspective since they do
not need expensive infrastructures or high maintenance costs to manage
information.
Considering the above five reasons, P2P platforms may become a possible
choice for next-generation search engines, which will be dealing with huge amounts
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of distributed and dynamic data [CF04]. As such, there is interest in studying
P2PIR.
To study Information Retrieval in P2P networks, a formalised model is pro-
posed by extending the traditional IR model in [BYRN99]. An Information Re-
trieval model in P2P networks can be formally defined by a quadruple /D,Q, P,
S(dj, qi, pk)/, where:
• D is a set composed of all shared documents in a P2P network;
• Q is a set composed of all possible user queries;
• P is a set of peers that are providing documents in the network; and
• S(dj, qi, pk) is a ranking function which represents a score for a document
dj provided by a peer pk to a given query qi, where the query qi ∈ Q, the
document dj ∈ D, and the peer pk ∈ P . Such ranking defines an order
among the retrieved documents provided by different peers in response to
the query qi.
Two major scenarios have been extensively studied in traditional IR envi-
ronments, which are cooperative and uncooperative Information Retrieval envi-
ronments [BYRN99, goo, Cal00, SC03]. These two scenarios are defined by the
degrees of cooperation provided by document providers. For example, each doc-
ument provider in a network can cooperate closely to provide their document
copies or content statistics for document retrieval and ranking without access
limitations, and this is defined as cooperative Information Retrieval (e.g., Web
search engines). On the contrary, document providers may not be willing to
provide their individual document copies due to copyright issues and access lim-
itations (e.g., payment is required). Moreover, each of these document providers
may employ an individual search engine for document indexing, retrieving and
ranking, which is often the case in digital libraries. In such an environment, de-
tailed techniques of search engines may not be public, such as ranking algorithms
and stemming algorithms. This scenario is defined as uncooperative Information
Retrieval, and is typically encountered as in distributed digital libraries.
Similar to those problems studied in traditional IR environments, coopera-
tive and uncooperative Information Retrieval scenarios have been explored in
P2P networks, and these can be defined as cooperative Information Retrieval in
P2P networks (cooperative P2PIR) and uncooperative Information Retrieval in
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P2P networks (uncooperative P2PIR) in this dissertation. For example, P2P
Web search [LLH+03, SYYW03, KWTA07, LJT07, JNC06] can be referred to
as cooperative P2PIR, and P2P digital library search [ZCLL04, LC06, LC05,
NF07a, NFTN05] can be grouped into uncooperative P2PIR. Both cooperative
P2PIR and uncooperative P2PIR offer different possibilities and difficulties for
distributed search solutions in P2P networks.
1.2 The Problem
1.2.1 Motivation
The primary goal of Information Retrieval systems is to retrieve a list of docu-
ments with ranks which are most likely to satisfy selected metrics (e.g., relevance).
Then, a few of these documents are selected by users as final answers. Basically,
P2P networks open up more ways for document selection metrics, which are fun-
damentally assumed to be perfect in traditional Information Retrieval environ-
ments, but are important factors in P2P environments, such as the trustworthiness
of documents [LZL06].
P2P networks lack any centralised infrastructure, but rather rely on volun-
tary peers to exchange information and accomplish tasks [ATS04]. Some of these
peers may be malicious peers and spread untrustworthy resources (e.g., docu-
ments and surrogates) [Lyn01]. An untrustworthy document could be partially,
or entirely, different from the advertising information in the network, and even
worse, it might be a newly deployed virus [DGM+03]. Without prior experience
and knowledge about the network, users run the risk of reviewing, download-
ing and using untrustworthy documents, even if those documents are relevant.
Thus, it is necessary to integrate the issue of trustworthiness into the P2PIR
systems [Lyn01, ZG00]. However, almost all of the existing P2PIR systems only
focus on finding relevant documents for given queries, while the trustworthiness
of documents and document providers has been ignored. Therefore, the present
thesis is motivated to design and develop trust-aware Information Retrieval sys-
tems in P2P networks (trust-aware P2PIR systems) for both cooperative and
uncooperative scenarios because of the need to retrieve not only relevant but also
trustworthy documents on request.
The major purpose of Information Retrieval is to retrieve a number of relevant
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documents for a user’s information needs. Then, the user selects a set of these
as the final answers. The selected documents can be viewed as useful resources
for the user’s specific request. Trust in the proposed trust-aware P2PIR systems
denotes the degree of assessment of the reliability and quality of the relevant
document to meet the user’s specific request. In this case, reliability means that
there is no virus in the retrieved document, quality means that the retrieved
documents are the same as advertised in a P2P network, and relevance means
how well the retrieved document meets the user’s information need. Reliability
and quality can be identified by the user’s review (i.e., feedback) after using the
documents.
1.2.2 Challenges
Building trust-aware P2PIR systems for cooperative and uncooperative Informa-
tion Retrieval in P2P networks involves the following challenges:
• One of the most important characteristics of P2P networks is their dy-
namic nature, whereby peers highly frequently join and leave the network
[TD07, SGG02]. The structure of a P2P network is always changing, which
affects the content distribution in the network [TD07]. Most existing al-
gorithms for computing relevance-based scores between documents or doc-
ument providers and queries rely on global term statistics (e.g., inverse
document frequency, IDF [SWY75]), which are either assumed to be avail-
able in advance, or generated by sampling documents, using a reference
corpus, or setting an arbitrarily big value. All of these methods are not
likely to be useful in real P2P networks, which are highly dynamic and
distributed. How to design an approach to estimate global term statistics,
which can be integrated with existing approaches of document ranking and
document provider (i.e., peer) selection to facilitate effective and practical
Information Retrieval in real P2P environments is a challenging problem.
• A wealth of trust management systems has been developed to establish the
trust values of peers and files in P2P networks. Following a distinction be-
tween entity trust and content trust, used in [GA07] (albeit in a different
context), the trust values of peers and files are referred to as entity trust in
this dissertation. For example, a system may assign the entity trust value
of 0.7 to a certain document in the network. This is insufficient in some
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application areas which require to select final answers from a large number
of resources [GA07], because a number of useful and useless resources could
be assigned the same entity trust values. P2PIR is such an environment,
the primary goal of which is to select relevant information from a ranked re-
sulting list to satisfy users’ information needs. Without taking into account
queries and document contents, many relevant and irrelevant documents
may have the same entity trust values. It is hard for users to select “useful
resources” (i.e., relevant documents in P2PIR) with the same entity trust
values. Consider another case, with two queries q1 and q2; the relevance
scores of q1 and q2 for the Document A are 0.99 and 0.01, respectively. Al-
though, the entity trust value of Document A is 0.7 regardless of different
queries, in P2PIR systems, the Document A may be much more useful for
q1 than for q2, since users are interested in relevant rather than irrelevant
information. Therefore, the existing entity trust is not enough for infor-
mation retrieval in P2P networks, and a new trust mechanism is needed.
Content trust can be proposed to address this problem in this dissertation,
which is a trust judgement on the contents of a document, or document
provider, for a given query. Essentially, this builds upon both entity trust
and relevance. Considering the previous example, it would be better for a
content trust model to assign the trust value of 0.8 to the Document A for
q1 and 0.2 for q2. The challenge is how to identify the content trust factors
to evaluate the trustworthiness of a document provided by a peer for a given
query, and the trustworthiness of a document provider for a given query.
Further, how to combine the content trust factors into coherent schemes to
compute the content trust values of documents and document providers.
• In the envisaged trust-aware P2PIR of uncooperative environments, the
query process is that, when a user submits a query to the network, a set of
peers is selected, which may contain relevant and trustworthy documents
for a given query. The query is then forwarded to the selected peers. In
response, each of the selected peers process the query and generate a ranked
list. Afterwards, the different ranked lists from various peers are merged,
re-ranked and then presented to the user. The question is how to select
relevant and trustworthy peers to search, and what number of documents
should be retrieved from these selected peers for a given query. More-
over, how to merge and re-rank the documents returned from these selected
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peers, because the document scores computed by each selected peer are not
directly comparable.
• The proposed trust-aware P2PIR systems combine both relevance and trust-
worthiness to retrieve documents upon request. The objectives of the sys-
tems are: (i) to retrieve more relevant documents and (ii) to prevent more
untrustworthy documents in the results set. However, these objectives are
often in conflict. For a given query, some documents may be relevant,
but untrustworthy, and some may be trustworthy, but irrelevant. When
giving a bigger weight to relevance, more untrustworthy documents may
be obtained. Conversely, weighting trustworthiness more, more irrelevant
documents may be involved. The trust-aware P2PIR systems either lose
retrieval accuracy or the effectiveness of trust to prevent untrustworthy
documents, in return for meeting the other objective. Therefore, a com-
promising weight to strike a balance between relevance and trustworthiness
is needed. The question is how to find the compromising weights between
relevance and trustworthiness.
• Since P2P networks lack any centralised infrastructure, applications in P2P
networks should organise distributed peers into autonomous and collabo-
rative manners to exchange information and accomplish tasks. The chal-
lenge is how to design and develop new implementation strategies for the
proposed trust-aware P2PIR systems which can organise peers in a collab-
orative manner, so the factors to compute relevance and trustworthiness of
documents, and document providers, for given queries can be collected and
computed by any user in a P2P network.
• Currently, there are no standard metrics and testbeds for evaluating the
performance of trust-aware P2PIR systems. Therefore, the question of how
to develop the evaluation methodologies, metrics and experimental data to
evaluate trust-aware P2PIR systems should be addressed.
1.3 Aims and Contributions
The aim of the present work is to design trust-aware P2PIR systems, which can
be used to retrieve relevant and trustworthy documents for a given query in both
cooperative and uncooperative P2PIR scenarios. The challenges listed in the
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previous section and contributions are one-to-one mappings. In this context, the
dissertation can contribute the following:
• An effective and practical method to estimate global term statistics based
on the characteristics of structured P2P networks (e.g., routing table size).
The estimated global term statistics can be integrated within existing al-
gorithms to compute relevance-based document scores for a given query in
cooperative P2PIR, and within a heuristic-based peer selection algorithm
to compute relevance-based peer (i.e., document provider) scores in unco-
operative P2PIR.
• A set of content trust factors has been identified, which is related to the
evaluation of trustworthiness for a document provided by a peer for a given
query, and the evaluation of trustworthiness of a document provider (i.e.,
peer) for that query. Moreover, a document trust metric combining these
factors is proposed for calculating the trustworthiness of documents pro-
vided by a peer for a given query, which extends the peer trust model in
PeerTrust [XL04].
• In uncooperative P2PIR, a theoretical-based peer selection model is pro-
posed which can compute clear cut-off values for which peers to search and
the number of documents to be retrieved from these selected peers. More-
over, a heuristic-based estimation function for result merging is designed by
modifying the INQUERY result merging function [CCB95], which is able
to calculate the merged document score by combining the document score
provided by a peer and that peer’s score for a given query.
• A method is developed to find a set of compromising weights between rele-
vance and trustworthiness in the proposed trust-aware P2PIR system. Af-
terwards, a ranking approach is designed to sort different compromising
weights by the ratios of changing the percentages between relevance and
trustworthiness. Finally, preferred solutions can be selected in various sit-
uations.
• To implement the proposed trust-aware P2PIR systems in cooperative (or
uncooperative) P2PIR and P2P networks, system architectures and data
management protocols are designed. These are extensions of the PeerTrust
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architecture [XL04] and data management protocols of structured P2P net-
works in the context of trust-aware Information Retrieval in P2P networks.
• A number of experiments for trust-aware P2PIR systems have been per-
formed on both retrieval accuracy and the effectiveness of trust. In these,
several common approaches have been compared, such as existing ranking
algorithms in P2PIR (e.g., K-L [XC99]) and trust models in P2P (e.g.,
PeerTrust [XL04]). Furthermore, a rank-based evaluation metric is pro-
posed to assess the effectiveness of the proposed trust-aware P2PIR system
to protect untrustworthy documents in the top-ranked resulting list.
1.4 Thesis Structure
The central focus of the proposed work is trust-aware Information Retrieval in
P2P networks. Accordingly, the remainder of the present dissertation is organised
as follows:
• Chapter 2: Literature Survey provides a comprehensive review of the
literature related to trust-aware Information Retrieval in P2P networks, in-
cluding issues of P2P network architectures, Information Retrieval in P2P
networks and trust management systems. Firstly, an overview of different
P2P network architectures is described. Then, the existing techniques of
two P2PIR scenarios (cooperative and uncooperative) are surveyed individ-
ually. Along the way, the related work of trust management systems in P2P
networks and Information Retrieval are described. A discussion concludes
this chapter.
• Chapter 3: Trust-Aware P2PIR System in Cooperative P2PIR
Environments represents a trust-aware P2PIR system in cooperative en-
vironments, which includes trust-based document description, document
ranking, and the content trust metrics designed to evaluate a document
provided by a peer for a given query. Moreover, implementation issues
of the proposed trust-aware P2PIR system in cooperative P2PIR are dis-
cussed, including a system architecture and data management protocols.
The effectiveness of trust-aware P2PIR system in protecting untrustworthy
documents, retrieval accuracy and scalability, are evaluated in this chapter.
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• Chapter 4: Trust-Aware P2PIR System in Uncooperative P2PIR
Environments describes a trust-aware P2PIR system in uncooperative en-
vironments, including trust-based peer description, peer selection and result
merging. Furthermore, a system architecture and data management pro-
tocols are designed to implement the proposed trust-aware P2PIR system
into uncooperative P2PIR and structured P2P networks. The effectiveness
of the trust-aware P2PIR system in protecting untrustworthy documents,
retrieval accuracy and scalability, are evaluated in this chapter.
• Chapter 5: A Theoretical-Based Peer Selection Approach in Un-
cooperative P2PIR Environments. Peer selection is an important
problem for P2PIR in uncooperative environments. In contrast to the
heuristic-based peer selection approach in Chapter 4, this chapter proposes
a theoretical-based model for optimal peer selection which is inspired by the
decision-theoretical approach [Fuh99]. The proposed precision-risk PrRi
model can estimate the precision and risk value of the results set when
users specify the number of documents to be retrieved. A clear cut-off
can be computed for the number of peers to search, and the number of
documents to be retrieved from each of the selected peers.
• Chapter 6: An Analysis of the Trade-off Study between Relevance
and Trustworthiness describes an approach to find a set of near optimal
solutions of the relative weights between relevance and trustworthiness in
the proposed trust-aware P2PIR systems. Then, the near optimal solutions
are visualised to represent a trade-off surface. A ranking approach is devel-
oped to sort the different near optimal solutions by the ratios of changing
percentages in relevance related to the changing percentage of trustworthi-
ness. This may help users to select a preferred solution as the final answer.
• Chapter 7: Conclusions and Further Work reviews the thesis con-
tents, contributions, and potential future work is discussed.
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Chapter 2
Literature Survey
Trust-aware Information Retrieval in P2P networks is motivated by the need to
retrieve not only relevant but also trustworthy (e.g., reliable and high quality)
documents for a given query. Trust-aware P2PIR systems are built upon three key
elements: (i) network architecture; (ii) relevance-based (or similarity-based) In-
formation Retrieval in P2P ; and (iii) trust management. A network architecture
defines the functionality and responsibility of each peer, as well as data-location
schemes and message-routing mechanisms. The function of relevance-based In-
formation Retrieval systems in P2P is to locate documents which are likely to be
relevant for a given query in P2P networks, and the function of trust management
is to collect and analyse evidence from a network to make an assessment of the
trustworthiness of a file or peer.
This chapter seeks to provide a comprehensive review of the literature related
to each of the above three subjects. It begins with general background information
of P2P network architectures in Section 2.1. The section provides an overview of
different P2P network architectures by issues of data location schemes and search
mechanisms. Section 2.2 discusses the advantages and disadvantages of P2P
networks for Information Retrieval, and then describes the existing techniques of
Information Retrieval in P2P networks (P2PIR), with a focus on relevance. Two
major scenarios of P2PIR are surveyed individually, namely, cooperative P2PIR
and uncooperative P2PIR. Section 2.3 introduces the definition and categories of
trust. Along the way, the related work to trust management systems in P2P
networks and Information Retrieval is surveyed. The limitations of the existing
P2PIR systems and trust management systems are discussed in Section 2.4, and
this chapter is summarised in Section 2.5.
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2.1 Peer-to-Peer Network Architectures
P2P network architectures determine the required functionality and responsibility
of each peer, as well as a data-location schema and a message-routing mechanism.
Design and implementation strategies of applications in P2P networks extensively
rely on network architectures. In other words, a certain application which is em-
ployed in different P2P networks should have different design and implementation
strategies. For example, in a hierarchical P2P network, only super peers take the
responsibility to forward queries to other peers, which does not happen in other
P2P network architectures. Design and implementation of trust-aware P2PIR
systems should be determined by the selected P2P network architecture. In this
section, different P2P network architectures are introduced and one P2P network
architecture is chosen for the design of our proposed trust-aware P2PIR systems.
Nowadays, a large number of P2P networks have been designed, developed
and widely used. P2P networks are “distributed systems in nature, without any
hierarchical organisations or centralised control. Peers form self-organising over-
lay networks that are overlayed on the Internet Protocol networks, offering a mix
of various feature such as robust, wide-area routing architecture, efficient search
of data items, selection of nearby peers, redundant storage, permanence, hierar-
chical naming, trust and authentication, anonymity, massive scalability and fault
tolerance [LCP+05]”. The architectures of P2P networks determine the data lo-
cation schemes and message routing mechanisms to be supported. A wealth of
surveys of P2P networks [GMH04, ATS04, LCP+05, CC05] studied different as-
pects, such as overlay network schemes and search mechanisms. Among these
works, the existing P2P network architectures can be typically split into two cat-
egories, namely, unstructured and structured. An unstructured P2P network is
a randomly-established network overlay. On the contrary, a structured P2P net-
work is established with pre-defined rules and data management protocols. This
categorisation is adopted by this thesis, since it best describes current P2P net-
works and has been widely used. In the remainder of this section, P2P networks
are described by issues of data-location schemes and query-routing mechanisms.
2.1.1 Unstructured Peer-to-Peer Networks
An unstructured P2P network is a randomly-established network overlay, in which
new peers join the network without any pre-defined rules [LCP+05]. In general,
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there are three types of unstructured P2P network architectures available, namely,
brokered P2P networks, completely decentralised P2P networks and hierarchical
P2P networks.
In a brokered P2P network [nap], such as the one shown in Figure 2.1 (a), a set
of peers with strong computation capabilities and storage is selected to serve as
a single centralised directory service. The remaining peers serve as information
providers and users simultaneously. Data (e.g., music, files or documents) is
actually stored locally, and the descriptions of data (e.g., file name) are sent to
the centralised directory service. To conduct a search, users issue queries to the
centralised directory service to retrieve peers which contain the required data for
given queries. When users have obtained the contact information of peers (e.g., IP
address and port) from the centralised directory service, they will communicate
with the peers directly to download the data.
 
(a) a brokered P2P network
 
(b) a completely decen-
tralised P2P network
 
(c) a hierarchical P2P network
Figure 2.1: Three different types of unstructured P2P networks
In a completely decentralised P2P network [gnu], such as the one shown in
Figure 2.1 (b), all the peers in the network simultaneously act as information
providers, users and directory services. A peer stores its data locally and send
descriptions of it to all of its neighbouring peers. When locating the required
data, a user sends a query to all of its neighbouring peers. When all of the
neighbouring peers have received the query, they process it and forward it to all
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of their neighbouring peers until the required data has been found or the pre-
defined TTL (Time-to-Live) 1 is reached. This search mechanism is referred to
as flooding. Alternatively, the query may be forwarded to a random neighbour
instead of all of the neighbours to save network costs, and this is called a random
walk.
In a hierarchical P2P network [GEBR+03, HZM+08, Lua05], such as the one
shown in Figure 2.1 (c), networks consist of super peers and leaf peers. Peers
are organised into a hierarchy, including a super-peer level (or called a hub peer
level in some papers, for example, in [LC07a]) and a leaf peer level. Super
peers are directory services which store data descriptions of their leaf peers and
neighbouring super peers. In a hierarchical P2P network, super peers need to
cooperatively process the searching process. For example, to conduct a search,
a user sends a query to a super peer it belongs to and the super peer processes
and forwards the query to its leaf peers and neighbouring super peers until the
required data has been found or the predefined TTL is reached.
While the flooding and a random walk search mechanisms are effective for
locating highly replicated items, they are poorly suited for locating rare items.
Moreover, unstructured P2P networks do not scale well when handling a high
rate of aggregate queries and a sudden increase in system size [ATS04, LCP+05].
2.1.2 Structured Peer-to-Peer Networks
To address the limitations of unstructured P2P networks, a new generation P2P
network has been developed, which is a structured P2P network, such as the one
shown in Figure 2.2. A structured P2P network is an established network overlay
with pre-defined rules, in which new peers join the networks, not randomly, but
in specified locations according to various structured P2P network data manage-
ment protocols [LCP+05]. Structured P2P networks employ distributed hash ta-
bles (DHTs) to store and retrieve data. Differently structured P2P networks have
specific key spaces and message routing mechanisms. In structured P2P networks,
all the peers serve as information providers, users and directory services at one
time, which means that there is no peer with a special or administrative role. Each
peer provides equal functionalities as the peers in completely decentralised un-
structured P2P networks. Currently, a large number of structured P2P networks
have been developed [SMK+01, RFH+01, RD01, MM02, ACMD+03, MBR03,
1TTL is a limit on the number of steps for a query in the network before it expires [LCC+02].
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ZKJ01] and applied for a widely variety of Internet-scale applications, for exam-
ple, eMule [eMu], aMule [aMu] and MLDonkey [mld]. Structured P2P networks
are regarded as being a significant improvement over unstructured P2P networks
in terms of scalability, efficiency and reliability [RV03, LLH+03, LCP+05]. In
this dissertation, structured P2P networks are chosen as a basic P2P network
architecture to design our proposed trust-aware P2PIR systems.
 
Figure 2.2: System architecture of structured P2P networks
2.2 Information Retrieval in Peer-to-Peer Net-
works
The primary goal of trust-aware P2PIR is to retrieve not only trustworthy but
also relevant documents upon request. One of the key purposes of trust-aware
P2PIR is to locate relevant information for given queries. This, referred to as
Information retrieval (IR) in P2P environments (P2PIR), has been an active
field of research in the last decade, and a number of papers have been published
so far.
The reason for employing P2P as the basic infrastructure for IR is that P2P
networks may be an attractive alternative to centralised search engines (e.g.,
Google) for both technical and economic reasons [ZS06]. Similar to the problems
studied in traditional IR environments [BYRN99, goo, Cal00], two major sce-
narios have been extensively explored in P2PIR, namely, cooperative P2PIR and
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uncooperative P2PIR. These two scenarios are defined by the degrees of cooper-
ation provided by document providers (i.e., peers). For example, each document
provider in the network can cooperate closely to provide its document copies or
content statistics for document retrieval and ranking, and this can be defined
as cooperative P2PIR such as P2P Web Search [LLH+03, SYYW03, KWTA07,
LJT07, JNC06]. This problem normally corresponds to the Web search engine
case in traditional IR environments such as Google. In summarising the state-of-
art cooperative P2PIR [CJL+09, NYF08a, XSD+08, MM09, PLPZR08, RGKK09,
NYF08b, ZRL+07, KWTA07, LJT07, JNC06, YDRC06, LKZ+06, JYF07, Che05,
LLQ+04, TDX04, KJ03, TD04, LC04b, TXD03, TXM03, RV03, LLH+03, CAN02,
KJ04, SLZ+07, SLZ+09, GKN09, YMA09, MMKA04, MKA06, SYYW03, PMB06],
three characteristics can be extracted and summarised: (i) each document provider
needs to publish full document copies or document descriptions (e.g., statistics
such as term frequency) to the network; (ii) document copies or descriptions can
be obtained, assessed and downloaded by any user without any limitations upon
request; and (iii) users should employ the same search engine to retrieve the
required documents in a network.
In another case, document providers may not be willing to provide their in-
dividual document copies or descriptions to the network due to copyright issues
and access limitations. Moreover, each of these document providers may em-
ploy an individual search engine for document indexing and retrieving, which
is often the case in digital libraries. In such an environment, it may not be
possible to know which document provider is using which type of search en-
gine. In addition, it is unlikely to expect document providers to inform other
users about detailed techniques of search engines, such as ranking algorithms
and stemming algorithms. This scenario is defined as uncooperative Information
Retrieval in P2P networks ; a typical example is such as a P2P Digital Library
search [ZCLL04, LC06, LC05, NF07a, NFTN05]. This problem normally corre-
sponds to Distributed Information Retrieval in traditional IR environments such
as searching through digital libraries. In summarising the literature of unco-
operative P2PIR [LC04a, ZCLL04, LC06, LC05, WB05, LC07a, ZTW07, Pap08,
ZL06, RP08, RPTW08, ZHTW08, CSB+05, Wit08a, ZYKG05, ZYKG07, WM09,
NF07a, NFTN05, DMP+09, RP08], three characteristics can be concluded: (i)
documents cannot be directly reviewed or downloaded by users due to issues of
access limitation, payment or copyright; (ii) document providers may or may not
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publish their descriptions (e.g., statistics of peers) to the network; (iii) each doc-
ument provider employs an individual search engine with unknown techniques.
Both cooperative P2PIR and uncooperative P2PIR offer different possibilities
and difficulties for a distributed search solution in P2P networks. The advantages
and disadvantages of the P2P paradigm for Information Retrieval, compared to
the Client-Server paradigm are discussed in Section 2.2.1. Then, prior work
related to cooperative and uncooperative P2PIR is surveyed in Sections 2.2.2
and 2.2.3, respectively.
2.2.1 Peer-to-Peer vs. Client-Server for Information Re-
trieval
Nowadays, there are two major types of network paradigms for information shar-
ing, namely, the Client-Server (CS) model and the Peer-to-Peer (P2P) model. In
the CS paradigm, all users communicate with a single, centralised server. Some-
times the centralised server can be replaced by a set of hierarchical servers to
improve scalability. The servers of one level act as clients to the higher level
servers in a hierarchical model, which is a tree structure. In the CS model, all
documents are stored in one central server, and users can retrieve the required
documents from that server. The advantages of the CS paradigm for Information
Retrieval are as follows [Mal03]:
• Document management is much easier, because all the documents are stored
in one location.
• Document retrieval is efficient.
• Searching is comprehensive.
The disadvantages of the CS paradigm are as follows:
• The central server can easily become a bottleneck during periods of high
demand.
• It has a single point of failure.
• Maintenance costs are high.
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• It exhibits poor scalability, because all the actions rely on the central server
or a fixed number of servers. When new documents are published to the
network, requests (e.g., storage, processing power) to the server increase,
and the server performance is diminished.
• It is expensive to frequently update the global index in the central server.
The Peer-to-Peer paradigm may offer an attractive alternative to the tradi-
tional Client-Server paradigm for Information Retrieval. A P2P network is a
distributed network composed of a large number of distributed, heterogeneous,
autonomous and highly dynamic peers, in which participants share parts of their
own resources such as processing power, storage capability and software [ATS04,
LCP+05]. The advantages of P2P architecture for Information Retrieval are as
follows [CAN02, Mal03]:
• Since any peer in a P2P network can be assumed to be an information
provider and directory service at the same time, P2P networks provide
more opportunities for replication and minimise the chance of having a
single point of failure. This indicates that, if one peer breaks down, the rest
of peers in the network are still able to work.
• P2P networks are composed of a large number of distributed computers
sharing part of their own resources (e.g., bandwidth, storage) [LCP+05].
This makes it easier for P2P networks to avoid bottlenecks, such as traffic
overload, because they can distribute data and balance requests across the
network without using a central server.
• P2P networks can scale better than centralised networks because P2P net-
works take advantage of the unused resources of each peer, such as process-
ing power and storage. As peers arrive and demand on the system increases,
the total capacity of the system also increases [LCP+05]. This flexibility is
not true of centralised networks.
• Information in the network can be effectively and efficiently updated be-
cause data is stored, highly distributed and can be maintained locally.
• P2P networks are appealing from an economic perspective since they do
not need to build expensive infrastructures or bear high maintenance costs
to manage information.
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On the other hand, P2P architectures have a few of disadvantages for Infor-
mation Retrieval:
• Document retrieval is not efficient, because multiple distributed peers have
to work collaboratively to accomplish the retrieval task.
• High network traffic on messages exchanging between peers.
• No guarantee of the reliability and quality of documents, because P2P net-
works depend on the voluntary participation of peers to contribute and
maintain their documents in a distributed way.
• Searching may not be comprehensive because only part of a network may
be retrieved.
Both types of network paradigms offer a number of advantages and disadvan-
tages, which is why they exist simultaneously. When considering better scalabil-
ity, low maintenance cost, no single point of failure and bottlenecks, P2P network
architectures may provide a better solution for Information Retrieval than the CS
paradigm.
2.2.2 Cooperative Information Retrieval in Peer-to-Peer
Networks
Extensive research has been undertaken into cooperative P2PIR in the last few
years. Prior work on cooperative P2PIR is surveyed in this subsection, and
four sub-problems of cooperative P2PIR are also analysed. Before discussing
cooperative P2PIR, the following assumptions must be made: (i) peers should
provide any required information for document retrieval and ranking, such as
document statistics; (ii) any peer in the network needs to employ an integrated
public search engine which can run unstructured text queries and return a list of
documents. In current cooperative P2PIR systems, four sub-problems need to be
addressed:
• Document Selection Criteria. Document selection criteria typically refer to
users’ requirements for document retrieval. Almost all of the cooperative
P2PIR systems only take retrieval quality (e.g., relevance for a given query)
as the selection criterion.
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• Document Description. The form of representing a document provided by
a peer in a network, such as the frequency of a term in the document.
• Document Retrieval and Ranking. How to retrieve documents from a net-
work which can satisfy the selection criterion. A ranking algorithm will
establish an ordering of the retrieved documents by how well each docu-
ment matches or satisfies a given query.
• Implementation. A mechanism for organising peers into a cooperative man-
ner so that document copies and descriptions can be collected by each peer
in a network.
Retrieval quality is the most common selection criterion in all of the IR ar-
eas, which considers the relevance degrees between documents and given queries.
Since all of the cooperative P2PIR systems choose relevance as the document
selection criterion, the remainder three sub-problems in cooperative P2PIR will
be discussed, including issues of document description, document retrieval and
ranking, and implementation.
2.2.2.1 Document Description
To decide which documents are likely to satisfy users’ queries, document re-
trieval and ranking methods require information of documents. This information
is called document description (or document representation is some literature),
which is assumed to be available in cooperative P2PIR. In distributed networks,
document description normally consists of three problems [Cal00, CC01]: (i) how
to represent documents; (ii) how to compress the size of document descriptions;
and (iii) how to obtain document descriptions in a distributed way.
The first problem is how to represent a document. Currently, four approaches
have been developed to represent documents in P2P networks, which are: (i) full-
text based description; (ii) semantic-based description; (iii) query-driven based
description; and (iv) link-based description. Typical full-text based descriptions
include a list of terms with corresponding term frequencies in a document, as well
as the total number of terms and the length of the document. Full-text based
document description is the most widely used approach, not only for cooperative
P2PIR but also all of the IR area. In cooperative P2PIR, a large number of
approaches [CJL+09, NYF08a, XSD+08, MM09, PLPZR08, RGKK09, NYF08b,
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ZRL+07, KWTA07, LJT07, JNC06, YDRC06, LKZ+06, JYF07, Che05, LLQ+04,
TDX04, KJ03, TD04, LC04b, TXD03, TXM03, RV03, LLH+03, CAN02, KJ04,
SLZ+07, SLZ+09] employ full-text based descriptions for document retrieval and
ranking. Compared to other document description methods, full-text based de-
scriptions provide much more comprehensive descriptions for text documents.
However, the size of a full-text based description is significantly large.
A semantic-based document description represents a document by a propo-
sitional Semantic Web language, such as Description Logic [BCM+03]. Fausto
et al. [GKN09] analysed the meanings of words and phrases in a document, and
then represented a document by a list of terms and phrases with an enumerated
sequence of conjunction components uAd or the disjunction symbol unionsq. These
symbols are defined in Description Logic. Yu et al. [YMA09] developed a Web
content capability description (WCD) language to represent documents, which
is a metadata of Web contents and the composition of knowledge domains. The
knowledge domain ontologies are described by OWL [Hor05] and the metadata is
represented in RDF [rdf]. The advantage of a semantic-based document descrip-
tion is that it can address the problem of which term is semantically independent
in full-text based descriptions. However, generating a semantic-based document
description requires analysing every single word and phrase in a document, which
can be time consuming and computationally expensive. Since efficiency is an im-
portant issue in IR [BYRN99], semantic-based document descriptions are not
widely used in cooperative P2PIR.
A query-driven based document description stores information about queries
satisfied in the past. Mine et al. [MMKA04, MKA06] represented a document by
a content file which consists of Content and two histories in terms of Q-RDH and
Q-SAH. Content is a metadata-based description, including the title of the docu-
ment, the abstract of the document, the address of the document provider, and the
range across which it is allowed to be distributed (e.g., ALL, Community, Agent).
Q/RDH is a list of pairs of a query and the address of the document provider
which provided the relevant documents for that query in the past. Q/SAH is a
list of pairs of a query and the address of a document requester. Unlike full-text
based document descriptions, the size of a query-driven based document descrip-
tion is relatively small, which is effective for transmission through P2P networks.
The major problem of applying query-driven based document descriptions is that
the relevant judgement of a document for a given query should require manual
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effort [CC01]. This cannot be consistent because different people may have var-
ious standards of judgement, even for the same query and document. Further,
it is expensive and difficult to apply query-driven based document descriptions
when document providers frequently update their documents.
In terms of link-based document descriptions, a document is represented by
a number of different types of links. For example, Shi et al. and Parreira et
al. [SYYW03, PMB06] represent Web documents (e.g., Web pages) by various
links such as inner link, virtual link, afferent link and efferent link. Similar to
query-driven based document descriptions, the size of a link-based document de-
scription is relatively small, which is effective for transfer over a network. How-
ever, the range of applications for link-based document descriptions is limited
because it is only useful when the link information is available, as in the case of
Web pages.
The most commonly used document description so far is full-text based doc-
ument descriptions. In unstructured P2P networks, a peer will send full copies of
documents or document statistics to its neighbouring peers or super peers, while
in structured P2P networks, document statistics are routed to specific peers by
data location policies and DHTs. The main problem of full-text based descrip-
tions is that the full copies of documents or statistics are significantly large in
size. When publishing or retrieving documents, the copies or statistics have to
be transferred over the network, which may produce a large amount of network
traffic. This cannot be scalable [LLH+03].
The second problem is how to compress the size of a document description.
Zhang et al. and Yang et al. [ZS05, YDRC06] measured the bandwidth cost and
search latency of full-text based document descriptions of publishing and retriev-
ing documents in both unstructured and structured P2P networks. Their results
show that a full-text based document description is bandwidth consumption, inef-
fective and unscalable for both types of P2P networks. Different methodologies of
compressing the size of full-text based document descriptions have been explored.
To address this problem, five approaches have been studied so far, including bloom
filter, top-ranked term selection, feature extraction, query history and stemming.
Some approaches employ one method only such as [LLH+03, CJL+09, RV03],
while some combine several methods together such as [RGKK09]. These meth-
ods will be described in the following paragraphs.
A Bloom filter [Blo70] is a hash-based data structure which can represent a set
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compactly. Li et al. [LLH+03], Chen et al. [CJL+09], and Reynolds et al. [RV03]
reduced the size of a full-text based document description by using a Bloom filter.
Top-ranked term selection means choosing some top-ranked terms in a doc-
ument to represent the document contents. Not all of the terms in a doc-
ument are important for representing the document contents. An approach
has been developed to remove the low-weighted terms in a document by rank-
ing all of the terms. Only the top-ranked terms are selected and published
to the network instead of the whole number of terms listed in a document.
Tang et al. [TD04] adopted Okapi [RWHB95] to calculate the term weights,
and subsequently, they [TDX04] applied a Random Projection [FM87] to fil-
ter the low-weighted terms in a different paper. Rosenfeld et al. [RGKK09]
computed a threshold of the number of maximum important terms in a docu-
ment, and declare that the threshold can be adapted according to the system
overload. ALVIS [SLZ+07, SLZ+09, ZRL+07, PLPZR08, LKZ+06] developed a
highly-discriminative key (HDK) to publish the selected terms or term sets with
the corresponding DFmax documents, where DF is the document frequency and
DFmax is a threshold defined by the system.
Feature extraction is an approach to represent documents by a number of
features and corresponding values. In Chen’s approach [Che05], terms appearing
in the different frames usually carry different weights. For example, terms ap-
pearing in the title are assigned more weights than the abstract. Skobeltsyn et
al. [SLZ+07, SLZ+09] took into account the popularity of terms and term combi-
nations from the user query history to remove unpopular terms. This approach
keeps retrieval quality at an acceptable level.
Stemming is a method to simplify a term in its root form and it has been
extensively studied in traditional IR. Rosenfeld et al. [RGKK09] employed stem-
ming algorithms to reduce the size of a full-text based document description.
Although compressing the size of a full-text base document description can re-
duce the cost of transferring descriptions among peers, this method scarifies the
retrieval quality in terms of precision and recall [NYF08a, NYF08b].
The last problem is how to obtain document descriptions in P2P networks,
which is one of the most challenging problems in P2PIR. In full-text based P2PIR,
document descriptions include two types of statistics, namely, global term statis-
tics and local term statistics. Local term statistics can be easily obtained from
peers in the network. Since P2P networks are highly distributed and there is no
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central server, peers lack a global view of term statistics for underlying documents
in a network. It is challenging to collect global term statistics in a P2P network,
but without them, it is difficult to measure the importance of a term in the net-
work. In addition, peers in a P2P network are highly dynamic, and frequently
join and leave the network [TD07, SGG02]. The structure of a P2P network
is always changing, and this affects the content distribution in the network, as
well as the global term statistics [TD07]. This makes it hard to keep global term
statistics up-to-date. Some cooperative P2PIR systems assume that global term
statistics are available in advance [LLH+03, Che05, RV03, LLQ+04, KJ04]. Al-
ternatively, Cuenca-Acuna et al. [CAN02] assumed that each peer can act as a
central server to collect and maintain global term statistics about other peers in
a network. Both of these assumptions are not realistic, and in order to address
this problem, several strategies have been explored to obtain global term statis-
tics for P2PIR. A few approaches [XSD+08, KWTA07, LJT07] just set some
global values (e.g., the number of terms in a network) to be a maximum un-
signed integer. Moreover, Tang et al. [TDX04, TD04, TXM03], Klampanos et
al. [KJ04] and Klemm et al. [KA05] sample documents from a part of the net-
work and use merged statistics to replace global term statistics. Then, these
estimated global term statistics are disseminated to the network and updated
periodically [PLPZR08, TDX04, TD04, KJ04, TXM03, KA05]. The limitations
of these approaches will be discussed in Section 2.4.
2.2.2.2 Document Retrieval and Ranking
Document retrieval means to locate documents which may satisfy the selection
criteria. Since in cooperative P2PIR the retrieval quality is the only selection cri-
terion, document retrieval means finding documents containing relevant contents
for a given query. In traditional IR, document retrieval relies on a centralised
server, in which document providers publish their document copies or statistics
to a central server and users send their queries to the central server to retrieve
the relevant documents. Contrarily, information in P2P networks is highly dis-
tributed and there is no central server to manage the information of a network.
Two types of approaches have been developed for document publication and re-
trieval in structured and unstructured P2P networks, respectively.
Currently, a wealth of cooperative IR systems have been developed in struc-
tured P2P networks [PMB06, SYYW03, SLZ+07, PLPZR08, ZRL+07, LLH+03,
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LKZ+06, GKN09, TXM03, TXD03, LC04b, KJ03, JYF07, LJT07, KWTA07,
XSD+08, CJL+09, RV03, NYF08a, NYF08b, Che05, TDX04, TD04, SLZ+09].
For document retrieval and publication in structured P2P networks, DHT can
provide a solution. In structured P2P networks, DHTs provide an interface to
put and get pairs of key/value. When publishing documents to a network, DHTs
store an inverted index. The keys inserted into DHTs are the terms, and the
values in DHTs are the corresponding posting lists including term frequency,
document name and document location. The key/value pairs are stored in dis-
tributed peers over a network based on the data location policies of the structured
P2P networks. To retrieve documents containing query terms in structured P2P
networks, systems perform lookup messages for each query term to retrieve its
posting list, and then intersect the posting lists to obtain the relevant documents
containing the query terms.
A number of cooperative P2PIR systems employ unstructured P2P networks
to publish and retrieve documents [KJ04, LLQ+04, JNC06, CAN02, MKA06,
MMKA04, CJL+09]. In unstructured P2P networks, peers either publish/retrieve
document copies or statistics to/from super peers or their neighbouring peers.
The process of document publication and retrieval is the same as the process of
data publication and retrieval in unstructured P2P networks (see Section 2.1.1),
in which flooding and a random walk are employed. Rosenfeld et al. [RGKK09]
proposed using a hybrid approach which employs DHTs to publish and locate
infrequent terms, and employs a random walk or flooding to publish and find
popular terms.
Both document publication and retrieval methods in structured and unstruc-
tured P2P networks suffer several drawbacks for such as high network trans-
mission cost and poor retrieval quality. For example, in structured P2P net-
works, the main problem is that the traffic cost of publishing and retrieving
posting lists is extremely high and inefficient, which has been studied by Li et
al. [LLH+03] and Yong et al. [YDRC06]. In unstructured P2P networks, flood-
ing will cost high network bandwidth and it is poor scalability. Moreover, in
hierarchical unstructured P2P networks, many super peers can be heavily over-
loaded [YDRC06]. A random walk is able to provide better scalability than
flooding [ALPH01, LCC+02, GMS06] for document publication and retrieval in
unstructured P2P networks. However, the quality of retrieval results is not guar-
anteed. The searching process can be stopped when reaching TTL but without
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finding any relevant documents for a given query.
To address these problems, several optimal approaches have been designed for
efficient searching and improvement of retrieval quality. For example, content-
based network overlay, query expansion, query history and document replication
policy. Content-based network overlay (also called semantic overlay network
(SON )) is a logical network overlay where document providers with similar con-
tents are grouped closer around their semantics. Documents are analysed by
clustering algorithms to extract semantics. Li et al. [LLH+03] applied Proba-
bilistic Latent Semantic Analysis (PLSA) [Hof99] to cluster documents in 100
groups. Nguyen et al. [NYF08a, NYF08b] developed a greedy algorithm to group
documents based on term distributions derived from user queries and document
contents. Tang et al. [TDX04] employed a hierarchical version of spherical k-
means [DM01] to cluster documents. In this approach, a cluster of similar doc-
uments with a single vector represents the centroids of this cluster and uses the
centroids of the clusters as representations of the documents. In content-based
network overlay, to conduct a search, the system analyses the query and then
forwards it to the areas with similar contents which could potentially contain
the most relevant documents [TXM03, TXD03, LC04b, KJ04, KJ03, NYF08a,
NYF08b, Che05, TDX04, JNC06].
Query expansion is a method to reformulate queries to improve retrieval qual-
ity. Normally, queries are expanded with additional terms to obtain more relevant
documents for a given query. Xu et al. [XSD+08] and Tang et al. [TD04] anal-
ysed the top ranked documents and extract the high weight terms as the query
expansion terms for a given query.
Search history is another efficient way to improve retrieval quality. Mine et
al. [MMKA04, MKA06] and Xu et al. [XSD+08] compared similarities between
current queries and previous queries to find relevant documents with queries sat-
isfied in the past. In their approaches, relevance can be inferred from feedback
derived from document reading times, downloading times and top-ranked doc-
uments. Since flooding and random walk are effective and efficient to locate
popular documents in unstructured P2P networks, Lv et al. [LC04b], Chen et
al. [CJL+09], Kurasawa et al. [KWTA07] and Cuenca-Acuna et al. [CAN02] repli-
cate many copies of documents and then disseminate them to the network.
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After retrieving relevant documents containing query terms, one central prob-
lem regarding information retrieval systems is the issue of predicting which doc-
uments are more likely to satisfy users’ queries. Such a decision is usually de-
pendent on a ranking algorithm which attempts to establish an ordering of the
retrieved documents. Several traditional ranking algorithms have been adopted
in cooperative P2PIR. Most of approaches [LKZ+06, LJT07, KJ03, CAN02,
LLQ+04] employed the Vector Space Model (VSM) [BYRN99] to rank relevant
documents for a given query. Kurasawa et al. [KWTA07] used a probabilis-
tic ranking algorithm [BYRN99]. These ranking algorithms require full-text
based document descriptions. On the other hand, Li et al. [LLH+03], Parreira et
al. [PMB06] and Shi et al. [SYYW03] employed link-based document descriptions
and PageRank [BP98] for document ranking. To apply the traditional document
ranking algorithms in cooperative P2PIR, the most challenging problem is how
to obtain term statistics to calculate relevance-based document scores, which has
been described in the document description section.
2.2.2.3 Implementation
P2P networks lack centralised infrastructures, but rather depend on the voluntary
participation of peers. One challenge is how to develop a mechanism for organising
peers into a cooperative manner so that documents can be retrieved and ranked
by any peer in a network. Implementation of P2PIR systems typically involves
two issues of decentralised system architectures and data management protocols.
For cooperative P2PIR systems in completely decentralised P2P networks,
each peer acts as an equal role, therefore, the decentralised system architec-
ture is designed to fulfil the following functionalities: (i) storing document de-
scriptions of neighbouring peers (in unstructured P2P networks) or a portion
of the global document descriptions (in structured P2P networks); (ii) process-
ing and forwarding users’ queries; and (iii) ranking retrieved documents for a
given query [PMB06, SYYW03, SLZ+07, PLPZR08, ZRL+07, LLH+03, LKZ+06,
GKN09, TXM03, TXD03, LC04b, KJ03, JYF07, LJT07, KWTA07, XSD+08,
CJL+09, RV03, NYF08a, NYF08b, Che05, TDX04, TD04, SLZ+09]. For hierar-
chical unstructured P2P networks, super peers provide these functionalities in-
stead [KJ04, LLQ+04, JNC06, CAN02, MKA06, MMKA04, CJL+09, RGKK09].
Cooperative P2PIR systems in different P2P networks employ various data
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management protocols for document publication, retrieval and update. In struc-
tured P2P networks, DHTs and message routing protocols are employed to pub-
lish and retrieve documents containing query terms. Most of the approaches [PMB06,
SYYW03, SLZ+07, PLPZR08, ZRL+07, LLH+03, LKZ+06, GKN09, TXM03,
TXD03, LC04b, KJ03, JYF07, LJT07, KWTA07, XSD+08, CJL+09, RV03, NYF08a,
NYF08b, Che05, TDX04, TD04, SLZ+09] modify data management protocols of
structured P2P networks by extending the index manager with required informa-
tion (e.g., term frequency, document length) for document retrieval and ranking.
In unstructured P2P networks, the document copies or descriptions are published
to either super peers or neighbouring peers. Super peers and neighbouring peers
store these information and retrieve relevant documents by random walk or flood-
ing [KJ04, LLQ+04, JNC06, CAN02, MKA06, MMKA04, CJL+09].
2.2.3 Uncooperative Information Retrieval in Peer-to-Peer
Networks
A wide variety of research focuses on uncooperative Information Retrieval in
P2P networks. Before discussing the relevance of the work on uncooperative IR,
the following three assumptions must be made: (i) document providers do not
provide any descriptions of their documents, instead, they may or may not pro-
vide descriptions of themselves; (ii) users cannot directly access document copies
or statistics due to copyright issues or access limitations; (iii) each document
provider employs an individual search engine which can run unstructured text
queries and provide rankings of retrieved documents with relevance scores. In
uncooperative P2PIR, the query process is that when a user submits a query to a
network, then a set of peers are selected which may contain relevant information
for a given query. The query is then forwarded to the selected peers; in response,
each selected peer processes the query and generates a ranked list. Afterwards,
the different ranked lists from the selected peers are merged and re-ranked in or-
der to present to the user. According to the search process, uncooperative P2PIR
can be viewed as five sub-problems which are described below:
• Document and Peer Selection Criterion. Similar to the selection criteria in
cooperative P2PIR, selection criteria for peers (i.e., document providers)
and documents are related to users’ requirements.
• Peer Description. Similar to the document descriptions in cooperative
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P2PIR but in the peer level, it represents contents or other information
(e.g., query history) of peers.
• Peer Retrieval and Selection. Given user queries and a set of peer descrip-
tions, this is the problem of how to retrieve and select peers that are most
likely to contain documents satisfying the selection criteria.
• Result Merging. This is how to merge the results returned from different
selected peers and re-rank them as a single list with ordering.
• Implementation. Similar to the implementation of cooperative P2PIR, un-
cooperative P2PIR systems also need a cooperative manner so that peers
can be selected and results can be merged by any peer in a network.
Most of the existing work in uncooperative P2PIR systems only considers re-
trieval quality as the selection criterion, which is the same as that of cooperative
P2PIR systems. The only exception is that Nottelmann et al. [NF07b, NF07a,
NFTN05] took cost as the peer selection criterion. Since the selection criterion
of the existing uncooperative P2PIR systems are relevance or cost, in what fol-
lows, the remainder four sub-problems of uncooperative P2PIR will be explored,
including issues on peer description, peer retrieval and selection, result merging
and implementation.
2.2.3.1 Peer Description
To decide which peers are likely to contain documents satisfying users’ require-
ments, peer selection approaches require peer descriptions. Peer descriptions (or
called peer representations) are variations of document descriptions but at the
peer level. For example, in full-text based peer descriptions, term frequency is re-
placed by document frequency. Same to the document descriptions in cooperative
P2PIR, peer descriptions in uncooperative P2PIR also give rise to three problems,
which are: (i) how to represent a peer; (ii) how to obtain peer descriptions from
the network; and (iii) how to compact the size of a peer description.
Currently, four kinds of peer descriptions have been employed in uncoopera-
tive IR, such as (i) full-text based descriptions; (ii) query-driven based descrip-
tions; (iii) user-interest based descriptions ; and (iv) cost-based descriptions. The
full-text based peer description is a variant of the full-text based document de-
scription, which includes terms with corresponding document frequencies (df ) in
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a peer, as well as the total number of documents and average of document length.
Most of uncooperative P2PIR systems employ full-text based descriptions such
as [LC04a, ZCLL04, LC06, LC05, WB05, LC07a, ZTW07, Pap08, ZL06, RP08,
RPTW08, ZHTW08, CSB+05, Wit08a]. Query-driven based peer descriptions are
similar to the query-driven based document descriptions in cooperative P2PIR
but in the peer level as well, which stores information about queries and corre-
sponding satisfied peers in the past. Zeinalipour-Yazti et al. [ZYKG05, ZYKG07]
and Wu et al. [WM09] represented peers by the most recent satisfied queries in
the past and the number of documents returned to the corresponding queries.
In the Zeinalipour-Yazti et al. approach, each peer should continuously moni-
tor and record the past queries it sent and responses it received. Interest-based
peer descriptions [DMP+09, RP08] represent peers by the number of interests
covered in each peer. By using information filtering methods, the interest sets
of each peer can be extracted by analysing documents. Interest-based peer de-
scriptions are based on the assumption that if users were interested in some
topic documents in the past, they are likely to be interested in the same topic
in the future. The cost-based peer description is proposed by Nottelmann et
al. [NF07b, NF07a, NFTN05], which contains cost information on computation
time, communication time for sending queries and documents through the net-
work, and money cost for accessing or downloading documents.
The most widely used peer description in uncooperative P2PIR so far is the
full-text based peer description, which is same with cooperative P2PIR systems.
In uncooperative P2PIR, each peer may provide their peer descriptions to the
network instead of document descriptions. Transferring full-text based peer de-
scriptions over the network produces a large amount of network traffic, which
makes this approach difficult to scale to a large network. The second problem of
peer descriptions in uncooperative P2PIR is how to compress peer descriptions.
To address this problem, two approaches have been used to compress the size of
full-text based peer descriptions in uncooperative P2PIR, which are Bloom filter
and top-ranked term selection. Dazzi et al. [DMP+09] and Papapetrou [Pap08]
applied the Bloom filter to reduce the size of full-text based peer descriptions,
while Witschel et al. [Wit08a, WB05] employed top-ranked term selection to cut
the low weight terms in a peer description. Witschel et al. [Wit08a] studied
the different thresholds of top-ranked terms in descriptions to find the trade-offs
between the compressed peer descriptions and retrieval performance.
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The last problem of peer descriptions in uncooperative P2PIR is how to obtain
peer descriptions. In uncooperative P2PIR, peers may or may not provide peer
descriptions. When peers do not provide any information to the network, query-
based sampling [CC01] is applied to extract the full-text based peer descriptions
such as [LC06]. Same with the challenges of obtaining peer descriptions in co-
operative P2PIR, one of the most challenging problems in uncooperative P2PIR
is how to obtain term statistics (especially, global terms statistics) for peer se-
lection and result merging. To address this problem, two approaches have been
used to estimate global term statistics, which are sampling documents [Wit08a]
and using a reference corpus [WB05, CSB+05, Wit08a]. Sampling documents is
same with the approach in cooperative P2PIR systems, which has been discussed
previously. By using a reference corpus to estimate global term statistics, the
“global term statistics” of a reference corpus are extracted and used as the global
term statistics of the network, while the reference corpus could be independent of
the contents in the network. Witschel et al. [Wit08b] examined the estimations
of global term statistics by comparing two approaches, and they concluded that
sampling is more attractive in global term statistics estimation than a reference
corpus.
2.2.3.2 Peer Retrieval and Selection
Peer retrieval is to locate peers that can provide documents which are likely to
satisfy the selection criteria. To publish and retrieve documents for uncooperative
IR, two different approaches have been used in structured and unstructured P2P
networks, which are similar to document publication and retrieval in cooperative
P2PIRs, but at the peer level. To be specific, DHT is used to publish and
retrieve documents in structured P2P networks [CSB+05, ZHTW08, RPTW08,
RP08, ZTW07, Pap08], while flooding and a random walk have been applied to
publish and retrieve documents in unstructured P2P networks [NFTN05, WM09,
ZYKG07, ZYKG05, ZL06, LC07a, WB05, LC06, LC05, LC03, ZCLL04, LC04a].
The same as document retrieval in cooperative P2PIRs, peer retrieval meth-
ods also suffer from a number of drawbacks such as high network transmission
costs and poor retrieval quality. The key issues to reduce network communication
costs and improve retrieval quality are to minimise the number of messages be-
tween peers and the number of peers to be queried for each search [ZYKG07]. To
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address these problems, several optimal approaches have been developed for effi-
cient searching and improvement of retrieval quality. These include content-based
network overlay, query expansion, query history and reducent checking.
A content-based network overlay has been described in cooperative P2PIR and
has also been widely used in uncooperative P2PIR systems [RPTW08, Pap08,
RP08, LC07a, WB05, LC06, LC05, LC03, ZCLL04, LC04a]. Query expansion
means to reformulate queries to improve retrieval quality. Witschel et al. [WB05]
and Chernov et al [CSB+05] employed topic words to increase the probability of
matching the query with relevant documents. Topic words are extracted from
the local relevance feedback, in which high-term frequency in top-ranked docu-
ments can be added to the query. Witschel et al. [Wit08a] also expanded queries
by local context analysis [XC96]. Query history retrieval means to explore the
locality of past queries, which can save network and process costs. They com-
puted the degree of similarities between current queries and past queries and
forwarded the queries to the peers which had provided the relevant documents in
the past [ZYKG05, ZYKG07, WM09]. One problem with decreasing the retrieval
quality is that many peers in the network may provide the same documents in
P2P networks. Therefore, routing a query to multiple peers providing the same
documents is a waste of resources. This can reduce the quality of retrieval per-
formance because many documents are the same in the resulting list. Wu et
al. [WM09] proposed an approach to consider combinations of neighbours which
can provide the least reducent results. The main idea is to send queries to the
peers which are likely to have the required documents, but not the same to the
other selected peers.
One major problem with uncooperative P2PIR systems is how to select a
set of peers which are likely to provide the required documents to satisfy the
selection criteria. Two approaches have been proposed so far to select a set
of peers: (i) heuristic-based methods compute the ranking scores of peers, and
then retrieve a constant number of peers from the top-ranked peer list; ii) a
theoretic-based method selects a set of peers within the minimum cost [NFTN05,
NF07b]. Most peer selections in uncooperative P2PIR systems employ the first
method to rank peers based on a set of peer descriptions and a given query. A
set of traditional resource ranking algorithms have been adapted to rank peers.
For examples, CORI [Cal00] is applied by [ZHTW08], K-L is [XC99] employed
by [CSB+05, ZL06, LC07a, LC06, LC05, LC03, ZCLL04], and VSM [BYRN99] is
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used by [ZYKG05, ZYKG07, RPTW08, ZTW07]. The challenge of applying these
algorithms is how to obtain the term statistics to compute peer scores. In contrast
to the heuristic-based methods, the decision-theoretic framework (DTF) [Fuh99]
has been adapted for peer selection in uncooperative P2PIR, which takes cost
(e.g., time, money) [NFTN05, NF07b]. This system can compute a clear cut-
off value on which peers need to be searched and the number of documents to
be retrieved from each of these selected peers. Compared to the heuristic-based
approaches, this work has a better theoretical foundation.
2.2.3.3 Result Merging
When a number of documents have been returned from the selected peers, how to
integrate them into a single ranked list is a challenging problem in uncooperative
P2PIR. This is one of the most significant differences between cooperative IR and
uncooperative IR. Merging the results is difficult, because the document scores
returned from each peer are not comparable for two reasons, which were discussed
in [SC03]: (i) each peer may employ different ranking algorithms; and (ii) the
statistics used to compute peer scores vary with different peers, because peers
may use different stemming algorithms and store word lists to generate statistics.
SESS [LC04a, LC05] extended the Kirsch result-merging algorithm [Kir] by
using the aggregation of super-peer descriptions instead of global corpus statistics.
The limitation of this approach is that SESS requires each peer to provide the
statistics of its returned documents, therefore, a strong cooperative relationship
is necessary. Although Chernov et al. [CSB+05] combined the language modelling
score and pseudo-relevance feedback language model score to re-rank documents,
this also requires peers to provide the statistics of each returned document. Jie et
al. [LC06] adapted the semi-supervised learning result merging algorithm [SC03]
to re-rank retrieved documents. In order to normalise the document scores, they
used the same document with different scores returned from different super peers
as training data to learn the score normalising function.
2.2.3.4 Implementation
Similar to the implementation of cooperative P2PIR systems, the implementation
of uncooperative P2PIR systems involves two issues, namely, distributed system
architectures and data management protocols.
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In completely decentralised P2P networks, each peer should provide the same
capabilities, in which the system is designed to store peer descriptions, process
and forward queries, select peers and merge results. In hierarchical unstructured
P2P networks, super peers should provide the above functions instead.
For data management protocols, several uncooperative P2PIR systems [CSB+05,
ZTW07, ZHTW08] have extended the current data management protocols of
structured P2P networks to publish, retrieve and update data. A number of un-
cooperative P2PIR systems employ unstructured P2P network data management
protocols [RP08, ZL06, NFTN05, WM09, RPTW08, ZYKG07, ZYKG05, LC06,
LC04a, LC05, LC07a, WB05, LC03, ZCLL04] to fulfil the information retrieval
tasks. Two uncooperative P2PIR systems are designed to work in hybrid net-
works. Hence, data management protocols of unstructured and structured P2P
networks are employed in one system [Pap08, DMP+09].
2.3 Trust in P2P Networks and Information Re-
trieval
The function of trust-aware P2PIR systems is to retrieve not only relevant but
also trustworthy documents for given queries. Since relevance has been described
in the previous section, another key target of trust-aware P2PIR, trustworthiness,
will be discussed in this section. Existing work related to trustworthiness in P2P
networks and IR will be surveyed in the following paragraphs.
Trust is an important component of computer science, ranging from e-business
and agent systems, to distributed systems. It has been studied in a variety
of literature. One of the most widely-used trust definitions, from Olmedilla et
al. [ORMN05], refers to actions which define trust: “Trust of a party A to a party
B for a service X is the measurable belief of A in that B behaves dependably for
a specified period within a specified context”. Thus, trust management means to
collect, analyse and present evidence of security or dependability for the purpose
of making assessments and decisions regarding trustworthy relationships.
Trust plays an important role in P2P networks because P2P networks lack
any centralised infrastructure, but rather depend on the voluntary participation of
peers to exchange information. Since vast amounts of untrustworthy information
are spread across a network, it is necessary to provide a solution to help users
make recommendations and judgements of the reliability and quality of resources.
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Most of research on P2PIR focuses on finding a set of relevant documents for a
given query; document trust (e.g., document quality and reliability) is usually
ignored. Basically, research of trust in Information Retrieval is motivated by
retrieving trustworthy documents rather than relevant documents. This section
provides an overview of trust in both P2P networks and IR communities. The
general categorisation of trust is described in Section 2.3.1, current reputation-
based trust management systems in P2P networks are discussed in Section 2.3.2,
and a review of work relating to trust in IR is made in Section 2.3.3.
2.3.1 Categorisation of Trust Management Systems
Nowadays, most trust management systems can be grouped into two major cate-
gories, which are, policy-based trust and reputation-based trust [BDOS05, AG07].
Both trust management systems are widely used and designed for different envi-
ronments. Policy-based trust management systems are designed for structured,
organised environments such as centralised networks, while reputation-based trust
management systems are developed for unstructured user communities [BDOS05].
These two trust management systems will be discussed in the following para-
graphs.
Policy-based trust management is a “hard security” mechanism with a set
of clear evidence (e.g., signed statements, trust certification or credentials) to
verify whether or not the specific resource can be trusted. Atrz and Gil [AG07]
state that “policies describe the conditions necessary to obtain trust, and can
also prescribe actions and outcomes if certain conditions are met”. In policy-
based trust, users and services need to exchange their credentials to establish
trustworthy relationships with each other. Credentials normally refer to signed
statements about an entity, which are issued and verified by a trusted third party
which serves as an authority. One simple example of policy-based trust is the
login system. When a user provides an application and a number of private facts,
the system administrator identifies whether or not the user can be trusted. If
the application is accepted, a valid user with the correct username and password,
which is given and identified by the system administrator, can log into the system.
In policy-based trust management systems, the access decision is typically decided
by a well-defined authority. Policy-based trust has two major drawbacks: (i) in
order to obtain credentials, users have to sacrifice some privacy. For example,
when a user wants to register a system, the system administrator always requires
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the user to provide some private facts for verification; (ii) policy-based trust
relies on a trusted third party, therefore, the system risks suffering a single point
of failure.
Reputation-based trust can typically be called a “soft computation” mecha-
nism to estimate trust value by past experience. Reputation-based trust manage-
ment systems employ users’ local experience or other users’ experience, possibly
combined, to help users to judge the reliability or quality of items and predict
future behaviour. Typically, reputation-based trust is a way to estimate trust by
utilising community-based feedback about past experience of items. For example,
in ebay, buyers or sellers review the trustworthiness of sellers or buyers based on
feedback of past transactions, which includes positive feedback, negative feedback
and neutral feedback.
In a survey by Suryanarayana et al. [STS+04], social network2 based trust
management systems were mentioned. Social network based trust management
systems use past experience between peers to compute the trust relationship
between a pair of peers, which is same as the trust mechanism in reputation-based
trust systems. Moreover, social relationships between peers and social groups are
analysed and integrated to calculate the trust values of items. Since social network
based trust management systems also employ past experience between peers to
compute trust, social network based trust can be included into reputation-based
trust, as in most surveys [BDOS05, AG07].
Numerous research focuses on policy-based trust by trusted third parties [YWS01,
YW03, WWJ00, BO05, Ati02, KGM95]. However, this is not applicable to
P2P networks where there is no central server serving as a trusted third party.
Reputation-based trust management systems can be seen as a way of building
trust through social control by utilising community-based feedback about past
experience, which may help users make judgements about the reliability of items
and peers. Therefore, reputation-based trust management systems in P2P net-
works will be explored in the next section.
2A social network is made of individuals, which are connected by a number of relationships
such as friendship, financial exchange and interest.
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2.3.2 Reputation-Based Trust Management Systems in P2P
Networks
Current P2P networks contain three primary types of adversaries, namely, ma-
licious peers, front peers and selfish peers. Malicious peers cause harm to the
targeted items, peers or the whole network [MGM06]. Front peers can act like
good peers, while providing false feedback about malicious peers to increase the
reputation values of malicious peers [WN09]. Selfish peers use resources, but only
contribute few or no resources [MGM06].
In general, a reputation-based trust management system consists of three
basic components [KT06], namely, information gathering, reputation estimating
and reputation representation. To address the different problems produced by
adversaries, the various design issues of each component need to be considered.
The challenges of building reputation-based trust management systems in P2P
networks mainly focus on three aspects [Mai]: (i) how to address the problems
of different types of peers behaviour, such as misleading feedback of transactions
from front peers and malicious peers; (ii) how to define trust factors and metrics
according to various contexts; (iii) how to build a reputable trust management
systems in decentralised P2P networks, which are efficient, reliable in calculating
trust values, data storage and dissemination.
Two major ways have been proposed to estimate trust values in reputation-
based trust management systems, namely, probabilistic estimation and social net-
work estimation [STS+04, DA06]. Probabilistic estimation means to analyse the
characteristics of peers and use aggregated feedback to estimate the reputation
values of items and peers. Social network estimation means aggregating the entire
feedback in a social network and weighting it against the relationships between
peers to calculate the trust value of a specific peer or item. Despotovic [DA06]
studied both approaches by combining various classes, and he found that social
network estimation cannot be widely used as probabilistic estimation. Moreover,
probabilistic estimation performs better for a small fraction of collusive peers,
while social network estimation runs better in around half of the peer popula-
tion. Several reputation-based trust management systems are described in the
following section according to the taxonomy of the three primary types of adver-
saries in P2P networks.
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2.3.2.1 Reputation-Based Trust Management Systems for Malicious
Peers
UniTEC [KTR05] modified Chaum Mixes [Cha81] to achieve the unlikability
of peers in the network, which enables anonymity for the properties of senders
and recipients. The approach of Chaum Mixes uses peers as intermediaries to
pass messages to other peers, so malicious peers cannot observe the communi-
cation between individual peers. The UniTEC reputation-based trust system
provides untraceable P2P communications between pseudonyms, which makes
trust pseudonyms in P2P networks work strongly. UniTEC is implemented in
structured P2P networks.
Stakanova et al. [SFWC04] developed a reputation-based trust system to filter
malicious peer threats in Gnutella. The reputation value of a peer is calculated by
the contributions of a peer to the network in terms of resources upload, resources
download and traffic extensiveness. A pre-defined threshold is set to distinguish
trust from untrust.
TrustGuard [SXL05] is a highly dependable reputation-based trust system,
which is designed to minimise the damages produced by malicious peers in struc-
tured P2P networks. The architecture of TrustGuard consists of three compo-
nents, namely, Trust Evaluation Engine, Transaction Manager and Trust Data
Storage Service. The trust value of a peer is estimated by weighting its current
reputation, reputation history and reputation fluctuations. To filter fake trans-
actions, TrustGuard defines a policy whereby peers can leave feedback when they
truly transact with each other.
Liau et al. [LZBT03, OLT03] developed a reputation-based trust system with
Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) [Mau96]. In the system, each peer stores its
own reputation value by a certificate RCert, which consists of rating information
about transactions with other peers in the past. To update the RCert in the
network, two protocols in terms of RCertP and RCertPX have been proposed.
Repantis and Kalogeraki [RK06] designed a decentralised reputation-based
middleware for unstructured P2P networks. The advantage of a middleware
approach is that it can facilitate secure peers interoperability without users in-
tervention. This makes it hard to identify peers in the network. The reputation
value of a peer is stored in its neighbouring peers and packaged with users’ queries
on request.
GossipTrust [ZHC08] is a global reputation computation system, which can
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be implemented in both structured and unstructured P2P networks. The sys-
tem employs a Bloom filter to save an amount of space to store reputation data.
Gossip-based protocols are designed to reduce the computation and communi-
cation overhead for global reputation aggregation. In addition, a score error
approach is designed to improve the accuracy of the reputation values of peers.
Since the high aggregation of global reputation scores requires more computation
time and storage overhead, tradeoffs have been studied to select the appropriate
parameters in GossipTrust.
Aringhieri et al. [ADDV+06] employed P2PRep [DdVPS03] protocols to dis-
seminate and access reputation information in the network. Peer reputation
values are calculated by fuzzy aggregation [Yag88] on two levels, including local
reputation and network reputation. Local reputation is the past interaction expe-
rience between other peers, while network reputation is the synthesis formed by
aggregating multiple opinions of a peer from other peers in the network. When a
peer has no previous experience of another peer or the local reputation value is
not sufficient, the network reputation should be employed.
XRep [DdVP+02] is a protocol consisting of five phases of reputation data
management in P2P networks. These are resource searching, resource selection
and vote polling, vote evaluation, best servant check and resource downloading.
Since the same resource may be available in different peers (e.g., good peers
and malicious peers) with different predictable reputation values, XRep combines
resource reputation and peer reputation to improve the accuracy of the reputation
values of the resources.
PowerTrust [ZH07] is a reputation-based trust management system, which is
inspired by the power-law distribution [FFF99] of ebay users’ feedback. By study-
ing the 108 MB feedback data of 10,000 users, it was found that feedback from
a reputable peer is more reliable than that from a low reputable peer. There-
fore, to calculate a peer reputation value, it is not necessary to collect all of the
feedback from all of the peers which have had transaction experiences with that
particular peer in the network. PowerTrust selects a small number of the most
reputable peers by a distributed ranking algorithm. By leveraging the feedback
from these reputable peers, the global reputation value of a peer can be rapidly
calculated. PowerTrust can be implemented in both unstructured and structured
P2P networks.
Selcuk et al. [SUP04] proposed a reputation-based trust management system
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for unstructured P2P networks. For a given query, the responding peers are
grouped together and the reputation value of the peers in the group are calculated
by feedback from each other. Finally, the peer with the maximum trust value
and minimum distrust value is selected to fulfil users’ requirements.
Credence [WS06] computes files reputation values by using an explicit voting
system, which is different with most of the systems which employ an implicit
endorsement of a file. Before using a file, a user collects votes for that file from
its neighbours in order to calculate the file reputation value. However, if there is
no sufficient voting activities from its neighbours, Credence employs a flow-based
approach by analysing the trust relationships from its neighbouring peers to more
distant peers by weighting the votes from neighbours and distant peers. Credence
is designed to be implemented in unstructured P2P networks.
EigenTrust [KSGM03] calculates the global trust value of each peer in the
network. Each peer maintains the statistics of all its transactions with other
peers locally. The global trust value of a peer is computed by weighting every
local trust value of peers. Then, the peer with the highest trust value is selected.
EigenTrust relies on some pre-trusted peers, which are assumed to be trusted by
all peers. This can be problematic, since once pre-trusted peers receive negative
feedback after some transactions, the system may not work reliably.
PeerTrust [XL04] is a transaction-based reputation system which evaluates
the trust values of peers in the network. To compute trust, PeerTrust identifies
three basic trust parameters and two adaptive factors, namely, feedback of a
transaction, the total number of transactions a peer performs, the credibility
of the feedback sources, transaction context factor and the community context
factor. A general trust model is generated to integrate these five parameters in a
coherence scheme by weighting the feedback of transactions from different peers.
PeerTrust is designed to be implemented in structured P2P networks.
H-Trust [ZL08] is designed to reduce reputation information communication
and computation overhead. To compute the trust values of peers, H-Trust collects
the feedback from good peers by h-index aggregation [Hir05] to save network costs.
H-Trust consists of five phases, which are trust recording, local trust evaluation,
trust query, spatial-temporal update, and group reputation evaluation. Tradeoffs
have been studied between the accuracy of trust values and the network cost.
FileTrust [KLK07] is a reputation-based trust system for both resources and
peers. The trust value of a resource is the same as the value in EigenTrust and
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PeerTrust. The trust value of a peer is represented by how many trustworthy re-
sources it currently shares. The resource with highest trust value and the lowest
contribution value is selected as the final choice. FileTrust also develops the sys-
tem architecture and data management protocols so that it can be implemented
in structured P2P networks.
2.3.2.2 Reputation-Based Trust Management Systems for Front Peers
Swamynathan et al. [SZA05] developed a reputation-based trust system to com-
bat fake or misleading feedback from peers which provide honest services. To
address this problem, they used two sets of reputation ratings, namely, service
rating and feedback rating. By decoupling the service and feedback reputation,
this approach can filter the front peer threats. However, in their system, the rep-
utation information of peers is stored locally, which means malicious peers and
front peers can easily modify their reputation ratings.
Poisonedwater [WN09] is a social-network based reputation system, in which
the reputation value of a peer is calculated by the peers’ social position. This
approach injects poisoned water (PW) to the network to identify malicious peers
and front peers. By analysing the adaptive Spreading Factor(SF) from PW, the
percentage of a peer’s reputation value, which can be flooded by its neighbours,
is decided. The experimental results show that, compared with Eigentrust and
Powertrust, Poisonedwater can reduce the error ratio of trust values significantly,
since the feedback from the front peers is filtered.
GroupRep [TZWC06] is a social-network based reputation system, which as-
sumes that peers are in different social groups. There are three kinds of trust
relationships in GroupRep, namely, trust relationships between peers, trust rela-
tionships between groups, and trust relationships between peers and groups. The
trust value of a peer is computed by the peer local and group reputation infor-
mation. A filtering algorithm is designed to filter the feedback, not only from
malicious peers, but also from front peers.
TrustRRep [SKT08] is a reputation-based trust system to identify which peers
give dishonest feedback. The system computes a credibility ratio of peer feed-
back to identify whether or not a peer is a liar. A number of pre-trusted peers
are employed to manage the reputation information in the network. A threshold
is defined to distinguish trusted peers from liar peers (e.g., malicious peers and
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front peers). TrustRRep also develops data management protocols in P2P net-
works. These are: join, query and queryhit, selection and download, evaluation
and update.
2.3.2.3 Reputation-Based Trust Management Systems for Selfish Peers
Andrade et al. [AMCB04] developed a reputation-based trust system to discour-
age selfish peers, which make it unlikely that free-riding can build up a high
reputation in the network. In their approach, the reputation information of a
peer is computed and stored locally according to the total value of the resources
donated by the peer. The reputation information of a peer is updated when other
peers interact with it.
Sears et al. [SYG05] designed an adaptive reputation-based trust framework
to avoid selfish peers to cooperate with malicious peers. They defined three
quantifiable metrics, namely, job satisfactory ratings, reputation and trust. The
reputation value of a peer is calculated by its satisfactory job ratings. The trust
value of a peer is computed by the reputation value of the peer from its own and
other peers’ views.
2.3.3 Trust in Information Retrieval
It should be noted that a number of documents which are relevant for a given
query in Information Retrieval systems may be returned, and a few of these will
be selected by users or agents to review or download. Most of the research into
Information Retrieval focuses on finding relevant documents for a given query,
where the systems are assumed to be perfect in efficiency, consistency and re-
liability. Trust of documents in terms of reliability and quality is usually ig-
nored [ZG00, Lyn01]. Therefore, it is necessary to integrate trust and provenance
into the next generation of Information Retrieval systems [Lyn01]. Trust in Infor-
mation Retrieval is motivated by retrieving high-quality and reliable information.
Unfortunately, the questions of formalising trust in Information Retrieval systems
have been poorly explored so far. Several of these will be studied in the following
paragraphs.
TrustRank [GGMP04] is proposed to use the relationships between Web pages
to filter spam. In Web environments, a number of spam Web pages are created
to mislead search engines in order to achieve a higher ranking on the result pages
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than they deserve. In fact, spam Web pages can be evaluated by human beings,
but it is expensive. TrustRank is developed based on the assumption that good
pages rarely link to bad pages, but bad pages always link to good pages to improve
their ranking scores. TrustRank pre-selects a small set of Web pages trusted by
experts, and then analyses the links between these trusted Web pages and other
Web pages. The limitation of TrustRank is that it is only effective when the link
information is available.
Kaza et al. [KMF08] proposed a reputation-based trust management system
to evaluate items in social information retrieval environments [GF07]. The trust
value of an item is a function which combines the approval votes and the reputa-
tion of the voters which could be authoritative bodies, reviewers, and the citation
network. Their work is highly abstract and there is no experimental evaluation.
Abdul-Rahman and Hailes [ARH99] proposed a reputation-based trust model
to determine the trustworthiness of document providers based on statistics of
different peers’ experiences. The trust value is computed by the local trust ex-
perience and recommenders’ trust experience. Their approach can help users to
reduce the problem of the reliability of retrieved information, semantic mapping
between agents and complexity. This approach is similar to most of the approaches
in social network based reputation systems in P2P networks.
Clarke et al. [CCL01] developed a question-answering system to select one of
the documents in the resulting list as the final answer. Their research problem
can be viewed as how to determine which answer can be trusted. The proposed
solution is to compute the time of the redundancy of the documents in the re-
sulting list. The most frequent one is the most likely to answer the query and be
capable of being trusted.
Quality-based document retrieval was proposed by Zhu et al. [ZG00]. They se-
lected 6 metrics as information qualities, namely, currency, availability,authority,
popularity, information-to-noise ratio, and cohesiveness. In their approach, trust
is evaluated by Yahoo Internet Life (YIL) reviews [ZDN], which gives a score
to a Web page from 2 to 4. If a Web page has not been reviewed by YIL, the
trust value (authority) is set to 0. The proposed approach is a policy-based trust
mechanism.
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2.4 Discussion
Trust-aware Information Retrieval in P2P networks is motivated by the need to
find not only relevant, but also reliable and high-quality documents. A review of
the literature related to trust-aware P2PIR was made in the previous sections,
including issues on P2PIR and trust in P2P and IR. This section will discuss
the limitations of the existing P2PIR systems and trust management systems.
In addition, the reasons why these systems cannot address the problem of trust-
aware P2PIR will be explained.
For full-text based Information Retrieval in P2P networks, a number of tradi-
tional document ranking algorithms and resource selection algorithms have been
applied or modified to address the document ranking and peer selection prob-
lems in cooperative and uncooperative P2PIR scenarios. An important problem
in terms of adapting the family of these algorithms, is how to obtain local and
global term statistics. Since there is no peer with a global view of the network,
the most challenging problem of applying these algorithms is how to obtain the
global term statistics of underlying documents or corpus in the network. Most
of existing systems assume that global term statistics can either be available in
advance, or be generated by (i) sampling documents; (ii) using a reference cor-
pus; and (iii) setting an arbitrary value. The limitations of these methods will
be discussed in the following paragraph.
Sampling a set of documents to estimate global term statistics was initially
proposed by Viles et al. [VF95], and this method has been widely used in P2PIR
in both scenarios. However, sampling a set of documents has the following draw-
backs: (i) when updating global term statistics, peers need to collect sample
documents again from the network, re-calculate the global term statistics and
disseminate the new statistics to other peers in the network. The whole process
is expensive in terms of both computation and timing. This generates high net-
work overheads; (ii) according to a study of the dynamics of P2P networks, the
network members change completely roughly every 8 hours [TD07], indicating
that, in such environments, the process of updating global term statistics needs
to be significantly frequent when keeping global term statistics up-to-date; (iii)
a sample of 30% to 40% of the whole collection is sufficient to estimate accurate
global term statistics [CR01], but sampling a small set of documents in the net-
work will not be accurate until 30% to 40% of the documents have been sampled.
A peer contacts roughly 30% to 40% of peers in the network, which requires
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extensively high costs of computation, storage, time, bandwidth and messaging
routing when the underlying network is large-scale; (iv) when sampling a set of
documents, it is not easy to be consistent in document ranking, peer selection
and result merging. For example, a peer can sample the documents from its
neighbouring peers. Since different peers may have different neighbouring peers,
the sampled documents could be highly different in content. The result is that
different peers may have various global term statistics. The global term statis-
tics generated by sampling are dependent upon the location of the peer, and are
not comparable for ranking and result merging [Wit08b] unless one peer in the
network acts as a central peer to sample the documents and disseminate global
term statistics to other peers. However, the fact is that there is no central peer in
a P2P network, so sampling is not practical for estimating global term statistics
for real P2PIR.
Peter et al. [PJS+98] propose to use a reference corpora to estimate global
statistics. However, estimating the global term statistics of a P2P network by
using a reference corpora has three limitations: (i) if the network contents are
different from the contents of the reference corpora, the estimated global term
statistics extracted from the reference corpora could be useless. For example, the
network may be sharing information about medicine. However, if the reference
corpora is computer science, then the estimated global term statistics could be
significantly different and useless; (ii) even if the reference corpora shares the
same topic as the network, the reference corpora is static, which cannot properly
represent the highly dynamic global term statistics in the network; (iii) it should
be noted that the size of the reference corpora is an important variable [PJS+98].
For specific networks, the size of the reference corpus should be different and
dynamic. So far, there is no experimental evaluations to examine the parameter
between the network size and the reference corpora size. Because of this, using a
reference corpora is also not a good choice to estimate global term statistics for
P2PIR.
Simply setting the value of global term statistics is not practical for the fol-
lowing reasons: (i) what value is optimal for a particular network? (ii) how can
the optimal values be obtained? (iii) how can the dynamics of P2P networks be
addressed? These questions are hard to answer. Therefore, sampling documents,
using a reference corpus and setting an arbitrarily big value are not fit for real
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P2P networks which are highly dynamic and distributed. An effective and practi-
cal solution is necessary to estimate global term statistics for document ranking,
peer selection and result merging.
Currently, trust management systems in both P2P networks and Informa-
tion Retrieval focus on how to identify entity trust (e.g., policy-based trust and
reputation-based trust). However, entity trust is insufficient, because trust is a
dynamic phenomenon rather than a static one [JT99, FC04, FC00, BK00]. Fal-
cone et al. [FC04] suggest that resources with good trust values may be useless
if they are not taken in the context of the resources. Entity trust is not enough
in some application areas which are required to select final answers from a large
number of resources [GA07]. This is because a number of useful and useless re-
sources could be assigned with the same entity trust values regardless of contents
and queries. P2PIR is an environment where the primary goal is to select relevant
information from a ranked result list to satisfy users’ information needs. Without
taking into account queries and document contents, many relevant and irrelevant
documents may have the same entity trust values. Since users do always care
about the trustworthiness of documents which are relevant to the given query,
they may not be interested in the trustworthiness of irrelevant documents in the
network. Current entity trust systems cannot distinguish which documents are
not only trustworthy but also useful to users.
Having discussed the limitations of existing systems, the reasons why these
systems cannot address the problem of trust-aware P2PIR will now be explained:
• Since both relevance and trustworthiness are crucial factors for information
retrieval in P2P networks, it would be desirable if there was a system which
could retrieve not only relevant but also trustworthy documents for given
queries. Unfortunately, existing systems independently focus on either rele-
vance or trustworthiness, not both at the same time. There is no one system
to find relevant and trustworthy documents simultaneously. The proposed,
in this thesis, trust-aware P2PIR system will be designed to address this
problem in cooperative and uncooperative P2PIR scenarios.
• Most of the existing relevance-based algorithms in P2PIRs rely on global
term statistics to compute document and peer scores. Because of the limi-
tations of methods to estimate global term statistics, these relevance-based
algorithms are not easy to employ in real P2P networks, which are highly
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dynamic and distributed. The proposed trust-aware P2PIR system pro-
vides an effective and practical method to estimate global term statistics
by using the characteristics of structured P2P networks (e.g., routing table
size). This makes it easier to employ relevance-based document ranking
and peer selection algorithms in real P2P networks.
• A wealth of trust management systems have been developed to establish
the entity trust values of peers and files in P2P networks. Because of the
limitations of entity trust, many relevant and irrelevant documents may
have the same entity trust values. Thus, it is hard for users to select “useful
resources” (i.e., relevant documents in P2PIR) with the same entity trust
values. The proposed trust-aware P2PIR system will not only take entity
trust into account, but also contents and queries to assess the content trust
value of a document or document provider for a given query.
2.5 Summary
Trust-aware P2PIR are motivated by the need to find not only relevant but also
trustworthy documents for given queries. This chapter makes a comprehensive
review of the work related to trust-aware Information Retrieval in P2P networks,
including issues of P2P network architectures, relevance-based P2PIR and trust
management systems in P2P and IR. To be specific, unstructured and struc-
tured P2P networks are described by issues of data location schemes and search
mechanisms. Cooperative and uncooperative P2PIR are surveyed based on sub-
problems such as document description, document ranking, peer description, peer
selection, result merging and implementation. Moreover, the related work to trust
management systems in P2P networks and Information Retrieval are represented
individually. The limitations of existing systems have been discussed in this
chapter.
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Chapter 3
Generic Trust-Aware P2PIR
System in P2PIR Environments
3.1 Introduction
The previous chapter presented a comprehensive review of the work related to
trust-aware P2PIRs. Currently, there are two major scenarios of Information Re-
trieval in P2P networks, namely, cooperative P2PIR and uncooperative P2PIR.
Peers in the P2P network are dynamic, and self-organise to adjust the network
structure. One problem which must be addressed is how to determine a mecha-
nism to organise peers in a cooperative manner so that relevant and trustworthy
scores can be computed by any peer in the network. This chapter makes the
following two major contributions to address this problem:
• A generic decentralised system architecture of the proposed trust-aware
P2PIR system.
• A set of generic data management protocols of the proposed trust-aware
P2PIR system in structured P2P networks.
Before designing trust-aware P2PIR systems, it is necessary to understand the
existing P2P criteria and discuss the kind of P2P criteria which can be considered
and which cannot. In the remainder of this chapter, a set of criteria for the
P2P paradigm is described in Section 3.2, and the remit of the proposed trust-
aware P2PIR system is also discussed. The generic system architecture and data
management protocols of the proposed trust-aware P2PIR system are introduced
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in Section 3.3, and an example is also provided in this section. The chapter is
summarised in Section 3.4.
3.2 Criteria of P2P Paradigm
Applications (e.g., file sharing, streaming, distributed computing) in P2P net-
works rely on the cooperation of voluntary peers. So, what criteria should be con-
sidered for design when developing a P2P application? To answer this question,
Roussopoulos et al. [MR04] identified three criteria, which are self-organising,
symmetric communication and decentralised control. They believed that these
criteria were important when assessing a P2P application design. Milojicic et
al. [DSM03] identified eleven P2P criteria, namely, decentralisation, scalabil-
ity, anonymity, self-organisation, cost of ownership, ad-hoc connectivity, perfor-
mance, security, transparency and usability, fault resilience and interoperability.
Since Milojicic’s P2P criteria include Roussopoulos’s criteria, Milojicic’s criteria
are used in this dissertation. Moreover, some of P2P criteria can be handled in
the proposed trust-aware P2PIR system, and these are discussed in each P2P
criterion.
• Decentralization is one of the most important criteria for P2P application
design, since it emphasises users’ ownership and control of data and re-
sources [DSM03]. Therefore, decentralisation must be considered when de-
signing a P2P application. Based on the existing system architectures of
P2P applications, two kinds of architectures are introduced, namely, com-
pletely decentralised system architecture (e.g., completely decentralised un-
structured P2P networks in Section 2.1.1 and structured P2P networks in
Section 2.2.2), and hierarchical system architecture (e.g., hierarchical P2P
networks in Section 2.1.1) [DSM03]. Since structured P2P networks are se-
lected and used as the basic architecture to implement the proposed trust-
aware P2PIR system in this dissertation, a completely decentralised system
architecture is employed (in Sections 3.3.1, 4.3.1, 5.3.1 and 6.4.1). In the
proposed trust-aware P2PIR system, documents are stored locally.
• Scalability is one of major criteria of P2P networks which can aggregate
the capabilities of all of the participating peers in the network to achieve
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scalability. In other words, as peers arrive and the demand on the system in-
creases, the total capacity of the system also increases [LCP+05], which can
increase system scalability. Structured P2P networks provide more scal-
ability than unstructured P2P networks [RV03, LLH+03, LCP+05]. The
proposed trust-aware P2PIR system is designed based on structured P2P
networks. Peers in the proposed system comprise an overlay network, and
each peer only maintains information about a small number of other peers,
which increases the system scalability. The detailed implementation of the
proposed system will be described in Sections 3.3, 4.3, 5.3 and 6.4. More-
over, system scalability is related to communication cost, synchronisation
cost and load-balancing [DSM03], and communication cost consists of band-
width cost, search latency, etc [ZS05, YDRC06]. One of the main problems
of P2PIR is that copies of documents or document statistics are signifi-
cantly large in size. When publishing or retrieving documents, the copies
or statistics have to be transferred over the network, which may produce a
large amount of network traffic [LLH+03]. To address this problem, differ-
ent approaches to compress the size of document copies have been explored,
and these were introduced in Sections 2.2.2.1 and 2.2.3.1. Although the
proposed trust-aware P2PIR system does not develop any new approaches
to reduce the size of document copies and statistics, existing approaches
(e.g., bloom filter, top-ranked term selection, feature extraction described
in Sections 2.2.2.1 and 2.2.3.1) can be employed.
• Anonymity allows people to use the system without legal concerns, which
is a criterion of P2P networks [DSM03]. There are three different kinds of
anonymity between communicating peers in P2P, namely, sender anonymity,
receiver anonymity, and mutual anonymity [DSM03]. The proposed trust-
aware P2PIR system does not support any anonymity because trust in
the proposed system relies on feedback and the credibility of the feedback
providers (which is described in Section 4.2.1). If anonymity is employed
in the proposed trust-aware P2PIR system, malicious peers can hide in the
dark.
• Self-organisation means that peers can recognise their neighbours and or-
ganise themselves into a network overlay without central or super peer con-
trol [MR04, DSM03]. The proposed trust-aware P2PIR system can build
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upon structured P2P networks by extending existing data management
schemas and routing protocols of structured P2P networks. Peers in the
proposed system are dynamic, and self-organise to adjust the network struc-
ture for document and peer arrivals and departures, which is described in
Sections 3.3.2, 4.3.2, 5.3.2 and 6.4.2 for different problems.
• Ownership sharing is one of the premises of P2P computing [DSM03].
Shared ownership may reduce the cost of owning the content and the cost of
maintaining it in the network [DSM03]. In the proposed trust-aware P2PIR
system, ownership sharing can be categorised as two scenarios, namely, co-
operative P2PIR and uncooperative P2PIR. In cooperative P2PIR environ-
ments, ownership can be shared without limitation, for example, public web
documents (in Chapter 4). On the other hand, in uncooperative P2PIR en-
vironments, peers may not provide document ownership due to proprietary
or financial cost issues (see Chapter 5).
• Ad-hoc connectivity effects the P2P networks in the real world [DSM03],
since not all the systems perform the same application at the same time.
In fact, some peers are mostly used, some are rarely employed, and the
remainder are never used [DSM03]. Ad-hoc is also the nature of a cen-
tralised Web search engine and digital library search [KPJD05]. However,
theoretically, each peer in structured P2P networks is assumed to provide
equal capabilities [LCP+05, SMK+01, RFH+01, RD01, MM02, ACMD+03,
MBR03, ZKJ01]. Since the proposed trust-aware P2PIR system is designed
based on structured P2P networks, the system proposed in this disserta-
tion initially assumes that each peer can act equally (e.g., each peer stores
a similar number of documents in testbeds in Section 4.4.1). In further
research, this ad-hoc nature will be taken into account before employing
the proposed system in realistic P2P networks.
• Performance is a critical criterion of P2P networks [DSM03]. The advantage
of P2P networks is to aggregate distributed storage and computing capabil-
ity to improve system performance. The performance can be influenced by
resources, processing, storage and networking [DSM03]. Two questions re-
garding performance should be considered in P2P, namely, how long it takes
to retrieve a file and how much bandwidth a query will consume. Currently,
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there are three major approaches to optimise performance, namely, replica-
tion, caching, and intelligent routing [DSM03]. Replication means copying
files to other peers to improve the efficiency of query routing for popular
words in unstructured P2P networks, which mainly rely on flooding and
random walk to locate files [LC04b, CJL+09, KWTA07, CAN02]. However,
since the proposed trust-aware P2PIR employs DHT and routing protocols
of structured P2P networks to retrieve documents, replication may not be
used. Moreover, the proposed trust-aware P2PIR system does not provide
any kind of mechanism to improve system performance.
• Security plays an important role in P2P networks because P2P networks
lack any centralised infrastructure, but rather depend on the voluntary par-
ticipation of peers to exchange information. Since vast amounts of untrust-
worthy information are spread across a network, it is necessary to provide a
solution to help users make recommendations and judgements of the relia-
bility and quality of resources. Current P2P networks contain three primary
types of adversaries, namely, malicious peers, front peers and selfish peers,
which are described in Section 2.2. The proposed trust-aware P2PIR sys-
tem is assumed to filter untrustworthy documents and malicious peers from
the network by extending PeerTrust (in Section 4.2), where front peers and
selfish peers cannot be handled.
• Transparency and usability mean the transparent connection of distributed
systems into a seamless local system [DSM03]. In P2P networks, ap-
plications can be used in the following three manners: (i) as a user of
service, typically through Web interfaces; (ii) wrapped around non-P2P
applications, typically on a P2P platform; (iii) as locally installed P2P
software [DSM03]. The proposed trust-aware P2PIR system employs the
third manner, which requires each peer to install a P2P software client lo-
cally to publish documents, rank them, and forward queries (see Sections
3.3, 4.3, 5.3 and 6.4).
• Fault resilience is one of the primary design goals of a P2P system in order
to avoid a single point of failure. A P2P system may face various failures,
such as spanning multiple hosts and network, disconnection, unreachability,
partitions and node failures [DSM03]. The proposed trust-aware P2PIR
system does not design any particular fault resilience mechanism, but can
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employ the fault resilience of the employed structured P2P networks (e.g.,
Chord).
• Interoperability means dealing with the interoperation between different
P2P systems [DSM03]. Currently, some efforts have been made toward
improving interoperability by some global research groups, such as a P2P
working group. The proposed trust-aware P2PIR system does not provide
any protocols for interoperability with other P2P applications.
3.3 Generic Trust-Aware P2PIR System Archi-
tecture and Data Management Protocols
The objective of this section is to provide an overview of the generic system ar-
chitecture and data management protocols of the proposed trust-aware P2PIR
system. P2P network architectures determine the functionality and responsibility
of each peer, as well as data location schemes and message-routing mechanisms.
Structured P2P networks are selected to implement the proposed trust-aware
P2PIR system. Designing the proposed trust-aware P2PIR system should con-
sider the P2P criteria (discussed in the previous section). Although a Chord-
based P2P network is used as the basic network architecture of the proposed
trust-aware P2PIR system in this dissertation, the system can also be applied to
other structured P2P networks.
3.3.1 Generic Trust-Aware P2PIR System Architecture
A structured P2P network is a completely decentralised P2P network overlay,
which has no central server and super peer. Each peer in the network should
simultaneously serve as document providers, users and directory services. There-
fore, a user, a document provider and a directory service can be peers in the
proposed trust-aware P2PIR system. When enacting these three roles, each peer
in the proposed system should fulfil the following six requirements: (i) sending a
query to the network to retrieve relevant and trustworthy documents; (ii) provid-
ing feedback of used documents for trustworthiness evaluation; (iii) generating
descriptive information for relevance and trustworthiness score calculations; (iv)
storing description information as a directory service; (v) processing and for-
warding queries; and (vi) ranking retrieved documents for a given query based on
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relevance and trustworthiness. In the proposed trust-aware P2PIR system, de-
scription information should provide the ranking algorithm required information
to determine which documents or peers are relevant and trustworthy for a given
query. Description information should contain two types of information for the
computation of relevance and trustworthiness, namely, a content-based descrip-
tion of documents or peers, and reputational values of documents or peers. Figure
3.1 shows the proposed generic system architecture of the trust-aware P2PIR sys-
tem, which consists of four components, including Statistics Manager, Reputation
Manager, Ranker and Data Locator. These components will be described in detail
for different P2PIR problems in Chapters 4, 5 and 6.
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Figure 3.1: Generic system architecture of the proposed trust-aware P2PIR sys-
tem
The statistics manager consists of two components, namely, Content Parser
and Statistics Data Repository. The content parser is responsible for parsing
local documents (in cooperative P2PIR of Chapter 4) and peers (in uncooperative
P2PIR of Chapters 5 and 6) to extract content-based descriptions, such as terms
and the corresponding term statistical information. A structured P2P network
contains a global index and each peer is responsible for storing part of it (e.g.,
keys in the global key space) [GMH04, ATS04, LCP+05, CC05]. The statistics
data repository is a small database which stores a portion of the global vocabulary
and its associated statistics. For example, in Figure 3.2, Peer D is responsible for
the term University, and contains a set of documents (e.g., doc b, doc c and doc
e) containing the term University.
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The reputation manager submits and collects feedback of user reviews of used
documents from the network. Moreover, it can compute the reputational value of
documents and peers based on users’ feedback (this will be described in Section
4.2.1). The reputation manager consists of three components, namely, Feedback
Submission and Collection, Document and Peer Reputation Evaluation and Rep-
utation Data Repository. The feedback submission and collection component is
responsible for submitting and collecting users’ feedback. The document and
peer reputation evaluation component is responsible for evaluating the reputa-
tional values of documents and peers. The reputation data repository stores a
portion of the global reputation information.
The data locator provides a P2P data location scheme for accessing and updat-
ing data in the network. Different applications may use different data placement
and location schemes, which determine how and where the data can be inserted,
updated, and accessed. When implementing the proposed trust-aware P2PIR sys-
tem, the data locator employs Chord routing protocols [SMK+01]. The ranker
in the system collects word statistics and reputational information in order to
compute the document ranking scores for a given query.
3.3.2 Data Management Protocols
Since the proposed trust-aware P2PIR system is designed to be implemented
in Chord structured P2P networks in this dissertation, the data management
protocols of the proposed system should extend the existing data management
protocols of Chord in the context of term statistics and reputation data routing.
Therefore, the proposed protocols of the trust-aware P2PIR system consist of
the following three phases: (i) join and publish; (ii) lookup and rank ; and (iii)
evaluate and update.
3.3.2.1 Join and Publish
As a peer publishes its documents to the network for sharing, the content parser
extracts content-based description information, such as term and term frequency,
from the documents, after which the data locator forwards the description infor-
mation to the peers responsible for these terms by routing protocols. Chord data
management strategies define which peers are responsible for which terms (i.e.,
keys in Chord) [SMK+01]. Moreover, if the document is available in the network
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and has already been assigned a reputational value, then the reputational value
of the newly-published document is equal to the current reputational value. Al-
ternatively, if the document has never been published before, it is assigned the
same reputational value of the peer providing it. If the peer is a new peer in
the network, the reputation manager should collect the reputational values of the
documents it is sharing and compute its peer reputational value.
3.3.2.2 Lookup and Rank
Once descriptions have been created and stored in the network, they are ready
for document and peer ranking (in Chapters 4, and 5). The lookup phase con-
sists of two kinds of protocols: (i) to retrieve content-based descriptions, and (ii)
to retrieve reputation values. The lookup messages are issued by the data loca-
tor. Having obtained the messages of content-based descriptions and reputationl
values, the ranker is able to compute the document and peer scores.
3.3.2.3 Evaluation and Update
After using documents, users need to submit feedback to the network. The doc-
ument and peer evaluation component in Figure 3.1 calculates the document
reputational value and peer reputational value respectively, and then stores the
new values in the reputational data repository.
3.3.3 Case Study: Trust-Aware P2PIR in Cooperative
P2PIR Environments
This subsection provides examples of how the proposed trust-aware P2PIR system
works. As shown in Figure 3.2, a set of peers (e.g., Peer A, Peer B, ..., Peer F)
consists of a Chord-based structured P2P network. Peers share a number of their
documents (e.g., doc b, doc m, doc x in Peer F) in the network. Each peer runs
a trust-aware P2PIR system (i.e., Figure 3.1). The following examples and data
management protocols listed in the previous section are one-to-one mappings.
3.3.3.1 Publishing Documents
In Figure 3.2, Peer F publishes a new document, such as doc b, to the network.
Assuming that doc b only contains two terms, namely, “Manchester” and “Uni-
versity”, the content parser in Figure 3.1 extracts content-based descriptions for
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Figure 3.2: Proposed trust-aware P2PIR system in a Chord-based structured P2P
network
each term, for example, “Manchester” in doc b, and “University” in doc b. Af-
terwards, the data locator forwards the content-based description information to
the peers responsible for each of the terms, “Manchester” and “University” by
routing protocols. In Figure 3.2, Peer B is responsible for “Manchester” and Peer
D is responsible for “University”. Peers B and D store content-based description
information and serve as directory services. At the same time, the data locator
forwards doc b to the peer responsible for its reputational value, which is Peer
E in Figure 3.2. This assumes that doc b is available in the network and has
already been assigned a reputational value of 0.6 (in Figure 3.2, doc b: rep=0.6).
3.3.3.2 Retrieving and Ranking Documents
Once Peer A (i.e., a user) sends a query (e.g., Manchester University in Figure
3.2) to the network, the data locator performs lookup messages for each term
in the query to retrieve its content-based description. Peer B returns a list of
documents containing the term, “Manchester”, namely, doc a, doc b, and doc
c. Peer D returns a list of documents containing the term, “University”, in doc
b, doc c, doc e. The two lists are returned to Peer A, and the ranker in Peer
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A intersects the content-based descriptions to obtain the documents containing
the query terms, which are doc b and doc c. Then, the data locater of Peer
A performs lookup messages for doc b and doc c to retrieve their reputational
values. Peer E returns doc b with a reputational value of 0.6 in Peer F (doc b:
rep=0.6, in Peer F in Figure 3.2), and Peer C returns doc c with a reputational
value of 0.5 in Peer E (doc c: rep=0.5, in Peer E in Figure 3.2). The ranker then
computes the integrated scores of doc b and doc c (in Section 4.2.2). Assuming
that the doc b score is higher than that of doc c, peer A selects doc b as a final
answer and then contacts Peer F to obtain doc b.
3.3.3.3 Evaluating and Updating Reputation Values
After using doc b, Peer A should leave feedback for doc b. The feedback is
forwarded by the data locator to the Peer E responsible for the reputational
value of doc b. Then, the document and peer reputation evaluation component
should calculate the new reputational value and store it in the reputational data
repository.
3.4 Summary
When designing and developing a P2P application, it is necessary to understand
the existing P2P criteria, and discuss the kind of P2P criteria which can be
handled and which cannot. In this chapter, P2P criteria are considered in the
design of trust-aware P2PIR. Then, the generic system architecture and data
management protocols of the proposed trust-aware P2PIR system are introduced.
During this process, a set of examples of the proposed trust-aware P2PIR system
is provided.
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Chapter 4
Trust-Aware P2PIR in
Cooperative P2PIR
Environments
4.1 Introduction
The previous chapter gave the generic of the proposed trust-aware P2PIR system.
The objective of this chapter is to consider the problem of retrieving and ranking
not only relevant but also trustworthy documents for a given query in cooperative
P2PIR environments.
In cooperative P2PIR environments, document providers (i.e., peers) work
cooperatively to publish their document copies or statistics to the network for
retrieving and ranking. They are able to provide their full documents for users’
reviewing, downloading and using without authenticated access. Moreover, users
in cooperative P2PIR employ a public search engine to retrieve documents upon
request. The query process of cooperative P2PIR is that a user submits a query
to the public search engine. Then, the search engine retrieves a set of peers
responsible for storing the locations of peers containing query terms. These peers
forward the location information to the search engine by their routing tables and
the message-routing protocols of the network. Afterwards, the query is routed
to the peers containing the documents which satisfy the selection criteria. In
response, each of these peers provides the documents for the search engine. Then,
the search engine computes document scores for a given query, and ranks them
in order to present them to the user [PMB06, SYYW03, SLZ+07, PLPZR08,
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ZRL+07, LLH+03, LKZ+06, GKN09, TXM03, TXD03, LC04b, KJ03, JYF07,
LJT07, KWTA07, XSD+08, CJL+09, RV03, NYF08a, NYF08b, Che05, TDX04,
TD04, SLZ+09].
4.1.1 Assumptions
Before designing the proposed trust-aware P2PIR system in a cooperative P2PIR,
the following assumptions must be made:
• Peers should provide any required information for document retrieval and
ranking, such as document statistics.
• Any peer in the network needs to employ an integrated public search engine
which can run unstructured text queries and return a list of documents.
• Documents are stored locally.
• Anonymity is not supported because the trust computation and feedback
should be provided by peers after reviewing documents.
• In the initial system design, assuming replication strategies, storage and
communication costs, the ad-hoc nature of document distribution cannot
affect the system performance. In fact, all of these properties influence
system performance and will be taken into account in further work.
• The proposed trust-aware P2PIR system requires each peer to install a P2P
software client locally, which is similar to the file-sharing systems in P2P.
4.1.2 Problems and Contributions
Building a cooperative P2PIR system, which can retrieve relevant and trustwor-
thy documents for a given query, involves the following problems:
• Existing relevance-based document ranking algorithms rely on global term
statistics. However, current methods to estimate global term statistics may
be difficult to employ in real P2P networks (as discussed in Section 2.4).
How to design a method which can offer an effective and practical way
to estimate global term statistics for relevance-based document ranking
algorithms is a challenging problem.
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• Since the existing notion of entity trust is insufficient for P2PIR (as dis-
cussed in Section 2.4), the problem is how to identify the content trust
factors for evaluating the trustworthiness of a document provided by a peer
for a given query, and the trustworthiness of a document provider for a
given query. Moreover, how to combine the content trust factors into co-
herent schemes to compute the trust values of documents and document
providers.
• Once the above two problems have been addressed, the relevance score
and trust value of a document for a given query can be obtained. The next
question is how to integrate trust and relevance into an integrated document
ranking algorithm.
• P2P networks lack any centralised infrastructure. When employing the
proposed trust-aware P2P systems in structured P2P networks, the problem
which needs to be addressed is how to determine a mechanism for organising
distributed peers into an autonomous and collaborative manner so that
relevant and trustworthy information can be collected and computed by
any peer in the network.
• There have been no standard metrics and testbeds for evaluating the perfor-
mance of the proposed trust-aware P2PIR systems in cooperative environ-
ments. Therefore, the question of how to develop experimental testbeds,
evaluation methodologies and metrics for the evaluation of the proposed
trust-aware P2PIR systems needs to be addressed.
This chapter makes four major contributions to address the above problems
for trust-aware P2PIR in cooperative environments, which are as follows:
• A method to estimate global term statistics, which is integrated into the
traditional K-L algorithm [XC99] to compute the relevance score of a doc-
ument for a given query (in Section 4.2.2.1).
• A set of content trust factors has been identified to evaluate the trustwor-
thiness value of a document provided by a peer for a given query, and the
trustworthiness value of a document provider for a given query. By extend-
ing the peer trust model in PeerTrust [XL04], an integrated trust model is
designed to combine these factors for calculating the trustworthiness values
of a document and a document provider (in Section 4.2.2.2).
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• A system architecture is designed to implement the proposed trust-aware
P2PIR system in structured P2P networks, which is an extension of the
PeerTrust architecture in the context of trust-aware P2PIR (in Section
4.3.1). Moreover, a set of data management protocols is developed by ex-
tending the data management protocols of structured P2P networks (in
Section 4.3.2).
• A set of testbeds and an evaluation metric are developed to evaluate the
performance of the proposed trust-aware P2PIR system in terms of retrieval
accuracy, the effectiveness of trust in protecting untrustworthy documents
in the top-ranked results list, and scalability of network size (in Section
4.4).
The remainder of this chapter is organised as follows: Section 4.2 describes
the proposed trust-aware P2PIR system focusing on document description and
ranking. Along the way, the implementation strategies of the proposed trust-
aware P2PIR system in structured P2P networks are introduced in Section 4.3,
including issues of system architecture and data management protocols. Section
4.4 discusses the testbeds, experimental methodologies and experimental results
to demonstrate the performance of the proposed trust-aware P2PIR system on
retrieval accuracy, effectiveness of trust and system scalability. This chapter is
summarised in Section 4.5.
4.2 Trust-Aware P2PIR in Cooperative P2PIR
Environments
As discussed in Chapter 2, there are four problems to be addressed for cooperative
P2PIR, which are document selection criterion, document description, document
retrieval and ranking, and implementation. Since the document selection criterion
, in this dissertation, is to retrieve relevant and trustworthy documents for a
given query, the remaining three problems will be described in the following
three sections: trust-based document description (in Section 4.2.1), document
ranking (in Section 4.2.2), the implementation strategies of the proposed trust-
aware P2PIR system (in Section 4.3).
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4.2.1 Document Description
Document description determines which contents are desirable for presentation
in each document. It should provide sufficient information for document rank-
ing algorithms to determine which documents are more likely to satisfy users’
requirements. Typically, the problem of document description in distributed net-
works consists of three sub-problems [Cal00, CC01], which are discovering and
representing what a document contains, acquiring the document description, and
maintaining and updating the document description. The objective of this sub-
section is to address the first problem, which is how to represent a document
for trust-aware P2PIR. The remaining two problems will be discussed in Section
4.3 because they are related to the implementation strategies of the proposed
trust-aware P2PIR system in a cooperative environment.
Document description should provide the document ranking algorithms’ re-
quired information to determine which documents are relevant and trustwor-
thy for a given query in a trust-aware P2PIR system. Document description of
trust-aware P2PIR must contain two types of information for the computation of
relevance and trustworthiness. In the proposed trust-aware P2PIR system, doc-
ument description is defined by the tuple < Con(dj), Rep(dj) >, where Con(dj)
represents the contents of document dj and Rep(dj) is the reputation value of
document dj. Both types of information are query-independent, which means
that they are only related to the documents themselves. Whatever the queries
are, the reputation value and contents of a specific document should be constant.
Then, the next question to ask is how to represent the contents Con(dj) and
reputation value Rep(dj) of document dj.
Firstly, in order to represent the contents of a document, a number of docu-
ment description methods have been studied for cooperative P2PIR (in Section
2.2.2). Since full-text based document descriptions can provide much more com-
prehensive descriptions for text documents than other description forms (e.g.,
query-driven based or link-based descriptions), and have been extensively applied
in existing cooperative P2PIR systems, a full-text based document description is
employed to directly represent the document contents Con(dj) in the proposed
trust-aware P2PIR system. This contains statistical information, such as term
wl in document dj, corresponding term frequency f(wl, dj) and document length
Ldj in words.
Secondly, a wealth of reputation-based trust management systems in P2P
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networks have been developed to evaluate the reputation value of an item. In
order to represent the reputation value of a document, the peer trust value in
PeerTrust [XL04] is straightforwardly applied to the proposed trust-aware P2PIR
system, which is entity trust. The reason PeerTrust is selected for reputation
computation is that it is one of the most cited works in the literature of P2P trust
management systems 1 . Although PeerTrust is applied to calculate document
reputation values in trust-aware P2PIR, other acknowledged reputation-based
trust methods (e.g., the reputation-based trust management systems described
in Section 2.3.2) can also be used. PeerTrust is reviewed in what follows.
PeerTrust is a reputation-based trust system in structured P2P networks to
evaluate the trust value of a peer based on the feedback of past user experiences.
To use the PeerTrust approach in document reputation value calculation, Rep(dj)
is defined as a metric which summarises the past evaluations that document dj
has received from users. A high Rep(dj) value indicates that dj is regarded as
being a reputed document by different users in the network. The reputation value
of document dj is given by
Rep(dj) =
1
nt(dj)
nt(dj)∑
i=1
f(pk)(dj) ∗ CR(pk), (4.1)
where i is the number of feedback received from peers, nt(dj) denotes the to-
tal amount of feedback for document dj received from different peers, f(pk)(dj)
denotes the feedback for document dj received from peer pk and CR(pk) is the
credibility value of the participating peer pk. The reputation value of document
dj is a weighted average of the amount of feedback document dj receives from
different users.
CR(pk) is the credibility value of peer pk which summarises the usefulness of
the past feedback peer pk has submitted. The high credibility value of a peer
indicates that the feedback provided by the peer is regarded as being reliable
feedback. In the proposed trust-aware P2PIR system, let ncf(pk) and nf(pk)
denote the amount of useful feedback and the total amount of feedback by peer
pk, respectively. The credibility value of peer CR(pk) is defined by
CR(pk) =
ncf(pk)
nf(pk)
. (4.2)
1 [XL04] is cited by 695 times until June 2010 (source: Google Scholar)
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A strategy is proposed to distinguish between useful and useless feedback in
the network. Useful feedback can be defined by comparing the document’s repu-
tational value in the network with the feedback from a peer. If binary feedback
(i.e., 0 is untrusted and 1 is trusted) is used in the proposed trust-aware P2PIR
system, the document’s reputational value should be between 0 and 1 (i.e., all
values from 0 to 1). 0.5 is defined as being the threshold to distinguish trust-
worthy from untrustworthy documents. If the document’s reputational value is
equal to or above 0.5 and the peer feedback is 1, then the peer feedback is defined
as being useful, otherwise, the feedback is useless. For example, in Figure 3.2,
assuming that Peer A totally submitted 4 feedbacks to the network, namely, doc
b=1, doc c=0, doc f=0, and doc h=1. In the network, the existing reputational
values of the documents are doc b rep=0.6, doc c rep=0.5, doc f rep=0.9 and
doc h rep=0.2. When comparing the feedbacks from Peer A with the existing
reputational values, only one of the feedback is deemed to be useful. According
to Equation 4.2, the credibility value of Peer A is 0.25. Note: since all the peers
in structured P2P networks simultaneously act as information providers, users
and directory services [LCP+05], the peer’s credibility value CR(pk) can be the
information provider’s credibility value, as well as the user’s credibility value.
4.2.2 Document Ranking
Since both relevance and trustworthiness are the two critical factors of the pro-
posed trust-aware P2PIR, document ranking requires a combination and fusion
of these two parallel factors in some way. Fusion for retrieval has been stud-
ied for a decade [Lee97]. Early fusion methods combine factors before perform-
ing matching, which is not practical [MS05], while late fusion methods perform
matching on individual factors and fuse these scores afterwards [MS05]. The
proposed trust-aware P2PIR system employs a late fusion method, which com-
putes trustworthiness and relevance scores individually before combining them.
An integrated document ranking score should take into account R(dj, qi) and
T (dj, qi, pk), where R(dj, qi) is the relevance score between a document dj and a
query qi, and T (dj, qi, pk) is the trust value of the document dj provided by a
peer pk for the given query qi. A number of fusion methods have been explored,
such as normalised-based (i.e., by sum, average, and weight of individual retrieval
scores) [Lee97, MS05], evidenced-based combinations [JH97], and probabilistic-
based [MS05]. Since the weighted fusion methods (i.e., normalised-based fusion)
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is one of the fundamental fusion methods [MS05], the proposed document ranking
method initially applies the weighted method. It should be noted that other fu-
sion methods could be investigated in further research. To simplify the problem,
the relative weight of relevance and trustworthiness in the ranking algorithm is
assumed to be equal in this chapter2. Then, the document ranking score in the
proposed trust-aware P2PIR system is given by
S(dj, qi, pk) =
√
R2(dj, qi) + T 2(dj, qi, pk). (4.3)
The next question is how to obtain R(dj, qi) and T (dj, qi, pk) for a document
ranking score computation in the proposed trust-aware P2PIR system. To ad-
dress this problem, the proposed approaches to compute the relevance-based score
R(dj, qi) (in Section 4.2.2.1) and the trust-based score T (dj, qi, pk) (in Section
4.2.2.2) of a document for a given query will be described next.
The document ranking consider two, diverse parallel factors, and then requires
combining or fusing these two parallel factors in some way. Fusion methods has
been research topic for over a dende [Lee97]. Early fusion methods combine
feature before performing matching, which is not practical [MS05]. Late fusion
methods perform matching on individual features and fuse these scores. In the
proposed trust-aware P2PIR system, the late fusion method is used. In order to
improve upon the best individual retrieval result.
4.2.2.1 Relevance-Based Document Score Computation
In cooperative P2PIR, to compute the relevance scores between documents and
given queries, a number of traditional full-text based document-ranking algo-
rithms have been applied so far (as described in Section 2.2.2). The family of
these document ranking algorithms requires global term statistics to compare
the importance of terms in the network. As discussed in Section 2.4, existing
approaches to estimate global term statistics cannot be effective and practical
in real P2P networks which are highly distributed and dynamic. This makes
the traditional full-text based document ranking algorithms difficult to employ
in real P2P networks. The main contribution of this subsection is to propose an
approach to estimate global term statistics in structured P2P networks. Then,
2Note, the problem of the relative weight will be studied in Chapter 7.
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the estimated global term statistics will be integrated with an existing docu-
ment ranking algorithm for relevance-based document score computation in the
proposed trust-aware P2PIR system.
The proposed estimated global term statistic is called estimated peer frequency
(EPF), which is a measure of the general importance of a term in the network by
utilising the characteristics of structured P2P networks. EPFwl is defined by
EPFwl =
f(Pwl , E)
N
, (4.4)
where EPFwl is the estimated peer frequency of term wl, f(Pwl , E) is the total
number of occurrences of Pwl in the network E, Pwl is the peer containing one or
more documents with term wl, and N is the total number of peers in the network
E.
In the trust-aware P2PIR system, f(Pwl , E) of Equation 4.4 can be generated
during the process of publishing documents to the network. The peers containing
wl publish themselves to the peer responsible for the term wl. The responsible
peers count the number of peers with wl. When a user sends a query to the
network, f(Pwl , E) can be easily collected from the peers responsible for query
terms by message routing protocols. The detailed information will be discussed in
the implementation section 4.3. To compute N in Equation 4.4, it was observed
in [XKY04] that most of the existing DHT schemes in structured P2P networks
have a routing table size O(logN). This means that a network of size N can
be estimated by the local routing table size in each peer of a structured P2P
network. Then, the estimated size of network N is given by
N = xa, (4.5)
Where a denotes the size of the routing table in each peer of the network, x is a
pre-defined configuration parameter in a structured P2P network, which indicates
how many bits are resolved at each routing step [XKY04].
For example, in Chord [SMK+01], the routing table size in each peer is exactly
log2(N), while N is the size of a network. The routing table size a can be obtained
locally by each peer, and then the network size can be estimated by N = 2a (x =
2). The routing table sizes in Tapestry [ZKJ01] and Pastry [RD01] are similar
to that in Chord, except that they use different configuration parameters (Chord
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uses 2). This approach can be used in most structured P2P networks except CAN-
based ones [RFH+01]. This is because the routing table size of CAN [RFH+01]
is independent of the network size.
The idea of EPFwl is similar to that of global term statistics in traditional doc-
ument ranking algorithms. The advantages of EPFwl are: (i) the only required
information for EPFwl is f(Pwl , E) and the routing table size. Since there is no
extra cost in collecting the routing table size for each peer, computing EPFwl
only requires contacting a few of peers responsible for the terms in a query. This
indicates that the cost of obtaining the required information for EPFwl compu-
tation is low; (ii) when peers publish new documents to the network, f(Pwl , E)
can be updated automatically. The routing table size is kept up-to-date by the
structured P2P networks themselves, and is updated frequently. This indicates
that EPFwl can be employed in highly dynamic P2P networks; (iii) f(Pwl , E) is
shared by the peers responsible for term wl, and the network size estimated by
the routing table size is the same for each peer. This demonstrates that EPFwl
can be constant for the computation of a relevance-based document score by each
peer in the network. On the other side, the disadvantages of EPFwl are: (i) the
usage range is relatively small, and can only can be available in structured P2P
networks except CAN; (ii) it is not as accurate as the global term statistics used
in traditional IR systems.
Given the above definition for EPFwl , EPFwl is used to replace the global
term statistics in the K-L retrieval algorithm [XC99] to compute the document
relevance score for a given query in the proposed trust-aware P2PIR system,
which is given by
p(qi|dj) =
∏ f(qi, dj) + µEPFqi
|dj|+ µ , (4.6)
R(dj, qi) = P (dj|qi) ∝ p(qi|dj), (4.7)
where f(qi, dj) is the number of occurrences of qi in dj, EPFqi is the estimated
peer frequency of qi appearing in the network, |dj| is the document length in
words and µ is the smoothing parameter in K-L. In Equation 4.7, R(dj, qi) is the
relevance-base score of a document for a given query used in Equation 4.3.
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4.2.2.2 Trust-Based Document Score Computation
Once the relevance score R(dj, qi) between document dj and query qi in Equa-
tion 4.3 has been computed, the next problem is to calculate the trust value
T (dj, qi, pk) of a document provided by a peer for a given query. Existing reputation-
based trust systems are entity trust and they are insufficient for content trust
value computation, as discussed in Section 2.4. This section identifies several
content trust factors for evaluating the trustworthiness of a document and a doc-
ument provider for a given query, and proposes an integrated content trust model
to combine these factors.
In general, multiple server peers in a P2P network may have the same docu-
ment available at the same time, but with a different trust value for each of them.
In P2P networks, a client peer can select one or more server peers to review or
download a document. In the document trust model of the proposed trust-aware
P2PIR system, a peer with a higher trust value is assumed to have a higher like-
lihood to provide trustworthy documents upon users’ requests than a peer with a
lower trust value. Therefore, the first content trust factor to take into account is
that the document trust value is related to the trust value of the peer providing
that document. To quantify and assess the trustworthiness of a document dj
provided by a peer pk, the document trust value T (dj, pk, qi) in Equation 4.3 can
be computed by
T (dj, pk, qi) =
Rep(dj) + βT (qi, pk)
1 + β
, (4.8)
where Rep(dj) is the reputation value of document dj, T (qi, pk) is the trust value
of peer pk for query qi, and the parameter β is a positive constant to assign a
different weight to T (qi, pk). The parameter β will be studied in Section 4.4.3.5.
When users are looking for documents to satisfy their needs, they are always
interested in the trustworthiness of relevant documents for a given query, rather
than irrelevant documents. It could be argued that a peer containing a few
relevant documents with high reputation values could be more useful than a
peer containing a number of irrelevant documents with higher reputation values.
Therefore, the second content trust factor to take into account is that the peer
trust value (i.e., T (qi, pk) in Equation 4.8) is related to the reputation values of
relevant documents for a given query. A reputation value Rep(dj)
R+ is attributed
to each relevant document to the given query qi in the peer pk, and Rep(dj)
R− is
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the reputation value of irrelevant document. For a given query qi, if we know the
number of relevant documents r in the peer pk, then the trust value of the peer
pk to the given query qi is defined by
T (qi, pk)=
1
r
∑r
i=1Rep(dj)
R+
1
r
∑r
i=1Rep(dj)R
+ + 1s−r
∑s−r
i=1 Rep(dj)R
− ∗Rep(pk), (4.9)
where Rep(pk) is the reputation value of the peer pk and s is the total number of
documents shared by peer pk.
It should be noted that the trust value of each peer depends on a given query
and its relevant documents. In order to eliminate the effect on the peer trust
values by the number of relevant and irrelevant documents for any given query,
the average reputation values of relevant and irrelevant documents for a given
query are calculated with the same weight.
The next task is to compute the reputation value Rep(pk) of peer pk in Equa-
tion 4.9. In P2P networks, peers can provide a number of documents with different
individual reputation values. The higher the percentage of reputed documents
a peer can provide, the better reputation the peer should have. Therefore, the
third content trust factor to take into account is that the peer reputation value is
related to the reputation values of documents it is sharing. Then, the reputation
value Rep(pk) of peer pk can be defined as being the average of the reputation
values of documents that pk is currently sharing and is given by
Rep(pk) =
1
s
s∑
i=1
Rep(dj). (4.10)
4.2.2.3 Differences Between PeerTrust and Content Trust Model
The proposed content trust model in trust-aware P2PIRs is described in the pre-
vious section. This section discusses the differences between PeerTrust [XL04]
and the proposed content trust model. PeerTrust is an entity trust model, which
can evaluate the reputational value of a peer based on the feedback of past user
experience, regardless of users’ queries. The proposed content trust model denotes
the degree of assessment of the reliability and quality of the relevant document
to meet the user’s request (as described in Section 1.2.1). In fact, the content
trust model is an extension of PeerTrust in the application of P2PIR. The pro-
posed content trust model (i.e., Equations 4.8, 4.9, 4.10) in trust-aware P2PIRs
is to compute the trust values of documents and peers for a given query, for
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which the reputational values of documents are needed. Therefore, the original
PeerTrust (i.e., Equations 4.1 and 4.2) is used to compute the reputational value
of documents for the content trust model. The reason PeerTrust is selected to
compute the reputational values is that it is one of the most cited works in the
literature of P2P trust management systems. Although PeerTrust is applied to
calculate documents’ reputational values in the content trust model, other ac-
knowledged reputation-based trust approaches can also be employed if the trust
model matches two conditions: (i) reputation-based trust model; (ii) in struc-
tured p2p network.
4.3 Implementation Strategies
Since peers in the P2P network are dynamic and self-organise to adjust the net-
work structure, one problem which must be addressed is how to determine a
mechanism to organise peers in a cooperative manner. This makes the doc-
ument contents and reputation information can be collected, and the relevant
and trustworthy scores can be computed by any peer in the network. Typical
issues on implementing applications in a P2P network include decentralised sys-
tem architectures and data management protocols. P2P network architectures
determine the functionality and responsibility of each peer, as well as data lo-
cation schemes and message-routing mechanisms. Structured P2P networks are
selected to implement the proposed trust-aware P2PIR system in cooperative
P2PIR environments. Therefore, design and implementation strategies of the
proposed trust-aware P2PIR system should consider the unique characteristics of
structured P2P networks (e.g., completely decentralised, routing protocols) and
cooperative P2PIR (e.g., information can be accessed without limiting authenti-
cation). Although a Chord-based P2P network is used as the base architecture
to implement the proposed trust-aware P2PIR system in this dissertation, the
system can also be applied to other structured P2P networks.
4.3.1 System Architecture
A structured P2P network is a completely decentralised P2P network overlay, and
there is no central server and super peer. Each peer in the network should serve
as document providers, users and directory services at the same time. Therefore,
the system architecture of each peer in the proposed trust-aware P2PIR system
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should be designed to fulfil the following functions: (i) storing some document
descriptions (e.g., word statistics and reputation data) for directory services; (ii)
processing and forwarding queries; and (iii) ranking retrieved documents for a
given query. Figure 4.1 shows the proposed system architecture of the trust-aware
P2PIR system which consists of four components, including Statistics Manager,
Reputation Manager, Ranker and Data Locator.
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Figure 4.1: System architecture of the proposed trust-aware P2PIR system
The statistics manager consists of two components, namely, Document Parser
and Statistics Data Repository. The document parser is responsible for parsing
local documents to extract term statistics such as terms and the corresponding
term statistical information. In a structured P2P network, there is a global index
and each peer is responsible for storing part of the global index (e.g., keys in the
global key space). The statistics data repository is a small database which stores
a portion of the global vocabulary and its associated statistics, such as term-
id, IDwl ; document-id, Document List ; term frequency, f(wl, dj) and document
length, Ldj . In Table 4.1, the IDwl is a numeric key in the global hash space,
which is the hash value of converting the term wl to a numeric key using an
ordinary hash function such as SHA-1 [EJ]. The Document List stores a list
of document-ids which represent the documents containing the term wl. The
document-id is a unique identifier of document dj in the network, which is a hash
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value of the document name. f(wl, dj) is the number of occurrences of term wl
in the document dj, and Ldj is the document length in words.
Table 4.1 is an inverted index, which is a data structure storing a mapping
from words or number to statistics or locations. The proposed trust-aware P2PIR
system employs an inverted index as a data structure because the proposed
system is designed based on structured P2P networks. An inverted index has
been widely used for Information Retrieval in structured P2P networks [PMB06,
SYYW03, SLZ+07, PLPZR08, ZRL+07, LLH+03, LKZ+06, GKN09, TXM03,
TXD03, LC04b, KJ03, JYF07, LJT07, KWTA07, XSD+08, CJL+09, RV03, NYF08a,
NYF08b, Che05, TDX04, TD04, SLZ+09]. DHTs can store an inverted index in
structured P2P networks by providing an interface to put and get pairs of key/-
value. When publishing documents to a network, the keys inserted into DHTs are
the terms of documents, and the values in DHTs are the corresponding posting
lists, including term frequency, document name and document location.
Table 4.1: Statistics Data Repository
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The reputation manager is the adaptation of PeerTrust architecture [XL04]
with the extension of a Document Evaluation part. The reputation manager
consists of four components, namely, Feedback Submission, Document Evaluation,
Peer Evaluation and Reputation Data Repository. The feedback submission is
responsible for submitting users’ feedback after using the document. Document
evaluation is responsible for evaluating the reputation value of document dj. The
peer evaluation component is to evaluate the reputation value of peer pk. The
reputation data repository stores a portion of the global reputation information
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which contains document-id, IDdj ; document reputation value, Rep(dj); peer-
id, Owners list; peer reputation value, Rep(pk); peer location, Location and
communication port, Port, which is shown in Table 4.2. The location of peers
represents the current peer IP address.
Table 4.2: Reputation Data Repository
IDdj Rep(dj) Owners List Rep(pk) Location Port
Doc21 0.5 N12 0.6 124.12.35.25 4000
Doc10 0.8 N75 0.6 196.126.1.3 4001
N59 0.8 139.36.25.1 4000
Doc79 0.1 N2 0.3 96.12.178.3 4000
Doc47 0.5 N35 0.6 84.13.256.6 4000
The data locator provides a P2P data location scheme for accessing and updat-
ing data in the network. Different applications may use different data placement
and location schemes, which determine how and where the data can be inserted,
updated, and accessed. In the implementation of the proposed trust-aware P2PIR
system, the data locator employs Chord routing protocols [SMK+01]. The ranker
in the system collects word statistics and reputation information in order to com-
pute the document ranking scores for a given query.
4.3.2 Data Management Protocols
Since the proposed trust-aware P2PIR system is designed to be implemented in
Chord structured P2P networks in this dissertation, the data management proto-
cols of the proposed system should extend existing data management protocols of
Chord in the context of term statistics and reputation data routing. Therefore,
the proposed protocols of the trust-aware P2PIR system consist of the following
three phases: (i) join and publish; (ii) lookup and rank ; and (iii) evaluate and
update.
4.3.2.1 Join and Publish
As a peer publishes its documents to the network for sharing, the statistics man-
ager should parse the sharing documents to extract the statistical information
such as terms, term frequencies and document length. Afterwards, the data lo-
cator converts the terms and the document names to numeric keys by using the
SHA-1 hash function. Two types of messages are issued simultaneously by the
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statistics manager and reputation manager through the data locator. The data
locator sends the PUBLISH(IDwl , (IDdj , f(wl, dj), Ldj)) messages for each dis-
tinct term wl in document dj to the peers responsible for the term key IDwl . The
peer responsible for the term wl adds the IDdj , f(wl, dj), Ldj to the statistics
data repository. If the statistics data repository does not contain information of
the terms and documents, it adds a new row. In the meantime, the reputation
manager issues a PUBLISH(IDdj , (Rep(dj), IDpk , location)) message for the
document dj. The data locator forwards the message to the peer responsible for
the document reputation value. If the document is available in the network and
has already been assigned to a reputation value, then the reputation value of the
new published document is equal to the current reputation value. Alternatively,
if the document has never been published before, it is assigned the same repu-
tation value of the peer providing the document. If the peer is a new peer in
the network, the reputation manager should collect the reputation values of the
documents it is sharing and compute its peer reputation value. To collect the
reputation values of the documents the peer is sharing, the data locator takes
the hash values of document names IDdj as arguments to retrieve the reputation
values of the documents from the network. The lookup protocol is described in
the following section.
4.3.2.2 Lookup and Rank
The lookup phase consists of two protocols in terms of FINDstadoc and FIND
rep
doc.
The FINDstadoc takes the hash value of term IDwl as an argument to obtain the list
of documents containing the query terms and the corresponding word statistics.
The peer responsible for that term returns < IDdj , f(wl, dj), Ldj > triples. Af-
terwards, the FINDrepdoc takes the hash values of document names IDdj obtained
from FINDstadoc as arguments to retrieve the reputation values of documents and
corresponding peers. The peer responsible for the reputation values of docu-
ment dj and peer pk returns < Rep(dj), IDpk , Rep(pk), IPpk , Portpk >. When the
ranker receives the response messages of statistics and reputation data for the
document dj, it is able to compute the document scores for ranking.
4.3.2.3 Evaluation and Update
After using documents, users need to evaluate them and leave feedback. If a user
thinks the document is trustworthy, the feedback value is set to be 1, otherwise,
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0. The evaluation of the document is very subjective, since it depends on users
themselves. In order to update the reputation value of document dj, the data
locator sends an updated message UPDATE(IDpk , IDdj , f(pk)(dj)) to the peer
responsible for that document reputation value. Then, the document evaluation
and peer evaluation components in Figure 4.1 should compute the document
reputation value and peer reputation value, respectively. The new reputation
values are stored in the reputation data repository.
4.3.3 Limitations of the Proposed Trust-Aware P2PIR
The proposed trust-aware P2PIR system is developed to be implemented in struc-
tured P2P networks, which employ DHT to publish and retrieve information.
Flooding and random walk are not used in the proposed system because these
retrieval mechanisms are developed for unstructured P2P networks (which are
randomly-established network overlays) [LCP+05]. The proposed trust-aware
P2PIR system employs full-text based document descriptions which provide much
more comprehensive descriptions for text documents. However, the size of a full-
text based description is significantly large, which requires more storage and
involves more network transmission costs. These are both major problems for
existing Information Retrieval in structured P2P networks, and have been stud-
ied by Li et al. [LLH+03] and Yong et al. [YDRC06]. To address the problem
of storage, a number of approaches have been proposed to compress the size of
document descriptions, such as bloom filter, top-ranked term selection, feature
extraction, query history and stemming. These methods are described in Sec-
tion 2.2.2.1. Moreover, several optimal approaches have been designed to resolve
the problem of network transmission costs. These include content-based network
overlay, query expansion, query history and document replication policy. These
approaches are discussed in Section 2.2.2.2. Some of the above approaches can
be used in the proposed trust-aware P2PIR system to reduce storage costs, such
as top-ranked term selection.
4.4 Evaluation
The objective of this section focuses on evaluating the performance of the pro-
posed trust-aware P2PIR system in cooperative environments in terms of retrieval
accuracy, effectiveness of trust and scalability. In addition, the parameter β in
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the document trust model (i.e., Equation 4.8) will also be studied in this sec-
tion. The experimental testbeds and evaluation methodologies are described in
Sections 4.4.1 and 4.4.2, and the experimental results are discussed in Section
4.4.3.
4.4.1 Trust-Aware P2PIR Testbeds in Cooperative Envi-
ronments
Since there is no standard testbed available today to evaluate the performance of
the proposed trust-aware P2PIR system, a set of testbeds are developed based on
one of the public Information Retrieval evaluate corpus TREC W10g [trea]. This
is inspired by the P2PIR testbeds in hierarchical P2P networks [LC06] which
are designed to evaluate the retrieval accuracy of different search mechanisms
for uncooperative P2PIR in hierarchical P2P networks. Compared to the P2PIR
testbeds [LC06], the proposed trust-aware P2PIR testbeds in this dissertation
have three main differences compared to the P2PIR testbeds [LC06] and these
are as follows:
• Trust-aware P2PIR testbeds focus not only on evaluation of the retrieval
accuracy of different document ranking algorithms, but also on evaluation
of different trust methods to protect untrustworthy documents in the top-
ranked results list.
• Each peer in the P2PIR testbeds employs an individual search engine for
document indexing and ranking, while peers in the proposed trust-aware
P2PIR testbeds apply one public search engine.
• Trust-aware P2PIR testbeds are developed to work on structured P2P net-
works instead of hierarchical P2P networks which employ super peers to
index documents and direct query routing processes.
The proposed trust-aware P2PIR testbeds use the same TREC WT10g col-
lection as the testbeds of Lu et al. [LC06] and Klampanos et al. [KPJD05], but
with different setups, for the following reasons:
• Each peer in a structured P2P network is assumed to provide equal capa-
bilities [LCP+05, SMK+01, RFH+01, RD01, MM02, ACMD+03, MBR03,
ZKJ01], and the proposed trust-aware P2PIR system is developed based
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on structured P2P networks. The proposed testbeds initially assume that
peers act as equals and provide a similar number of documents, while the
number of documents stored in the peers of testbeds of Lu and Klampanos
are significantly different because their approaches require super peers and
leaf peers [LC06, KPJD05].
• Both of their approaches are content-based network overlays. They consider
the document content distribution in a network, which is not necessary in
the proposed trust-aware P2PIR system.
• The proposed trust-aware P2PIR testbeds are developed for working in two
scenarios, namely, cooperative P2PIR (e.g., P2P Web search) and uncoop-
erative P2PIR (e.g., P2P digital library search). In uncooperative P2PIR,
each simulated digital library is expected to have a number of documents
for sharing. However, both works define each peer as a Web domain of a
TREC WT10g collection, in which some of the Web domains may contain
thousands of documents and some may contain less than 10 documents.
This is not realistic for a digital library simulation.
Having considered the above three reasons, their setups are not used in the
proposed trust-aware P2PIR testbeds. However, Klampanos et al. [KPJD05]
identify three properties of realistic P2PIR testbeds, two of which can be em-
ployed in further work of the proposed testbeds. These three properties are: (i)
a peer shares a limited number of topics; (ii) documents are distributed in a
power-law pattern; (iii) and content replication [KPJD05]. Since the proposed
trust-aware testbeds do not consider document topic distribution, the remain-
ing two properties can be integrated with the proposed testbeds by Klampanos’s
methodologies [KPJD05] in the further research.
The methodology of how to generate the testbeds to evaluate the perfor-
mance of the proposed trust-aware P2PIR system in cooperative environments is
described in the following sections. This includes the contents of testbeds, query
set, relevant and trustworthy judgement files, and experimental settings.
4.4.1.1 Contents of Testbeds
For the purposes of the experiments, three small-sized testbeds with 100, 200 and
400 peers, and one medium-sized testbed with 1000 peers are generated. When
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simulating a large-sized testbed (e.g., 10,000-level peers), a large document corpus
is needed, such as TREC .GOV2 [treb]. For example, Lu [LC07b] simulated a
medium-sized P2PIR testbed of 2,500 peers by TREC W10g [trea], and a large-
sized P2PIR testbed of 25,000 peers by TREC .GOV2. Since the existing dataset
we have is TREC WT10g, small and medium-sized testbeds are preferred rather
than large ones. TREC WT10g is a 10 gigabyte corpus which contains 1 692 096
English Web documents used for the evaluation of Information Retrieval systems.
TREC WT10g was originally divided into 5,157 collections, and; 100, 200, 400,
1000 collections were randomly selected from them. Each of the collections is
defined as a document provider (i.e., peer) in the network. The statistics of four
different testbeds are shown in Table 4.3.
Table 4.3: Statistics of Four Different Sized Testbeds
Testbed Name Num Docs AVE DocLen Num Terms Num Unique Terms
100 Peers: 49881 417 20842114 334435
200 Peers: 108270 385 41730312 568393
400 Peers: 216307 393 85221594 901881
1000 Peers: 399916 438 175328732 1913108
In Table 4.3, Num Docs is the total number of documents, AVE DocLen
is the average length of the documents, Num Terms is the overall number of
terms, and Num Unique Terms is the number of terms without overlap.
4.4.1.2 Query Set
For the TREC WT10g corpus, the standard query set is TREC topics 451-
550 [trec], which are provided by the US National Institute for Standards and
Technology (NIST). Basically, TREC topics consist of the three fields of< title >,
< description > and < narrative >. According to the study of users’ query be-
haviour in P2P networks, it has been observed that the average query length
for text retrieval is 2.2 words [NJYF07]. Therefore, the < title > field in each
TREC topics 451- 550 is selected as the query set in this experiments because the
average length of < title > field is 2, which is close to the average query length
in real P2P networks. The query set is called the TREC 451-550 short queries
(or the TREC 451-550 short query set) in this dissertation. The query set has
been filtered by the stop word list3 and stemmed by the Porter algorithm [Por97].
Examples of the query set are shown in Table 4.4.
3http://www.lextek.com/manuals/onix/stopwords1.html
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Table 4.4: Examples of the TREC 451-550 short queries
TREC 451-550 Short Queries
Query Number Contents
TREC 451 bengal cat
TREC 455 when did Jacki Robinson appear game
TREC 456 world go end 2000
TREC 524 eras scar
4.4.1.3 Relevant and Trustworthy Judgements
Typically, when measuring the retrieval accuracy of an IR system, relevant judge-
ment assessments are needed to verify whether or not a retrieved document is
relevant. NIST provides standard judgement assessments for TREC WT10g and
TREC topic 451-550 4. The relevant assessments provided by NIST are gener-
ated by a group of experts from different areas. The experts define a document
as being relevant if any piece of the document is relevant to a given query. The
relevant judgement assessments employ binary judgement, in which the docu-
ment is either relevant (marked 1) or irrelevant (marked 0). Since there are no
trustworthy judgement assessments available for any of the current public corpus
(e.g., TREC collections), pseudo-trustworthy document judgement assessments
are generated. The trustworthiness of a document is pre-defined as being that,
if the documents are provided by a malicious peer, they are set to be untrust-
worthy (marked 1). On the contrary, documents provided by a good peer are set
to be trustworthy (marked 0). Different trustworthy judgement assessments are
individually generated for the four trust-aware P2PIR testbeds, depending on the
experimental settings.
4.4.1.4 Experimental Settings
The experimental settings for the evaluation of the performance of the proposed
trust-aware P2PIR system are inspired by PeerTrust [XL04]. Currently, four
types of peers in real P2P networks can be distinguished, namely, good peers,
malicious peers, front peers and selfish peers, which have been described in Chap-
ter 2. Since the proposed content trust model in trust-aware P2PIR system is
developed based on PeerTrust, which is a reputation-based trust management
system to filter feedback from malicious peers, two types of peers are simulated
4http://trec.nist.gov/data/qrels-eng/index.html
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in the experiments, namely, good peers and malicious peers. The percentage
of malicious peers is initially set to 20%. Good peers provide positive feedback
to trustworthy documents and negative feedback to untrustworthy documents.
On the other hand, malicious peers submit positive feedback for malicious peers,
and negative feedback for good peers. The credibility values (as described in
Section 4.2.1) of good peers and malicious peers are randomly set to 90% and
20%, respectively. The number of feedback entries for each document is initially
set to 10. A number of experimental settings could change for the evaluations,
for example, the percentage of malicious peers in the network, the credibility of
good peers and malicious peers, the percentage of untrustworthy documents in a
good peer, and the percentage of trustworthy documents in a malicious peer. For
the initial evaluation of retrieval accuracy, effectiveness of trust, and scalability of
the proposed trust-aware P2PIR system in cooperative environments, the current
settings are considered to be sufficient.
4.4.2 Evaluation Methodologies
The performance of the proposed trust-aware P2PIR system in cooperative envi-
ronments is measured by retrieval accuracy, effectiveness of trust, and scalability
of network size.
When measuring the retrieval accuracy of the proposed trust-aware P2PIR
system, it is first necessary to introduce two fundamental evaluation metrics in
Information Retrieval, which are recall and precision [BYRN99]. Recall is the
fraction of the relevant documents which has been retrieved. Precision is the
relevant fraction of the retrieved documents. Recall and precision are set-based
measures, which are normally used to evaluate the unordered sets of retrieved doc-
uments for retrieval algorithms. To evaluate the ranked-based results set which
are usually given by the top-k retrieved documents, standard rank-based measure-
ments for traditional centralised IR, distributed IR and P2PIR are applied, which
are average precision at given document cut-off values and 11-point interpolated
average precision versus recall [BYRN99, NF04, LC07b]. 11-point interpolated
average precision versus recall focuses on evaluating the overall retrieval accuracy
of retrieval algorithms. Compared with 11-point interpolated average precision
versus recall, average precision at given document cut-off values is more closely
correlated with user satisfaction [BV04]. In this dissertation, both metrics are
applied to evaluate the retrieval accuracy of the proposed trust-aware P2PIR
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system in cooperative environments.
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed document trust model in
trust-aware P2PIR system, a new ranked-based evaluation metric is developed.
Since in IR systems, users are always concerned with the top-ranked documents
rather than the whole results set [BV04], the traditional IR ranked-based metric
average precision at the given document cut-off values is modified to an aver-
age percentage of untrustworthy documents at the given document cut-off values
for the experimental purposes. The metric computes the average percentage of
untrustworthy documents over a set of queries where the top-ranked documents
have been seen for each query. Since cut-off values such as 5, 10, 15, 20, and
30 have been used extensively in the Information Retrieval literature [BYRN99],
these values are chosen in this experiments. The formalised definition of the aver-
age percentage of untrustworthy documents at the given document cut-off values
is given by
Per(k) =
Nq∑
i=1
Peri(k)
Nq
. (4.11)
where Per(k) is the average percentage of untrustworthy documents when the
top-k documents in the results set have been seen. Nq is the number of queries
used and Peri(k) is the percentage of untrustworthy documents at the top-k
documents for the i−th query.
The scalability of the proposed trust-aware P2PIR system is evaluated by the
effect of network size on both retrieval accuracy and the effectiveness of trust.
The retrieval accuracy and effectiveness of trust are assessed by the evaluation
metrics described above.
4.4.3 Experimental Results
This section focuses on evaluating the performance of the proposed trust-aware
P2PIR system in cooperative environments to demonstrate that: (i) estimated
global term statistics integrated with the K-L retrieval algorithm can achieve
acceptable retrieval accuracy compared to the existing document retrieval algo-
rithms with accurate global term statistics; (ii) the proposed document trust
model can provide a better combination of retrieval accuracy and the effective-
ness of trust than several existing entity trust models; and (iii) the system can
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be scaled to large-sized networks. Five sections are devoted to the experimental
results with regard to evaluating: (i) the retrieval accuracy of the proposed es-
timated global term statistics; (ii) the effectiveness of different trust models in
protecting untrustworthy documents on the top-ranked results list; (iii) the effect
of different trust models on retrieval accuracy; (iv) system scalability; and (v)
the study of the parameter β in the document trust model. To be specific, this
subsection begins with the individual experimental descriptions and continues to
present the different experimental results.
• Evaluation of Retrieval Accuracy
– [Experiment 1 in Section 4.4.3.1] : this experiment evaluates the re-
trieval accuracy of the proposed estimated global term statistics, which
is integrated with K-L for relevance-based document score computa-
tion in the proposed trust-aware P2PIR system. Accurate global term
statistics with K-L and VSM document ranking algorithms are com-
pared. This experiment does not take into account trust metrics to
shield the evaluation of the retrieval algorithm from the factors which
may affect retrieval accuracy.
• Evaluation of the Effectiveness of Trust
– [Experiment 2 in Section 4.4.3.2] : the objectives of this experiment
are: (i) to explore the effectiveness of the proposed trust-aware P2PIR
system (as described in Section 4.2.2); and (ii) to study the effective-
ness of the proposed document trust model alone (as described in
Section 4.2.2.2) in protecting untrustworthy documents in the top-
ranked results list. Firstly, to study the effectiveness of the proposed
trust-aware P2PIR system, an existing P2PIR approach (e.g., the vec-
tor space model (VSM) in P2PIR [LKZ+06, LJT07, KJ03, CAN02,
LLQ+04]) is compared with the proposed trust-aware P2PIR system
by the percentage of untrustworthy documents retrieved in the top-
ranked results list. Secondly, for the purpose of studying the effective-
ness of the proposed document trust models, several of the existing
most-cited reputation-based peer and file trust models have been se-
lected for comparison. In order to ignore the effect of relevance-based
retrieval algorithms on the evaluation of the effectiveness of different
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trust models, relevance-based retrieval algorithms are not taken into
account.
– [Experiment 3 in Section 4.4.3.3] : this experiment explores the effect
of different trust models on retrieval accuracy. When combining trust
metrics to rank documents, retrieval accuracy should be sacrificed be-
cause the relevant but untrustworthy documents are removed from the
top-ranked results list. Moreover, existing trust models only produce
entity trust, and do not take relationships between queries and con-
tents into account, so the irrelevant but trustworthy documents gain
higher ranks. This can decrease retrieval accuracy. This experiment
studies the percentage of the degrading of retrieval accuracy yielded
by different trust models. In order to focus on the comparison of re-
trieval accuracy reduced by different trust models, the relevance-based
retrieval algorithm (as described Section in 4.2.2.1) is integrated with
different trust models.
• Evaluation of Scalability
– [Experiment 4 in Section 4.4.3.4] : this experiment evaluates the scal-
ability of the proposed trust-aware P2PIR system in terms of retrieval
accuracy and the effectiveness of trust. This experiment employs four
testbeds, namely, 100, 200, 400, and 1000-peer ones. The experimental
results demonstrate the performance on both retrieval accuracy and
the effectiveness of protecting untrustworthy documents in different
testbeds.
• Parameter β Study
– [Experiment 5 in Section 4.4.3.5] : the parameter β in Equation 4.8 is
the weight between peer trust and document reputation. This exper-
iment studies the effect of retrieval accuracy and the effectiveness of
trust for the document trust model when changing the parameter β.
According to the literature of cooperative P2PIR in Chapter 2, the most
widely-used relevance-based document retrieval algorithm is the vector space
model (as described in Section 2.2.2.2). Therefore, it is better to set the vector
space model as the baseline to study the retrieval accuracy of different approaches,
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with estimated global term statistics and accurate global term statistics. To study
the effectiveness of the proposed trust-aware P2PIR system, several existing peer
and file trust models need to be compared with the proposed document trust
model. Since the document trust model in the proposed trust-aware P2PIR sys-
tem is reputation-based and implemented in structured P2P networks, the policy-
based trust models and the trust management systems which require global trust
values and pre-trusted peers are not applicable and comparable. Having con-
sidered these conditions, three reputation-based trust models are selected and
implemented in the experiments, namely, PeerTrust [XL04], PowerTrust [ZH07]
and eBay [eBa]. PeerTrust and PowerTrust are two of the most cited trust man-
agement systems in P2P networks, and eBay is one of the most widely used
reputation-based trust systems on the current Internet. Moreover, the eBay trust
mechanism is the basis of most of reputation-based trust management systems in
P2P networks and Information Retrieval.
4.4.3.1 Retrieval Accuracy
The experimental results in this section demonstrate the retrieval accuracy of
different relevance-based document retrieval methods, which are the vector space
model (VSM), the K-L retrieval algorithm with accurate global term statis-
tics (KL), and the K-L retrieval algorithm with estimated global term statistics
(KL+EPF).
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Figure 4.2: Retrieval accuracy of different relevance-based document retrieval
algorithms for the TREC 451-550 short query set in the 1000 peer-sized network.
Figure 4.2 displays the experimental results for the TREC short query set us-
ing different relevance-based ranking algorithms in the 1000 peer-sized network.
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Figures 4.2 (a)-(b) depicts the results of two evaluation metrics, which are (a)
the average precision vs. document cut-off values, and (b) 11-point interpolated
recall vs. average precision. The higher the average precision in both figures,
the better the retrieval accuracy the retrieval algorithm can achieve. In Figure
4.2 (a), the K-L with accurate global term statistics provides the better retrieval
accuracy than the others. Figure 4.2 (b) shows that the overall retrieval accuracy
of K-L and the VSM is close, and that both of them achieve the better retrieval
accuracy than KL+EPF. The two plots in Figure 4.2 demonstrate that KL+EPF
cannot provide a competitive retrieval performance to the algorithms with accu-
rate global statistics on both the overall retrieval accuracy and user satisfaction.
The reasons for this are: (i) EPF is an estimated term statistic; (ii) the original
global term statistic in K-L is a document level statistic and EPF is a peer level
statistic. The original can provide more accurate descriptions of terms’ impor-
tance in the network than EPF. For example, terms A and B have the same EPF,
105, which means that they both appear in 105 peers of the 1000-sized network,
but their global document frequency could be very different; A may be 1450 and
B could be 250. The performance of KL+EPF is worse than those of the algo-
rithms with accurate global term statistics, but is still comparable. Moreover,
by considering the limitations of the existing methods to estimate global term
statistics, EPF may provide an acceptable retrieval performance and a practical
solution to real P2P networks, which are highly dynamic and distributed.
4.4.3.2 Effectiveness of Trust
The objective of the experiment explores the effectiveness of the proposed trust-
aware P2PIR system. Figure 4.3 shows the percentage of untrustworthy doc-
uments appearing on the top-ranked results list by different methods, such as
VSM [LKZ+06], the proposed trust-aware P2PIR system (as described in Sec-
tion 4.2), document trust model alone of the proposed trust-aware P2PIR sys-
tem (as described in Section 4.2.2.2), PeerTrust [XL04], PowerTrust [ZH07] and
eBay [eBa]. Four of them are always zero, which are document trust model alone
of the proposed trust-aware P2PIR system, PeerTrust, PowerTrust and eBay.
To study the effectiveness of the proposed trust-aware P2PIR system, an
existing P2PIR approach is needed for comparison. Since VSM is widely used in
cooperative P2PIR, it is selected for comparison with the proposed trust-aware
P2PIR system. In the experiment, documents are ranked by scores computed
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Figure 4.3: Effectiveness of different methods in protecting untrustworthy docu-
ments appearing on the top-ranked result list for the TREC 451-550 short query
set in the 1000 peer-sized network.
by VSM and the trust-based document ranking algorithm (i.e., Equation 4.3).
Some observations can be made from Figure 4.3, the first of which is that the
percentages of untrustworthy documents range from 30% to 40% yielded by VSM,
indicating that trustworthiness is a critical factor for cooperative P2PIR. Without
trust metrics, users run a higher risk of reviewing or downloading untrustworthy
documents, even if they are relevant for a given query. Secondly, the percentage
of untrustworthy documents stays from 0.3% to 0.6% produced by the proposed
trust-aware P2PIR system, which demonstrates that the proposed trust-aware
P2PIR system can significantly reduce the possibility of untrustworthy documents
appearing in the top-ranked results lists. In other words, cooperative P2PIR can
achieve great benefits from the proposed trust-aware P2PIR system, which can
effectively filter untrustworthy documents in the top-ranked results list.
In order to focus on the comparison of the effectiveness of different trust mod-
els to filter untrustworthy documents, documents are ranked by scores calculated
by different trust models only, such as the document trust model alone of the pro-
posed trust-aware P2PIR system (i.e., Equation 4.8), PeerTrust, PowerTrust and
eBay. The relevance-based retrieval algorithms are ignored in this experiment.
The experimental results are 0 for all of them, demonstrating that the proposed
document trust model can be as effective as the existing entity trust models in
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completely filtering untrustworthy documents in the top-30 documents. It is be-
lieved that the proposed document trust model should sacrifice the effectiveness
of trust in the whole ranked results list. This is because trustworthy but irrelevant
documents obtain lower scores than those yielded by existing entity trust models.
There should be some differences in the lower ranks (e.g., top-10000 documents).
However, since top-30 documents are widely studied in the IR literature, the pro-
posed document trust model is believed to be effective for the top-30 documents
to filter untrustworthy documents.
In summary, the experimental results suggest that cooperative P2PIR can
significantly benefit from the proposed trust-aware P2PIR system. Moreover, the
proposed document trust model is as effective as the existing entity trust models
to filter untrustworthy documents in the top-30 results list.
4.4.3.3 Effect of Different Trust Models on Retrieval Accuracy
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Figure 4.4: Retrieval accuracy of different trust models for the TREC 451-550
short query set in the 1000 peer-sized network.
In the previous experiment, the effectiveness of different trust models in pro-
tecting untrustworthy documents in the top-ranked results list was explored. In
this experiment, the effect of different trust models on retrieval accuracy is stud-
ied in a 1000-peer network. KL+EPF (as described in Section 4.2.2.1) is selected
as the baseline for comparison. The two retrieval accuracy metrics are applied in
this experiment.
Figure 4.4 shows the experimental results for the TREC short query set using
different trust models in a 1000-peer network. Figures 4.4 (a)-(b) plots the results
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of the two evaluation metrics, namely, (a) the average precision vs document cut-
off values, and (b) 11-point interpolated recall vs average precision. As expected,
KL+EPF can achieve the best retrieval accuracy because KL+EPF ranks both
trustworthy and untrustworthy documents in the top-ranked results list for a
given query. Compared with PowerTrust, PeerTrust and eBay, the proposed
trust-aware P2PIR system is able to outperform other entity trust models on
both evaluation metrics. The reason for this is that existing trust models only
consider entity trust, and do not take contents and given queries into account.
This means that trustworthy documents get high scores and ranks whether they
are relevant or not. Therefore, some trustworthy but irrelevant documents can
be ranked in the top-ranked results list, which can reduce the retrieval accuracy
in terms of both user satisfaction (in Figure 4.4 (a)) and the overall retrieval
performance (in Figure 4.4 (b)). This phenomenon shows that: (i) relationships
between document contents and queries are essential factors for calculating trust
scores for P2PIR; (ii) the proposed trust-aware P2PIR system can achieve a better
retrieval performance than existing entity trust models. The retrieval accuracy
of PeerTrust, PowerTrust and eBay is too close, with little differences, as shown
in Figure 4.4, which indicates that the different existing trust models are not
sensitive in P2PIR even if they have more differences in their evaluations of peer
and file trust management systems [ZH07]. The reason for this is believed to
be the experimental settings, the weights of different trust models in the final
scores of documents, the percentage of malicious peers in the network, and the
credibility of good peers and malicious peers. Since the experimental results have
shown that the proposed trust-aware P2PIR system has less sacrifice on retrieval
accuracy than current trust models, the subtle differences between the retrieval
accuracy of each existing trust model are of no interest.
In summary, combining the conclusion of the previous experiment, the pro-
posed trust-aware P2PIR system could provide the better retrieval accuracy with-
out sacrificing the effectiveness of trust in protecting untrustworthy documents
in the top-ranked results list.
4.4.3.4 Scalability of Network Size
This set of experiments studies the scalability of the proposed trust-aware P2PIR
system on retrieval accuracy and the effectiveness of trust in different sized net-
works. Four testbeds are employed in the experiments, including three small-sized
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Figure 4.5: Retrieval accuracy of the proposed trust-aware P2PIR system for the
TREC 451-550 short query set in different sized networks.
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Figure 4.6: Retrieval accuracy of K-L with accurate global term statistics for the
TREC 451-550 short query set in different sized networks.
testbeds and a medium-sized one. Figure 4.5 shows the experimental results of
the retrieval accuracy for the TREC short query set in different sized networks.
This displays the results of the two evaluation metrics, which are: (a) the aver-
age precision vs document cut-off values, and (b) 11-point interpolated recall vs
average precision. It can be seen from Figure 4.5 (a) that the larger the network
is, the better retrieval accuracy the system can provide, which indicates that
the proposed trust-aware P2PIR system can better scale large-scale networks for
retrieval accuracy on user satisfaction. However, the overall retrieval accuracy
decreased when the network was scaled to larger networks, as shown in Figure
4.5 (b), indicating that the proposed trust-aware P2PIR system favours user sat-
isfaction more than the overall retrieval performance. The reason for this is that
the K-L algorithm with accurate global term statistics favours user satisfaction
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more, which is shown in Figure 4.6. Although the proposed estimated global term
statistics and document trust model in the proposed trust-aware P2PIR system
do make some shape changes between Figures 4.5 and 4.6 (a)-(b), in general, the
curves in Figure 4.5 (a)-(b) and Figure 4.6 (a)-(b) are very similar. This suggests
that the scalability of the proposed trust-aware P2PIR system on retrieval ac-
curacy mainly depends on the scalability of K-L. While K-L has been shown to
be scalable to large-scale networks in traditional Information Retrieval, the pro-
posed trust-aware P2PIR system in cooperative environments can also provide
scalability on retrieval accuracy in large-scale networks.
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Figure 4.7: Percentage of untrustworthy documents in the top-ranked results list
for the TREC 451-550 short query set in different sized networks.
In Figure 4.7, the percentage of untrustworthy documents in the top-ranked
results lists increased between the 100-peer testbed and the 400-peer testbed.
When the network size was scaled to 1000 peers, the percentages of untrustworthy
documents stayed at the same level as in the 400-peer testbed. This is a good
sign, showing that, when the network is scaled from small to medium size, it does
not increase the risk of reviewing and downloading untrustworthy documents.
Moreover, the percentages in all the situations of Figure 4.7 are at a relatively
low level (from 0.03% to 0.6%), compared to existing P2PIR approaches (e.g.,
VSM in Figure 4.3). This indicates that the proposed trust-aware P2PIR system
is effective in protecting untrustworthy documents in the top-ranked results list
when applied to large situations.
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Figure 4.8: Study of the parameter β in the proposed document trust metrics for
the TREC 451-550 short query set in 1000 peer-sized network.
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4.4.3.5 Parameter β Study
In the proposed trust-aware P2PIR system, there is one weight β between peer
trust and document reputation in Equation 4.8. To study the effect of the doc-
ument trust model on both retrieval accuracy and the effectiveness of trust with
respect to β, a set of experiments is conducted. The range of β value is set
to from 0.2 to 5 in the experiments. The selected weight range is that either
document reputation is more important (β < 1) for Equation 4.8, or peer trust
takes more weight (β > 1). It can be seen from Figures 4.8 (a)-(b), that the re-
trieval accuracy is close when changing β, which demonstrates that the retrieval
accuracy is not sensitive on β values. For the study of the effectiveness of trust,
the better the effectiveness, the lower the β is, indicating that, when β becomes
lower, the document trust value is increased. This suggests that the document
reputation value is more important than the peer trust value for document trust
value computation. In the end, it is better to select a lower β value which can
greatly improve the effectiveness of trust without degrading the retrieval accuracy
very much.
4.5 Summary
This chapter proposed a trust-aware P2PIR system for cooperative P2PIR envi-
ronments. A method is proposed to estimate global term statistics integrated with
K-L to compute relevance-based document scores for the proposed trust-aware
P2PIR system. This approach can facilitate effective and practical Information
Retrieval in real P2P environments which are highly dynamic and distributed.
Moreover, a set of content trust factors is identified in the context of P2PIR, and
trust models are proposed to calculate the trustworthiness value of a document
or document provider for a given query. A system architecture and data man-
agement protocols are designed to implement the proposed trust-aware P2PIR
system in structured P2P networks, which is an extension of the PeerTrust archi-
tecture and data management protocols of structured P2P networks in the context
of trust-aware P2PIR in cooperative P2PIR environments. A set of testbeds is
developed to evaluate the performance of the proposed trust-aware P2PIR system
on retrieval accuracy, effectiveness of trust, and scalability of network size.
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Chapter 5
Trust-Aware P2PIR in
Uncooperative P2PIR
Environments
5.1 Introduction
The previous chapter addressed the problem of trust-aware P2PIR in coopera-
tive environments. The objective of this chapter is to design a trust-aware P2PIR
system which can find relevant and trustworthy documents for a given query in
uncooperative P2PIR environments. Unlike cooperative P2PIR environments,
document providers (i.e., peers) in uncooperative P2PIR environments may not
provide document descriptions due to proprietary or financial cost issues, where
access is limited. Instead, they may provide descriptions of themselves (i.e., doc-
ument provider descriptions), or may not provide any descriptive information
at all. In addition, a document provider may employ an individual search en-
gine which can run unstructured text queries. In uncooperative P2PIR, detailed
techniques of search engines may not be public, such as ranking algorithms and
stemming algorithms.
5.1.1 Assumptions
Before designing the proposed trust-aware P2PIR system in uncooperative P2PIRs,
the following assumptions must be made (most of these are the same as the con-
tents of Section 4.1.1):
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• Document providers (i.e., peers) do not provide any description of their doc-
uments. Instead, they may or may not provide descriptions of themselves.
• Users cannot directly access document copies or statistics due to copyright
issues or access limitations.
• Each document provider employs an individual search engine which can run
unstructured text queries and provide rankings of the retrieved documents
with relevance scores.
• Documents are stored locally and each document provider (i.e., peer) has
the ownership of its documents.
• Anonymity is not supported and feedback should be provided by peers after
reviewing documents.
• In the initial system design, assuming replication strategies, storage and
communication costs, ad-hoc nature of document distribution cannot affect
system performance.
• The proposed trust-aware P2PIR system requires each peer to install a P2P
software client.
5.1.2 Problems and Contributions
Three problems have been identified in terms of traditional Information Retrieval
in uncooperative environments [Cal00]: resource description, resource selection
and result merging. Resource description is responsible for representing the con-
tents of a text database. Resource selection is responsible for selecting a set of
text databases to search based on resource descriptions which are relevant to a
given query. Result merging is responsible for integrating and re-ranking the
results retrieved from the selected text databases into a coherent list [Cal00].
For trust-aware P2PIR in uncooperative environments, these problems are ex-
tended because: (i) the selection criteria of documents and document providers
are not only relevance but also trustworthiness ; (ii) the strategy to implement
trust-aware P2PIR systems in structured P2P networks. Therefore, trust-aware
P2PIR in uncooperative P2PIR involves the following problems:
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• How to design an algorithm which can offer an effective and practical way
to select relevant and trustworthy peers to search for a given query in un-
cooperative P2PIR. This is because: (i) relevance-based peer selection al-
gorithms rely on global term statistics. However, the existing methods to
estimate global term statistics may not be useful in real P2P networks (as
discussed in Section 2.4); (ii) the existing peer selection algorithms cannot
distinguish between trustworthy and untrustworthy peers.
• How to merge and re-rank documents returned from the selected peers
because the document scores computed by each peer are not directly com-
parable.
• How to design a mechanism to organise distributed peers into an autonomous
and collaborative manner so that relevant and trustworthy information can
be collected, and document and peer scores can be computed by any peer
in a P2P network.
• How to generate testbeds and develop methodologies for the evaluation of
the proposed trust-aware P2PIR system in uncooperative P2PIR environ-
ments. This is because there are no standard testbeds for evaluating the
performance of the proposed trust-aware P2PIR system in uncooperative
P2PIR environments.
To address the above problems, a trust-aware P2PIR system is proposed in
this chapter to find relevant and trustworthy documents for a given query in
uncooperative P2PIR environments. The major contributions of this chapter
are:
• Trust-based peer descriptions for the peer selection algorithm.
• A traditional resource selection algorithm is modified with the estimated
global term statistics EPF (as described in Section 4.2.2.1) to compute
relevance-based peer scores.
• A heuristic-based estimation function to merge results is proposed by ex-
tending the INQUERY result merging function with trust.
• A system architecture and data management protocols have been designed
to implement the proposed trust-aware P2PIR system in uncooperative
P2PIR environments, as well as structured P2P networks.
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• A set of testbeds is developed to evaluate the performance of the proposed
trust-aware P2PIR system in uncooperative environments. Preliminary ex-
perimental results show retrieval accuracy, effectiveness of trust and scala-
bility of network size.
The remainder of this chapter is organised as follows: Section 5.2 proposes a
trust-aware P2PIR system in uncooperative P2PIR environments, including is-
sues of peer description, peer selection and result merging. The implementation
strategy of the proposed trust-aware P2PIR system in uncooperative environ-
ments, as well as structured P2P networks, has been described in Section 5.3,
including a system architecture and data management protocols. Section 5.4
presents the proposed testbeds, experimental methodologies and the initial ex-
perimental results of the performance of the proposed trust-aware P2PIR system.
This chapter is concluded in Section 5.5.
5.2 Trust-Aware Information Retrieval in Un-
cooperative P2PIR Environments
This section mainly focuses on the techniques of trust-aware P2PIR system, in-
cluding issues of trust-based peer description, peer selection and result merging.
Peer description (in Section 5.2.1) represents the contents and reputation infor-
mation of a peer for peer selection algorithms to choose the potential peers which
can provide relevant and trustworthy documents. The proposed peer selection
approach (in Section 5.2.2) ranks peers by the integrated scores of relevance and
trustworthiness, and then a small number of top-ranked peers are selected to
search. Result merging (in Section 5.2.3) can merge and re-rank the retrieved
documents from each of the selected peers obtained from the peer selection step.
5.2.1 Peer Description
Peer description determines what content can be presented or is desirable to be
presented for each peer. In this dissertation, it is similar to document descrip-
tion, and should provide sufficient information for peer selection algorithms to
determine which peers are relevant and trustworthy. Prior research of distributed
information retrieval proposes that the problem of resource description consists
of three sub-problems: discovering and representing what a resource contains,
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acquiring resource descriptions and maintaining and updating resource descrip-
tions [Cal00, CC01]. Therefore, peer descriptions in uncooperative P2PIR en-
vironments should also address these three sub-problems. In this section, only
the first problem will be described, which is how to represent a peer (i.e., docu-
ment provider) for trust-aware P2PIR. The remaining two sub-problems will be
addressed in Sections 5.3.2.2 and 5.3.2.3 because they are related to the imple-
mentation strategy of the proposed trust-aware P2PIR systems in uncooperative
P2PIR environments, as well as structured P2P networks.
Since peer descriptions should provide sufficient information for peer selec-
tion algorithms to determine which peers are more likely to contain relevant and
trustworthy documents for trust-aware P2PIR, peer descriptions should contain
two aspects of information for relevance and trustworthiness computation. This
is defined as trust-based peer description in this dissertation. The document
description in the previous chapter is adapted to the peer description in uncoop-
erative P2PIR. Therefore, in the proposed trust-aware P2PIR system, a peer can
be represented by the tuple < Con(pk), Rep(pk) >, where Con(pk) describes the
contents of peer pk and Rep(pk) is the reputation value of peer pk. Like document
description, peer description is query-independent, which means peer description
is only related to the peers themselves and this correlation is independent of dif-
ferent queries. Whatever the queries are, the reputation value and contents of a
peer should be constant. Then, the next question to ask is how to represent the
contents Con(pk) and reputation value Rep(pk) of peer pk.
Full-text based peer descriptions are employed to describe the contents of a
peer, because full-text based peer descriptions can provide much more comprehen-
sive descriptions and are widely applied in uncooperative P2PIR environments.
A full-text based peer description contains peer statistical information, such as
terms, corresponding peer frequencies, and the number of document in the peer
pk. Moreover, to represent the reputation value Rep(pk) of the peer pk, Equation
4.10 in Chapter 4 is applied in this chapter.
5.2.2 Peer Selection
Given a number of peer descriptions and a specific query, users should make a
decision which peers to search because it is costly to forward the query to all of
the peers in the network. The process of choosing a small set of peers to search is
defined as peer selection. This usually depends on a peer selection algorithm which
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can rank peers by the relevance-based scores for a given query in most existing
uncooperative P2PIR systems, and then a pre-defined number of top-ranked peers
are selected to search. Because both relevance and trustworthiness are the critical
factors for trust-aware P2PIR, a trust-based peer selection algorithm is proposed
by integrating the relevance and trustworthiness of a peer for a given query.
Similar to the document ranking algorithm (as described in Section 4.2.2), the
peer selection algorithm in this chapter can be calculated as a function of R(pk, qi)
and T (qi, pk), where R(pk, qi) is the relevance score between a peer pk and a query
qi, and T (qi, pk) is the trust value of the peer pk for the given query qi. To simplify
the problem in this chapter, the relative weight of relevance and trustworthiness
in the peer selection algorithm is assumed to be equal. Then, the peer ranking
score in the proposed trust-aware P2PIR system is given by
S(qi, pk) =
√
R2(pk, qi) + T 2(qi, pk). (5.1)
The next question is how to obtain R(pk, qi) and T (qi, pk) for peer ranking
score computation. In Equation 4.1, the trust value T (qi, pk) of the peer pk for
the given query qi can be computed by Equation 3.9, which is described in Section
3.2.2.2. The remaining problem is how to compute the relevance-based peer scores
R(pk, qi) for Equation 4.1. To address this problem, an approach is proposed in
the following paragraph.
To compute relevance-based peer scores R(pk, qi) in uncooperative P2PIR,
a number of traditional full-text based resource selection algorithms have been
applied (as described in Section 2.3.2). The family of these resource selection
algorithms needs global term statistics to compare the importance of the terms
in the network. Existing peer selection approaches in uncooperative P2PIR either
assume the global term statistics available in advance, or use document sampling
and a reference corpus to estimate global term statistics. As discussed in Section
2.4, none of them are likely to be useful in practice. To address this problem,
the estimated global term statistics EPF (as describe in Section 4.2.2.1) are em-
ployed, which is an estimated measure of the general importance of the term in
the network, and is used in K-L for document ranking in cooperative P2PIR (as
describe in Section 4.2.2.1). EPF will be integrated into a traditional resource
selection algorithm to compute the relevance-based peer scores for the proposed
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trust-aware P2PIR system. Since prior research has shown that the CORI re-
source selection algorithm [Cal00] is effective and stable in a wide variety of dis-
tributed information retrieval environments [CBH00, FPC+99, PFC+00, XC98]
and uncooperative P2PIR environments [ZHTW08], the attention is initially re-
stricted further than just the CORI resource selection algorithm. The resource
score in CORI increases in proportion to the number of times a word appears in
the different documents of the database but is offset by the frequency of the word
in the databases of the network [Cal00].
EPF is used to replace the global term statistics in CORI to compute the
relevance-based peer score for a given query in the proposed trust-aware P2PIR
system, which is given by
T =
nd(qi,pk)
spk
, (5.2)
EPFqi = log
f(Pqi , N)
|xa| , (5.3)
P (qi|pk) = b+ (1− b) ∗ T ∗ EPF, (5.4)
R(pk, qi) = P (qi|pk) = 1|m|
m∑
n=1
P (qi|pk). (5.5)
where m is the number of query terms in a query Q, nd(qi,pk) is the number of
occurrences of the query term qi in the peer pk, spk is the number of documents
in the peer pk and b is the minimum belief component in CORI (e.g., 0.4).
Equations 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4 are components of Equation 5.5. When Equation
5.5 computed the relevance-based score R(pk, qi) of peer pk for Equation 5.1,
then several top-ranked peers are selected to search and an equal number of
documents is retrieved from each of these selected peers, while the numbers are
pre-determined and fixed, depending on the empiricism [Cal00].
5.2.3 Result Merging
After a number of documents have been returned from each of the selected
peers, they should be merged and re-ranked into a single list. Result merging
is a challenging problem because the document ranking scores returned from
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each selected peer cannot be directly compared. This is because different peers
may employ different retrieval models and term statistics to compute document
scores [SC03]. Therefore, the document scores usually need to be normalised.
One solution to normalise document scores is that peers cooperatively exchange
the corpus and document statistics [XC98]. Since this chapter assumes that peers
do not provide document statistical information, this approach cannot work in
this scenario. In such an environment, a solution is required which does not
need specific cooperation from peers in the network. Where document scores can
be estimated from the information obtained by observation, for example, docu-
ment scores provided by each peer. A few heuristic-based estimation functions
have been proposed for result merging in traditional distributed information re-
trieval [Cal00, SJCO02, CCB95], which combine the document score and text
database score into an integrated scheme to produce a normalised document
score. Among these methods, the INQUERY search engine [CCB95] provides an
effective approach which can produce stable results in most IR testbeds. There-
fore, the INQUERY merging function [CCB95] is selected to merge results in the
proposed trust-aware P2PIR system. It is extended by combining relevance and
trustworthiness. To simplify the problem, it is assumed that the weight between
relevance and trustworthiness in the normalised document score is equal, then
the estimated document score is given by
D′ = (S(dj, pk, qi) ∗Rep(dj)) ∗ 1 + 0.4 ∗ Score(pk, qi)
′
1.4
, (5.6)
where D′ is the estimated document score, S(dj, pk, qi) is the document dj score
returned from the peer pk for the given query qi, Rep(dj) is the reputation value
of the document dj, Score(pk, qi)
′
is the normalised peer score, 0.4 and 1.4 are
the constants in the INQUERY result merging function [CCB95].
Since without document statistics, the document trust model (as described in
Section 4.2.2.2) cannot be used in the proposed trust-aware P2PIR system in un-
cooperative P2PIR environments. The reputation value of the document is used
instead in this chapter. In Equation 5.6, S(dj, pk, qi) is assumed to be provided by
peers, and Score(pk, qi)
′
can be obtained by normalising the peer score returned
by the peer selection algorithm in the proposed trust-aware P2PIR system (i.e.,
Equation 5.1). To compute Score(pk, qi)
′
, the methodology of normalising the
peer score in INQUERY is employed in the proposed trust-aware P2PIR system,
which is given by:
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Score(pk, qi)
′
=
Score(pk, qi)− Score(pk, qi)min
Score(pk, qi)max − Score(pk, qi)min . (5.7)
where Score(pk, qi) is a peer score computed by the peer selection algorithm
in Equation 5.1, Score(pk, qi)max for the peer pk is calculated by setting the T
component (i.e., Equation 5.2) in the peer selection algorithm to its maximum
value 1, Score(pk, qi)min for the peer pk is calculated by setting the T component
to its minimum value 0.
5.3 Implementation Strategies
P2P networks lack any centralised infrastructure. One challenge which must be
addressed is how to design a mechanism for organising peers in a cooperative
manner so that peer contents and reputation information can be collected, and
peer and document scores can be computed by any peer in the P2P network.
Typical issues of implementing applications in a P2P network include decen-
tralised system architectures and data management protocols. P2P network ar-
chitecture determines each peer’s functionality and responsibility, as well as data
location schemes and message routing mechanisms. Similar to the implementa-
tion strategies of the proposed trust-aware P2PIR system in cooperative P2PIR
and structured P2P networks (as described in Section 4.3), the proposed trust-
aware P2PIR system in this chapter should consider the unique characteristics
of structured P2P networks (e.g., completely decentralised, routing protocols)
and uncooperative P2PIR (e.g., results merging). A Chord-based P2P network
is used as the basic architecture to implement the proposed trust-aware P2PIR
system in this chapter, and the system can also be applied to other structured
P2P networks.
5.3.1 System Architecture
Since Chord is a completely decentralised P2P network, there is no central server
and super peer. Each peer in the system should serve as a document provider,
user and directory service at the same time. Therefore, the system architecture of
each peer in the proposed trust-aware P2PIR system in uncooperative P2PIR en-
vironments should be designed to fulfil the following functions: (i) generating and
storing peer descriptions (e.g., word statistics and reputation data) for directory
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services; (ii) processing and forwarding queries; (iii) selecting a small number of
peers to search for each query; and (iv) merging retrieved documents from each
of the selected peers. Figure 5.1 shows the system architecture of the proposed
trust-aware P2PIR system in uncooperative P2PIR environments, which consists
of four components including Statistics Manager, Reputation Manager, Ranker
and Data Locator.
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Figure 5.1: System architecture of the proposed trust-aware P2PIR system
The statistics manager consists of three components, namely, Peer Content
Parser, Query-based Sampler and Statistics Data Repository. The peer content
parser is responsible for extracting term statistics from peers such as terms, cor-
responding document frequencies, and the number of documents in a peer. The
query-based sampler is responsible for sending queries to peers to obtain a number
of sample documents for generating peer statistical descriptions Con(pk), when
if peers do not provide content descriptions to the network. In structured P2P
networks, there is a global index and each peer is responsible for storing a part
of it (e.g., keys in the global key space). The statistics data repository is a small
database which stores a portion of the global term statistical information. It
contains: term-id, IDwl ; peer-id, Owners List; document occurrence, df(wl,pk)
and the number of document in the peer, spk . An example is shown in Table 5.1.
The term-id and peer-id are the hash values of converting the term and peer IP
address to the respective numeric keys using the SHA-1 hash function [EJ].
The reputation manager extends the PeerTrust system architecture [XL04]
with the document evaluation component. The reputation manager consists of
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Table 5.1: Statistics Data Repository
IDwl Owners List df(wl,pk) spk
w1 p21 13 583
w2 p1 5 1240
p5021 18 423
p1468 5 641
w3 p79 23 2315
Table 5.2: Reputation Data Repository (1)
IDdj Rep(dj) Owners List
Doc21 0.5 p12
Doc10 0.8 p124
Doc79 0.1 p2
Doc47 0.5 p35
four components, which include Feedback Submission, Document Evaluation, Peer
Evaluation and Reputation Data Repository. The reputation manager in the pro-
posed trust-aware P2PIR system in uncooperative P2PIR environments is similar
to the one in cooperative P2P environments. The feedback submission is respon-
sible for submitting users’ feedback. The document evaluation is responsible for
evaluating the reputation value of document dj. The peer evaluation computes
the reputation value and trust value of peer pk. The reputation data repository
stores two hash tables which contain the reputation information for documents
and peers, respectively. The information stored in the reputation data reposi-
tory contains: document-id, IDdj ; document reputation value, Rep(dj); peer-id,
Owners list; peer reputation value, Rep(pk); and peer IP address, Location. Two
examples are shown in Tables 5.2 and 5.3. The document-id is the hash value
of converting the document name to the respective numeric key using the SHA-1
hash function.
The data locator is responsible for publishing, accessing and updating data in
P2P networks. Different data placement and location schemes can be employed
in different P2P networks. In terms of implementation, the data locator employs
the Chord routing protocols [SMK+01] in this chapter. The ranker in the system
performs the peer selection algorithm (as described in Section 5.2.2) and the
result merging algorithm (as described in Section 5.2.3) for a given query and
sorts the results in a descending order.
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Table 5.3: Reputation Data Repository (2)
IDwl Owners List Rep(pk) Location
w34 p12 0.6 124.12.35.25
w15 p75 0.6 196.126.1.3
p59 0.8 139.36.25.1
w79 p2 0.3 96.12.178.3
w47 p35 0.6 84.13.256.6
5.3.2 Data Management Protocols
Since the proposed trust-aware P2PIR system is designed to be implemented in
Chord structured P2P networks in this chapter, the data management protocols
of the proposed system should extend the existing data management protocols of
Chord in the context of term statistics and reputation data routing. By extending
the resource index manager of Chord with peer content statistics, and document
and peer reputation information, the proposed protocol in the trust-aware P2PIR
system consists of the following phases: (i) create and publish peer descriptions;
(ii) acquire peer descriptions for peer selection and result merging; and (iii)
update peer descriptions and document reputation information.
5.3.2.1 Create and Publish Peer Descriptions
In uncooperative P2P environments, peers do not provide document copies and
term statistics. Instead, they may provide statistical information of themselves,
or not provide any kind of peer descriptions at all. When peers do not provide
content descriptions, a method is employed to generate them, which is query-
based sampling [CC01]. It learns the peer statistical description Con(pk) by
submitting queries to the peer pk and obtaining a set of sampled documents from
that peer pk. Query-based sampling is performed by the query-based sampler in
the proposed trust-aware P2PIR system (as shown in Figure 5.1). To create the
reputation description Rep(pk) of the peer pk, the peer evaluation component in
the reputation manager needs to collect and average the document reputation
values shared by the peer pk. If new documents join the network, or the docu-
ment has never been used before (hence, there is no reputation information), the
document reputation value is equal to the peer reputation value which provides
that document.
As a peer joins the network for sharing documents, two types of messages are
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simultaneously issued by the statistics manager and reputation manager. When
the peer provides content description information, the peer content parser should
extract statistical information. If it does not, then the query-based sampler is
employed to generate content description information. Afterwards, the data lo-
cator converts the terms and peer IP address to numeric keys by using the SHA-1
hash function, and then sends PUBLISH(IDwl , pk, df(wl,pk), spk) messages for
each distinct term wl in the peer pk to the peers responsible for the term keys
IDwl . The peer responsible for the key IDwl adds the peer-id, df(wl,pk) and spk to
the statistics data repository. In the meantime, the reputation manager should
collect the reputation values of documents, which the peer pk is sharing, from the
network, and compute its reputation value. To collect the reputation values of
documents, the data locator takes the hash value of the document name IDdj as
the argument to retrieve the reputation value of the document dj. The process
of retrieving the reputation values will be described in the following section.
5.3.2.2 Acquire Peer Descriptions for Peer Selection and Result Merg-
ing
Once peer descriptions have been created and stored in the network, they are
ready for peer selection. To acquire peer descriptions, three protocols in terms
of FINDstapeer, FIND
rep
peer and FIND
rep
doc are proposed. FIND
sta
peer takes the hash
value of term IDwl as an argument to obtain the list of peers containing the
query term wl and corresponding term statistics. Simultaneously, FIND
rep
peer
takes the hash value of term IDwl as an argument to obtain the corresponding
peer reputation value and IP address. Afterwards, the ranker performs the peer
selection algorithm with statistical and reputation data to determine which peers
to search. Then, queries are forwarded to each of the selected peers. Once the
selected peers have been searched, a number of documents should be returned
from each of them. The FINDrepdoc lookup messages are issued by the data locator
to retrieve the reputation values of documents returned from the selected peers
for result merging. The data locator takes the hash values of document names
as arguments to find document reputation values. Finally, the ranker merges the
results and produces a single ranked list.
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5.3.2.3 Update Peer Descriptions and Document Reputation Infor-
mation
When peer descriptions changed, peers need to update their descriptions in the
network. The peer description can be updated periodically, or when the differ-
ences between the previous description and the new description are significant.
Updating a peer description consists of two parts, which are statistical infor-
mation update and reputation information update. The process of updating
statistical descriptions for each peer is identical to the process for creating and
publishing peer statistical descriptions. To update the reputation information,
users need to evaluate the document and leave feedback for it. If a user thinks
the document is trustworthy, the feedback value is set to be 1, otherwise, it is set
to be 0. In order to update the reputation values of document dj and peer pk,
the data locator sends a message UPDATE(IDdj , IDpk , f(pk)(dj)) to the peer
responsible for that document reputation value. The document evaluation of the
reputation manager in the proposed trust-aware P2PIR system should compute
the new document reputation value. Then, the new document reputation value is
used by the peer evaluation of the reputation manager to calculate the new peer
reputation value.
5.4 Evaluation
The proposed trust-aware P2PIR system in uncooperative P2PIR environments
finally should generate an ordering of the retrieved documents. Documents ap-
pearing at the top of this ordering are considered to be more likely to satisfy
users’ requirements, which are trustworthiness and relevance, in this dissertation.
The objective of this section is to evaluate the three aspects of the proposed
trust-aware P2PIR system in uncooperative P2PIR environments, which are re-
trieval accuracy, effectiveness of trust, as well as scalability. In Section 5.4.1, the
experimental settings and methodologies are described. Section 5.4.2 discusses
the initial experimental results.
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5.4.1 Experimental Settings and Methodologies
The same as for trust-aware P2PIR in cooperative P2PIR environments, there is
no standard testbed available to evaluate the performance of the proposed trust-
aware P2PIR system in uncooperative P2PIR environments. To fulfil this task,
a set of testbeds for the evaluation of the proposed trust-aware P2PIR system
is generated, which is modifications of the proposed trust-aware P2PIR testbeds
in cooperative P2PIR environments (as described in Section 4.4.1). The major
difference between the cooperative P2PIR testbeds and uncooperative P2PIR
testbeds is that, in uncooperative P2PIR environments, each peer provides an
individual search engine to index and retrieve documents on request, which does
not happen in the cooperative P2PIR testbeds. Although, the proposed trust-
aware P2PIR system do not make the assumption that each peer uses the same
document indexing and retrieval approaches. For the consideration of convenience
of experiments, each peer in this experiment is a text collection running the
INQUERY search engine and provides relevance-based document scores for given
queries. INQUERY is implemented by Lemur toolkit [lem]. The experiment
initially restrict that the number of selected peers to search to 10% of the network
size. The TREC topics 451-550 short query set, and relevant and trustworthy
judgement assessments in cooperative trust-aware P2PIR testbeds (as described
in Sections 4.4.1.2 and 4.4.1.3) are employed in this experiment.
The peer and document reputation values are developed based on PeerTrust,
which is a reputation-based trust management system to filter feedback from
malicious peers. Two types of peers are simulated in this experiment, which
are good peers and malicious peers. All of the documents provided by good
peers are set to be trustworthy. On the contrary, all of the documents provided
by malicious peers are untrustworthy. The experimental settings in this section
are the same as those described in Section 4.4.1.4. The percentage of malicious
peers is initially set to 20%, randomly selected from the network. Good peers
provide positive feedback to trustworthy documents and negative feedback to
untrustworthy documents. On the other hand, malicious peers submit positive
feedback for malicious peers, and negative feedback for the documents provided
by the good peers. The credibility values (as defined in Section 4.2.1) of good
peers and malicious peers are randomly set to 90% and 20%, respectively. The
number of feedback entries for each document is initially set to 10.
The performance of the proposed trust-aware P2PIR system in uncooperative
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P2PIR environments is measured by retrieval accuracy, effectiveness of trust and
scalability of network size. The experimental methodologies and metrics used
in this chapter are same as those used in the previous chapter (as described in
Section 4.4.2). The experimental results will be discussed in the next section.
5.4.2 Experimental Results
This section focuses on evaluating the performance of the proposed trust-aware
P2PIR system in uncooperative P2PIR environments, to demonstrate that: (i)
the proposed estimated global term statistics integrated with the CORI resource
selection algorithm can achieve competitive retrieval accuracy, compared to the
existing peer selection algorithms with accurate global term statistics; (ii) the pro-
posed trust-aware P2PIR system can provide a better combination of the retrieval
accuracy and the effectiveness of trust in protecting untrustworthy documents in
the top-ranked results list than several current peer and file trust models; and
(iii) the system can be scaled to large-sized networks. Four sections are devoted
to the experimental results with regard to evaluating: (i) the retrieval accuracy
of the estimated global term statistics (EPF) with CORI; (ii) the effectiveness of
different trust models in protecting untrustworthy documents in the top ranked
results list; (iii) the effect of different trust models on retrieval accuracy; (iv)
system scalability of network size.
• Evaluation of Retrieval Accuracy
– [Experiment 1 in Section 5.4.2.1] : this experiment evaluates the re-
trieval accuracy of the proposed estimated global term statistics EPF
(as described in Section 4.2.2.1) in uncooperative P2PIR environments,
which is integrated with CORI for relevance-based peer score computa-
tion in the proposed trust-aware P2PIR system. Accurate global term
statistics with CORI [ZHTW08], K-L [CSB+05, ZL06, LC07a, LC06,
LC05, LC03, ZCLL04] and VSM [ZYKG05, ZYKG07, RPTW08, ZTW07]
peer selection algorithms used in uncooperative P2PIR (as described in
Section 2.2.3.2) are implemented and compared in this experiment. To
shield the evaluation of the retrieval algorithm from the factors which
may affect retrieval accuracy, the experiment does not take trust met-
rics into account.
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• Evaluation of Effectiveness of Trust
– [Experiment 2 in Section 5.4.2.2] : the objectives of this experiment
are: (i) to explore the effectiveness of the proposed trust-aware P2PIR
system, and (ii) to study the effectiveness of different trust models
to protect untrustworthy documents in the top-ranked results list.
Firstly, to study the effectiveness of the trust models in the proposed
trust-aware P2PIR system, an approach without trust will be com-
pared with the proposed trust-aware P2PIR system by the percentage
of untrustworthy documents retrieved in the top-ranked results list.
Moreover, several existing most cited reputation-based peer and file
trust models have been selected for comparison. To ignore the effect
of relevance-based retrieval algorithms on the evaluation of the effec-
tiveness of different trust models, the relevance-based peer selection
algorithm and result merging algorithm are not taken into account.
– [Experiment 3 in Section 5.4.2.3] : this experiment explores the effect
of different trust models on retrieval accuracy. When combining trust
metrics to peer selection and result merging, retrieval accuracy should
be sacrificed because the relevant but untrustworthy peers and doc-
uments are removed from the top-ranked results list. Moreover, the
existing trust models only produce entity trust, which do not take into
account relationships between queries and contents, so the irrelevant
but trustworthy peers and documents get higher ranks. This can de-
crease retrieval accuracy. This experiment studies the percentage of
the degrading of retrieval accuracy yielded by different trust models.
In order to focus on the comparison of retrieval accuracy, as reduced
by different trust models, the same relevance-based peer selection algo-
rithm (i.e., Equation 5.5) and result merging algorithm (as described
in Section 5.2.3) are integrated with different trust models.
• Evaluation of Scalability
– [Experiment 4 in Section 5.4.2.4] : this experiment evaluates the scal-
ability of the proposed trust-aware P2PIR system in uncooperative
P2PIR environments on retrieval accuracy and the effectiveness of
trust. The experiment employs four testbeds which are 100, 200, 400,
and 1000-peer ones. The experimental results show the performance
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of both the retrieval accuracy and effectiveness of trust in protecting
untrustworthy documents in different testbeds.
According to the literature related to uncooperative P2PIR (as described
in Section 2.2.3.2), the most widely used relevance-based peer selection algo-
rithms are the vector space model [ZYKG05, ZYKG07, RPTW08, ZTW07], K-
L [CSB+05, ZL06, LC07a, LC06, LC05, LC03, ZCLL04] and CORI [ZHTW08]. In
this experiment, these algorithms are compared with the peer selection approach
in the proposed trust-aware P2PIR system for retrieval accuracy study. To ex-
plore the effectiveness of the proposed trust-aware P2PIR system, three existing
reputation-based trust approaches are implemented for comparison. These are
PeerTrust [XL04], PowerTrust [ZH07] and eBay [eBa].
5.4.2.1 Retrieval Accuracy
This experiment focuses on exploring the retrieval accuracy of the estimated
global term statistics (EPF) within the peer selection algorithm in the proposed
trust-aware P2PIR system. To study the effectiveness of the estimated global
term statistics in uncooperative P2PIR (as described in Section 4.2.2.1), the re-
trieval accuracy of CORI with accurate global term statistics and with estimated
global term statistics are compared. Moreover, in order to study the retrieval ac-
curacy of the peer selection algorithm in the proposed trust-ware P2PIR system,
several existing most used relevance-based peer selection algorithms in uncoop-
erative P2PIR are also compared.
In Figure 5.2, CORI with EPF is the approach used to compute relevance-
based peer scores (i.e., Equation 5.5) in the proposed trust-aware P2PIR system.
VSM, KL, and CORI with accurate term statistics are several most used peer
selection algorithms in uncooperative P2PIR (as described in Section 2.2.3.2).
Figure 5.2 shows the experimental results of the retrieval accuracy of different
approaches for the TREC 451-550 short query set in the 1000 peer-sized network.
Figure 5.2 (a)-(b) depicts the results of two evaluation metrics, which are (a)
the average precision vs. document cut-off values, and (b) 11-point interpolated
recall vs. average precision. The higher the average precision in both figures,
the better the retrieval accuracy achieved by the relevance-based peer selection
algorithm.
In Figure 5.2 (a) K-L with accurate term statistics can achieve better re-
trieval accuracy than CORI with accurate term statistics and CORI with EPF,
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Figure 5.2: Retrieval accuracy of different relevance-based peer selection algo-
rithms for the TREC 451-550 short query set in the 1000 peer-sized network.
but worse than VSM with accurate term statistics, indicating that VSM is the
best relevance-based peer selection algorithm by the TREC short query set in
existing uncooperative P2PIR. The retrieval accuracy of CORI with accurate
term statistics is close to CORI with EPF, which means that EPF can provide
competitive accuracy compared with the accurate global term statistics on user
satisfaction. In Figure 5.2 (b), the gaps between curves of VSM with accurate
term statistics and K-L with accurate term statistics are very small, and they
both perform better than CORI with accurate term statistics and CORI with
EPF. This indicates that K-L and VSM can provide the better overall retrieval
performance than the CORI peer selection approach. Moreover, the curves of
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CORI with accurate term statistics and EPF are close, demonstrating that the
estimated global term statistics can achieve competitive retrieval accuracy on the
overall retrieval performance. The reason for this is that the original global term
statistics in CORI is a peer level statistic and EPF is also a peer level statistic.
Therefore, EPF can provide better accuracy in the relevance-based peer selection
algorithm than it does in the document ranking algorithm (as shown in Section
4.4.3).
In summary, the following conclusions can be made: (i) for both user satisfac-
tion and the overall retrieval performance, VSM and K-L yield better results than
CORI for the TREC topics 451-550 short query set; (ii) EPF can provide com-
petitive retrieval accuracy in relevance-based peer score computation, compared
to the accurate global term statistics.
5.4.2.2 Effectiveness of Trust
This experiment explores the effectiveness of the trust models in the proposed
trust-aware P2PIR system in uncooperative P2PIR environments. Figure 5.3
shows the experimental results of the percentage of untrustworthy documents
appearing in the top-ranked results list, for the TREC topics 451-550 short query
set by different approaches, which are trust-aware P2PIR (i.e., Equation 5.1),
CORI with EPF, PeerTrust [XL04], PowerTrust [ZH07] and eBay [eBa].
Firstly, to study the effectiveness of the trust models (i.e., peer trust model
Equation 4.9 and document reputation model Equation 4.1) in the proposed
trust-aware P2PIR system, an approach without trust is compared with the
proposed trust-aware P2PIR system by the percentage of untrustworthy doc-
uments retrieved in the top-ranked results list. The relevance-based peer se-
lection CORI+EPF (i.e., Equation 5.5) combined with INQUERY result merg-
ing [CCB95] are selected as the baseline, which is called CORI with EPF in
Figure 5.3. Figure 5.3 (a) displays the results of the two approaches with and
without the proposed trust models. It can be observed from the figure that: (i)
the percentages of untrustworthy documents generated by the approach without
trust remain high in the top-ranked results list, demonstrating that the trust-
worthiness of peers and documents is a critical factor for uncooperative P2PIR
environments. It is risky for users to run a higher risk to review and download
untrustworthy documents, even if they are relevant to a given query; (ii) the
percentage of untrustworthy documents appearing in the top-30 documents is 0
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when the trust models in the proposed trust-aware P2PIR system are employed.
This indicates that the trust models in the peer selection and result merging
of the proposed trust-aware P2PIR system can effectively protect untrustworthy
documents appearing in the top-30 of the results list.
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Figure 5.3: Effectiveness of different trust methods to protect untrustworthy
documents appearing in the top-ranked results list for the TREC 451-550 short
query set in the 1000 peer-sized network.
Secondly, to study the effectiveness of different trust models in the peer se-
lection and result merging algorithm to filter untrustworthy documents, several
existing most cited reputation-based peer and file trust models are selected for
comparison. To ignore the effect of relevance-based retrieval algorithms on the
evaluation of the effectiveness of different trust models, the relevance-based peer
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selection algorithm and result merging algorithm are not taken into account in this
experiment. Figure 5.3 (b) displays the comparison of the effectiveness of different
trust models to protect untrustworthy documents appearing in the top-ranked re-
sults list. As displayed in the figure, only the proposed trust-aware P2PIR system
can completely filter untrustworthy documents from the top-ranked results list.
This is because the proposed trust-aware P2PIR system employs two trust mod-
els, namely, the peer trust model and the document reputation model. The peer
trust model can filter untrustworthy peers from the network and the document
reputation model can filter untrustworthy documents from the selected peers,
which does not happen in the existing trust models. This indicates that the doc-
ument reputation and peer trust models in peer selection and result merging can
yield a better performance than current most cited trust management systems in
terms of PeerTrust, PowerTrust and eBay.
In summary, the experimental results suggest that uncooperative P2PIR can
benefit significantly from the proposed trust-aware P2PIR system and protect
users from reviewing or downloading untrustworthy documents. Moreover, the
trust models in the proposed trust-aware P2PIR system provide better effective-
ness to filter untrustworthy documents than the existing trust models.
5.4.2.3 Effect of Different Trust Models on Retrieval Accuracy
In the previous experiment, the effectiveness of different trust models to protect
untrustworthy documents in the top-ranked results list was explored. In this
experiment, the effect of different trust models on retrieval accuracy is studied
for the TREC topic 451-550 short query set in the 1000-peer network. The
relevance-based peer selection CORI+EPF (i.e., Equation 5.5) combined with
INQUERY result merging [CCB95] are selected as the baseline, which is called
CORI with EPF in Figure 5.4. The two retrieval accuracy metrics are applied in
this experiment.
Figure 5.4 shows the experimental results for the TREC 451-550 short query
set using different trust models in the 1000-peer network. Figure 5.4 (a)-(b) plots
the results of the two evaluation metrics, which are (a) the average precision vs
document cut-off values, and (b) 11-point interpolated recall vs average precision.
As expected, CORI+EPF can achieve the best retrieval performance in Figure
5.4 (a) and (b), because CORI+EPF and INQUERY result merging can rank
both trustworthy and untrustworthy documents in the top-ranked results list.
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Figure 5.4: Retrieval accuracy of different trust models for the TREC 451-550
short query set in the 1000 peer-sized network.
Figure 5.4 demonstrates that the proposed trust-aware P2PIR system is able to
provide better retrieval accuracy than PowerTrust, PeerTrust and eBay in terms
of both user satisfaction and the overall retrieval performance. The reason for
this is that these existing trust models only consider entity trust, but do not
take into account relationships between peers or document contents and given
queries. This means that trustworthy peers and documents get high scores and
ranks whether they are relevant or not. Some trustworthy but irrelevant peers
and documents can be ranked in the top-ranked results list, which may reduce
retrieval accuracy. This phenomenon shows that: (i) relationships between peer
and document contents, and queries are essential factors for calculating trust
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scores for uncooperative P2PIR; (ii) the proposed trust-aware P2PIR system can
achieve better retrieval accuracy than the existing entity trust models.
In summary, combining the conclusion of the previous experiment, the pro-
posed trust-aware P2PIR system can provide the better retrieval accuracy and
the effectiveness of protecting untrustworthy documents in the top-ranked results
list than the existing entity trust models.
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Figure 5.5: Retrieval accuracy of the proposed trust-aware P2PIR system for the
TREC 451-550 short query set in the different sized networks.
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Figure 5.6: Retrieval accuracy of CORI for the TREC 451-550 short query set in
the different sized networks.
5.4.2.4 Scalability of Network Size
This set of experiments study the scalability of the proposed trust-aware P2PIR
system on retrieval accuracy and the effectiveness of trust to protect untrustwor-
thy documents in the top-ranked results list in different sized networks. Four
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testbeds are employed in the experiments, which are three small-sized testbeds
and a medium-size one. Figure 4.5 shows the experimental results of the retrieval
accuracy of the proposed trust-aware P2PIR system for the TREC short query set
in different sized networks. Figure 5.5 (a)-(b) shows the results of two evaluation
metrics, which are (a) the average precision vs document cut-off values, and (b)
11-point interpolated recall vs average precision. It can be seen from Figure 5.5
(a), that the larger the network is, the better retrieval accuracy the system can
provide, which indicates that the proposed trust-aware P2PIR system can scale
better in large-scale networks on retrieval accuracy for user satisfaction. However,
the overall retrieval accuracy decreased when the network scaled to larger ones (as
shown in Figure 5.5 (b)), indicating that the proposed trust-aware P2PIR system
favours user satisfaction more than the overall retrieval performance. The reason
for this is that the CORI peer selection algorithm favours user satisfaction more
than the overall retrieval performance, which has been proved by the retrieval ac-
curacy of the CORI peer selection in Figure 5.6 (a)-(b). However, the estimated
global term statistics EPF and trust models in the proposed trust-aware P2PIR
system make the some changes on points between Figure 5.5 (a)-(b) and Figure
5.6 (a)-(b). For example, the precision of the top-5 documents in a 1000-peer net-
work is worse than that of any other networks in Figure 5.5 (a), the precision of
the top-5 documents in a 1000-peer network is just worse than that of a 400-peer
network in Figure 5.6 (a). In general, the shapes of curves in Figure 5.5 (a)-(b)
and Figure 5.6 (a)-(b) are very similar, which means that the scalability of the
proposed trust-aware P2PIR system on retrieval accuracy mainly depends on the
scalability of the CORI peer selection algorithm. Since CORI has been shown to
be scalable to large-scale networks by different testbeds in traditional Informa-
tion Retrieval [Cal00, CC01], the proposed trust-aware P2PIR system can also
provide scalability of retrieval accuracy in large-scale networks.
The experimental results of the percentage of untrustworthy documents in
the top-ranked results list are all zero in 100, 200, 400 and 1000 sized networks.
This indicates that the proposed trust-aware P2PIR system can effectively filter
untrustworthy peers and documents for given queries when the network scales to
a larger sized network.
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5.5 Summary
This chapter proposed a trust-aware P2PIR system in uncooperative P2PIR en-
vironments. The estimated global term statistics are integrated with CORI to
compute relevance-based peer scores in the proposed trust-aware P2PIR system.
Trust-based peer description, peer selection and result merging approaches are
proposed to find not only relevant but also trustworthy peers and documents in
the network. To implement the proposed trust-aware P2PIR system in struc-
tured P2P networks and uncooperative P2PIR environments, a system architec-
ture and data management protocols are designed, which are the extension of
the PeerTrust architecture and data management protocols of structured P2P
networks in the context of trust-aware P2PIR. A set of testbeds is developed to
evaluate the performance of the proposed trust-aware P2PIR system on retrieval
accuracy, effectiveness of trust, and scalability of network size.
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Chapter 6
A Theoretical-Based Peer
Selection Approach in
Uncooperative P2PIR
Environments
6.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter, the problem of trust-aware P2PIR in uncooperative
P2PIR environments was addressed, including issues of trust-based peer descrip-
tion, peer selection, result merging and implementation. Among these problems,
peer selection means to select a set of peers to search, which are relevant and
trustworthy for a given query. The same as in most existing peer selection algo-
rithms, a peer ranking is computed in a heuristic way (as described in Section
2.2.3.2). A heuristic-based peer selection algorithm (as described in Section 5.2.2)
is designed to rank peers based on their relevance and trustworthiness in the pro-
posed trust-aware P2PIR system in uncooperative P2PIR environments. Then,
the number of the top-ranked peers in the results list of peers is selected to search,
and an equal number of documents is retrieved from each of the selected peers.
These numbers are pre-determined and fixed empirically. For example, the top-10
peers are selected to search, and the top-100 documents are retrieved from each
selected peer. In fact, these numbers are query-specific1. It is not appropriate to
1There are 66 peers containing relevant documents for the TREC query 452, in the 1000
peers testbed, but only 12 peers with relevant documents for the TREC query 521.
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use a fixed and pre-determined threshold to decide the number of peers to search
and the number of documents to retrieve from each selected peer for any queries.
For example, it is costly to select 30 peers to search when there are only 10 peers
relevant to the given query, and selecting 10 peers to search is not enough, when
there are 30 peers relevant to the given query. The challenge is how to design
an approach which has the ability to compute a clear cut-off for the number of
peers to search, and the number of documents to be retrieved from each of these
selected peers.
To address this problem, a theoretical-based peer selection model is proposed,
which is inspired by the decision-theoretic framework (DTF) approach [Fuh99].
The contributions of this chapter are:
• A precision-risk PrRi peer selection model which computes a clear cut-off
value for which peers to search, and the particular number of documents to
retrieve from each of the selected peers.
• A system architecture and data management protocols are proposed to
implement the PrRi peer selection model in structured P2P networks.
• A set of experiments has been conducted and the results show the advan-
tages and disadvantage of the PrRi peer selection model, compared to the
heuristic-based peer selection approach (as described in Section 5.2.2).
In the remainder of this chapter, the precision-risk peer selection model is
described in Section 6.2, after which the methodology of DTF to estimate the
number of relevant documents in the results set is reviewed in Section 6.3. Section
6.4 explores the implementation strategies of the proposed precision-risk peer
selection model in structured P2P networks. Section 6.5 discusses the different
between DTF and PrRi. Section 6.6 presents the experimental methodologies and
initial experimental results of the performance of the precision-risk peer selection
model. In Section 6.7, a variant of the precision-risk peer selection model is
considered, and this chapter is concluded in Section 6.8.
6.2 The Precision-Risk Peer Selection Model
In uncooperative P2PIR, a set of peers are selected to search. Each peer can
run a text-based search engine, and produce a ranked list for any queries. Then,
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an equal number of documents is retrieved from the ranked list of the selected
peers. This is defined as peer selection. The proposed trust-aware P2PIR system
(as described in Chapter 5), in uncooperative P2PIR environments, employs a
heuristic-based approach to rank peers, and then selects fixed and pre-determined
numbers of peers and documents. However, these numbers make peer selection
either lose relevant and trustworthy peers and documents, or obtain redundant
irrelevant and untrustworthy peers and documents.
To address this problem, this section proposes a precision-risk peer selection
model, which can explicitly compute which peers to search, and the number
of documents to retrieve from each of the searched peers. Compared with the
heuristic-based peer selection approach (i.e., Equation 5.1), the precision-risk
peer selection model has a better theoretical foundation. The numbers can be
computed by maximising the number of relevant documents, and minimising the
risk of reviewing or downloading untrustworthy documents in the results set. The
precision-risk peer selection model will be described in what follows.
The precision-risk (PrRi) model is proposed to compute the number of rele-
vant documents and the risk values of documents in the results set. In the PrRi
peer selection approach, precision is a fraction of the relevant documents for a
given query in the retrieved documents [BYRN99], and risk is the aggregation of
risk assessments of documents in the results set. To be consistent with the peer
selection algorithm in Section 5.2.2, the relative weight of relevance and trust-
worthiness in the proposed precision-risk peer selection model is assumed to be
equal. Then, by retrieving n documents, the precision-risk peer selection model
is given by:
PrRi(n) = Precision(n) ∗Risk(n) = r
n
∗Risk(n), (6.1)
where Precision(n) and Risk(n) are the precision and risk value of the results
set; n is the number of documents in the results set; r is the number of relevant
documents in the results set for a given query.
Since the results set consists of relevant and irrelevant documents for a given
query, Risk(n) can be represented by the sum of the risk values of relevant doc-
uments Risk+(n) and irrelevant documents Risk−(n). It is risky for users to
review untrustworthy documents (e.g., documents with a virus or retrieved docu-
ments which are different from their descriptions in the network), even if they are
relevant. In another case, users may not review trustworthy documents which are
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irrelevant in Information Retrieval systems. Therefore, it is assumed that users
are only interested in the risk values of relevant documents for a given query
rather than those of irrelevant documents. Then, the PrRi model (i.e., Equation
6.1) is represented and simplified by:
PrRi(n) =
r
n
∗ (
∑
Risk+(n) +
∑
Risk−(n)) ≈ r
n
∗
∑
Risk+(n), (6.2)
The relevance of a document for a given query is query-specific, and this is
dependent on the user’s judgement. Since users have very different backgrounds
and knowledge, even for the same query, they may have different results of relevant
documents retrieved from the same database. It is hard to accurately determine
which particular document is relevant, and the number of relevant documents
in the results set, before users provide the relevance feedback for the retrieved
documents. Therefore, the challenge of the PrRi(n) model is that the precision
value of the results set r
n
and the risk values of relevant documents Risk+(n)
in the results set cannot be obtained before query processing. The only way to
address this problem is to estimate the precision and risk value of the results set.
Then, the estimated values of the precision-risk model EPrRi(n) can be arrived
at by retrieving n documents from the network. EPrRi(n) is given by:
EPrRi(n) = EPrecision(n) ∗ ERisk(n) ≈ er
n
∗
∑
ERisk+(n), (6.3)
where EPrecision(n) and ERisk(n) are the estimated precision and risk value of
the results set; er is the estimated number of relevant documents, and ERisk+(n)
is the estimated risk value of a relevant document for a given query in the results
set.
Assuming that there are k different peers in the network, the results set is
the aggregation of documents retrieved from those peers. A corresponding vector
n = (np1 , np2 , ..., npk) gives the number of documents to be retrieved from each
peer, and the union of them is the number of documents in the results set n.
Then, Equation 6.3 is represented by:
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EPrRi(n) ≈
∑k
1 erpk∑k
1 npk
∗
k∑
1
ERisk+pk(npk) =
∑k
1 erpk
n
∗
k∑
1
ERisk+pk(npk), (6.4)
where ERisk+pk(npk) is the estimated risk value of a relevant document for a given
query in the results set npk of peer pk, erpk is the estimated number of relevant
documents in the results set npk of peer pk.
Since it is hard to know which document is relevant for a given query before
query processing, the risk values of the relevant documents retrieved from peer pk
can only be estimated. The document risk value Risk(dj) in this chapter is set
as the reciprocal value of the document reputation value Rep(dj) (i.e., Equation
4.1). The peer risk value Riskpk is defined as the aggregation of the risk values
of documents Risk(dj) in that peer. It is assumed that the risk values of the
documents retrieved from the peer pk are proportional to the risk value of peer
Riskpk . Moreover, it is assumed that the risk values of the relevant documents in
the results set are proportional to the risk value of the results set from peer pk.
Then, the estimated risk value of relevant documents ERisk+pk(npk) in the results
set npk retrieved from peer pk are given by:
ERisk+pk(npk) ≈ Riskpk ∗
npk
ndpk
∗ erpk
npk
= Riskpk ∗
erpk
ndpk
, (6.5)
where ndpk is the total number of documents in peer pk.
By combining Equations 6.4 and 6.5, the estimated value of the precision-risk
model EPrRi is given by:
EPrRi(n) ≈
∑k
1 erpk
n
∗
k∑
1
(Riskpk ∗
erpk
ndpk
). (6.6)
The methodology of estimating the number of relevant documents erpk in the
results set of peer pk will be described in the next section. When users specify
the number of documents n to be retrieved in the results set, the EPrRi peer
selection algorithm computes a selection (i.e., which peers to search and the
number of documents to received from each searched peer) by simultaneously
maximising the number of relevant documents, and minimising the risk values of
documents in the results set. In other words, a selection is obtained by minimising
the number of irrelevant documents and the risk values of documents in the results
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set. Then, we can arrive at:
minimise EPrRi(n), (6.7)
subject to
M = {(np1 , np2 , ..., npk) : np1 + np2 + ....+ npk = n}. (6.8)
When minimising/maximising a function subject to fixed outside conditions
or constraints, Lagrange multipliers can be used as an approach to resolve such
kinds of problems. Here, Lagrange multipliers are employed to compute the values
which peers need to be selected to search, and the number of documents to be
retrieved from each selected peer. Let
f(np1 , np2 , ..., npk) =
k∑
1
EPrRi(npk), (6.9)
denote the objective function, and let
g(np1 , np2 , ..., npk) = np1 + np2 + ....+ npk . (6.10)
denote the constraint function. At the minimum,5np1 ,np2 ,...,npkf = λ5np1 ,np2 ,...,npk
g, λ are the Lagrange multipliers. Then, in order to locate the minimum point on
the set M , the k + 1 Lagrange multipliers equations need to be resolved, which
are
∂f(np1 , np2 , ..., npk , λ)
∂np1
= 0,
...
∂f(np1 , np2 , ..., npk , λ)
∂npk
= 0,
∂f(np1 , np2 , ..., npk , λ)
∂λ
= 0. (6.11)
The values of np1 , np2 , ..., npk can be computed, indicating which peer to search
(when npk 6= 0), and the number of documents to be retrieved from each peer.
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The next section will describe the method of estimating the number of relevant
documents in the results set before query processing.
6.3 Estimating the Number of Relevant Docu-
ments in the Results Set
The number of relevant documents in the results set is needed in the precision-risk
model. To address this problem, the methodology of the decision-theoretic frame-
work (DTF) [Fuh99] is adapted to estimate the number of relevant documents
in the results set. In DTF, different methods have been proposed to estimate
the erpk value retrieved from peer pk [Fuh99, NF03]. However, this chapter only
focuses on the DTF-rp approach (rp is the initial of recall-precision) for two rea-
sons, which are as follows: i) each peer has its own performance curve in terms of
recall and precision; ii) the evaluation of IR systems typically use recall-precision
curves, such as 11-point interpolated recall vs. average precision. The remainder
of this section reviews the methodology used in [NF03].
According to the methodology of DTF-rp, four steps are needed to estimate
the relevant number of documents erpk in the results set npk of peer pk for a given
query, which are as follows:
1. A relevance-based peer score is computed for a given query.
2. A mapping function is employed to transform the relevance-based peer score
into the possibility of relevance for peer pk.
3. By using the possibility of relevance for peer pk to estimate the total number
of relevant documents in peer pk for a given query.
4. Then, the estimated total number of relevant documents in peer pk is used
with the peer’s own performance curve (i.e., a recall-precision function) to
estimate the number of relevant documents erpk in the results set npk of
peer pk.
In the first step, to compute the relevance-based peer score for a given query
R(pk, qi), the proposed approach in Section 5.2.2 (i.e., Equation 5.5) is applied
in DTF-rp. Once the relevance-based peer score is obtained, DTF-rp employs a
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mapping function to transformR(pk, qi) into the possibility of relevance Pr(rel|qi, pk)
in the second step. This is given by:
f
′
: [0, 1] 7→ [0.1], f ′(R(pk, qi)) ≈ Pr(rel|qi, pk), (6.12)
In DTF-rp [NF03], two mapping functions have been proposed, which are
linear mapping and logistic mapping. By using these mapping functions, the
peer score can be transformed into the probability of relevance for peer pk. A
linear mapping function is used to begin with. If it is assumed that the number
of relevant documents in a peer is proportional to the relevance-based peer score,
then an affine linear function is obtained, which is as follows:
f
′
: [0, 1] 7→ [0.1], f ′(R(pk, qi)) = c0 + c1 ∗R(pk, qi), (6.13)
where c0 and c1 are query-specific. Since no relevance feedback is available before
query processing, query-independent constants c0 and c1 are used instead [NF03].
As an alternative to the linear mapping function, a logistic mapping function
can be employed, which is as follows:
f
′
: [0, 1] 7→ [0.1], f ′(R(pk, qi)) = exp(b0 + b1 ∗R(pk, qi))
1 + exp(b0 + b1 ∗R(pk, qi)) , (6.14)
where b0 and b1 in the logistic mapping function are also query-specific, which is
similar to the parameters c0 and c1 in the linear mapping function.
In the third step, with probability Pr(rel|qi, pk), the estimated total number
of relevant documents E(rel|qi, pk) in peer pk for a given query qi is computed
by:
E(rel|qi, pk) = |ndpk | ∗ Pr(rel|qi, pk), (6.15)
The last step is to estimate the number of relevant documents erpk in the
results set npk returned from peer pk. The recall-precision function of peer pk
is needed to estimated erpk . This assumes that the recall-precision function of
a peer is equal for all of the queries, and can be provided by the peer pk or
learnt from the previous query results. The recall-precision curves are linearly
decreasing functions with different shapes, shown in Figure 6.1 [NF03, Fuh99].
DTF-rp models different recall-precision shapes by means of two functions:
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Figure 6.1: Different recall-precision functions [NF03, Fuh99]
Plinear : [0, 1] 7→ [0.1], Plinear(R) = l0 − l1 ∗R, (6.16)
where Plinear(R) is a linearly decreasing recall-precision function with two degrees
of freedom, l0 and l1 are constants.
Pquadratic : [0, 1] 7→ [0.1], Pquadratic(R) = q0 + q1 ∗R− q2 ∗R2, (6.17)
where Pquadratic is a quadratic recall-precision function with three degrees of free-
dom, q0, q1 and q2 are constants.
The estimated precision of peer pk can be defined as EPrecisionpk = erPk/npk
and the estimated recall of peer pk can be defined as ERecallpk = erpk/E(rel|qi, pk).
Then, the following equations can be arrived at for both the linear recall-precision
function and quadratic recall-precision function. For the linear one, the equation
is:
EPrecisionpk =
erpk
npk
= Pre(ERecallpk) = l0 −
l1 ∗ erpk
E(rel|qi, pk) , (6.18)
For quadratic ones, the equation is:
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EPrecisionpk =
erpk
npk
= Pre(ERecallpk) = q0 +
q1 ∗ erpk
E(rel|qi, pk) −
q2 ∗ er2pk
E(rel|qi, pk)2 .
(6.19)
The estimated number of relevant documents erpk in the results set npk re-
turned from peer pk can be obtained by solving these equations.
6.4 Implementation Strategies
To implement the PrRi peer selection model in uncooperative P2PIR environ-
ments and a structured P2P network, decentralised system architectures and data
management protocols are proposed in this section. The implementation strate-
gies of the PrRi peer selection model should consider the unique characteristics of
structured P2P networks (e.g., routing protocols). A Chord-based P2P network
is used as the basic architecture to implement the PrRi peer selection model,
which is the same network as in the previous chapters.
6.4.1 System Architecture
Since Chord is a completely decentralised P2P network, and there is no central
server and super peer available, the data for the PrRi peer selection model should
be maintained by each peer in a distributed manner. The system architecture
of each peer for the PrRi peer selection model in structured P2P networks will
be designed to fulfil the following functions: (i) storing and collecting the peer
risk values and statistical information; (ii) minimising EPrRi to compute a clear
cut-off for which peers to search and the number of documents to be retrieved
from each of the selected peers. Figure 6.2 shows the system architecture of the
precision-risk peer selection model, which consists of five components, namely,
Risk Manager, Ranker, Retrieval Quality Estimator, Optimal Peer Selector and
Data Locator.
The risk manager is responsible for storing peer risk values, and computing
the risk values of relevant documents in that peer for a given query. It has two
parts, namely, Peer Risk Evaluation and Risk Data Repository. The peer risk
evaluation component evaluates the risk values of relevant documents in the peer
pk for the given query qi. The risk data repository stores a portion of the global
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Figure 6.2: System architecture of the PrRi peer selection model
risk values of peers in the network. The information stored in the risk data
repository contains peer-id, IDpk ; the risk value of peer pk, Riskpk ; and the peer
IP address, Location. One example is shown in Table 6.1. The peer-id is the
hash value of converting the peer IP address to the numeric key using the SHA-1
hash function.
Table 6.1: Risk Data Repository
IDpk Riskpk Location
p34 0.6 124.12.35.25
p15 0.6 196.126.1.3
p79 0.3 96.12.178.3
p47 0.6 84.13.256.6
The ranker employs Equation 5.5 to compute the relevance-based peer score
for a given query. This consists of two components: Peer Relevance Evaluation
and Statistics Data Repository. The peer relevance evaluation component is re-
sponsible for computing the relevance-based peer scores for a given query. The
statistics data repository is a small database storing a portion of the global terms
and corresponding statistics, such as: term-id, IDwl ; peer-id, Owners List; doc-
ument frequency, df(qi,pk) and the number of documents in peer pk, ndpk . An
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example is shown in Table 6.2. Similar to the peer-id, the term-id is the hash
value of converting the term to the respective numeric key by using the SHA-1
hash function.
Table 6.2: Statistics Data Repository
IDwl Owners List df(qi,pk) ndpk
w1 p21 13 583
w2 p1 5 1240
p5021 18 423
p1468 5 641
w3 p79 23 2315
The retrieval quality estimator mainly focuses on estimating the number of
relevant documents erpk in the results set npk of peer pk for a given query. It
consists of a mapping component and a recall-precision curve repository. The
mapping component is responsible for mapping the relevance-based peer score
into the number of relevant documents in peer pk, which can either employ the
linear mapping function or the logistic one. The recall-precision curve repository
stores a portion of the global recall-precision curves of peers in the network. The
information stored in the recall-precision curve repository contains peer-id, IDpk
and peer recall-precision curve, Ppk(R). An example is shown in Table 6.3.
The optimal peer selector stores the PrRi peer selection model, which de-
termines which peers to search and the particular number of documents to be
retrieved from each of the selected peers. The data locator is responsible for
publishing, accessing and updating data in P2P networks. In this section, the
data locator employs the Chord routing protocols [SMK+01].
6.4.2 Data Management Protocols
Since the PrRi peer selection model is designed for implementation in Chord
structured P2P networks, the proposed data management protocols should extend
the existing data management protocols of Chord in the context of term statistics
and risk data routing. By extending the resource index manager of Chord with
peer content statistics and risk information, the proposed protocol consists of the
following phases: (i) join and publish, (ii) lookup and select, and (iii) update.
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Table 6.3: Recall-Precision Curve Repository
IDpk Ppk(R)
p34 Pp34(R) = 0.5− 0.7 ∗R
p15 Pp15(R) = 0.4 + 0.8 ∗R− 0.6 ∗R2
p79 Pp79(R) = 0.8− 0.4 ∗R
p47 Pp47(R) = 0.6− 0.8 ∗R
6.4.2.1 Join and Publish
As a new peer joins the network for sharing documents, three different types
of messages are simultaneously issued by the risk manager, ranker and retrieval
quality estimator. The ranker should extract the peer statistical information and
send messages PUBLISH(IDwl , pk, ndpk , df(qi,pk)) for each distinct term in peer
pk to the peers responsible for the term key IDwl . Before issuing the messages, the
data locater converts the terms and peer IP addresses to the numeric keys by using
the SHA-1 hash function. The peer responsible for the key IDwl adds the peer-
id, df(wl,pk) and ndpk to the statistics data repository. In the meantime, the risk
manager sends a PUBLISH(IDpk , Riskpk , location) message from the peer pk to
the peer responsible for storing its risk value. The peer risk value is the reciprocal
aggregation of the document reputation values in that peer. The process of
collecting the reputation values of documents is described in the implementation
strategies of the proposed trust-aware P2PIR system in Section 5.3.2. Moreover,
the retrieval quality estimator sends a message PUBLISH(IDpk , Ppk(R)) to the
peer responsible for the recall-precision curve of peer pk.
6.4.2.2 Lookup and Select
When the statistical information, risk values and recall-precision curves of peers
have been stored in the network, they are ready for the PrRi peer selection
model. When a user submits a query to the PrRi peer selection model, the
model obtains the required data from the network. The lookup phase of retrieving
the required data consists of the following three steps: (i) in order to compute
relevance-based peer scores for a given query, the query terms are converted to
the numeric keys by using the SHA-1 hash function. Then, the data locator
forwards the lookup messages to the peers responsible for those keys by the
Chord routing protocols. In response, the peers responsible for the keys return
a list of peers containing the query terms and corresponding statistics. When
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the ranker receives the statistical information, the relevance-based peer scores
are computed; (ii) the relevance-based peer scores are forwarded to the retrieval
quality estimator, and then a linear or logistical mapping function is employed to
estimate the number of relevant documents in the peer pk; (iii) after obtaining
the peers list from the first step, the data locator uses IDpk in Owners List
as arguments to locate the peers which store the recall-precision curves of peers.
Once the retrieval quality estimator obtains the recall-precision functions Ppk(R),
the estimated number of relevant documents erpk in peer pk can be calculated and
forwarded to the optimal peer selector and risk manager, respectively. The risk
manager then uses the peers list obtained from the first step to locate the risk
values of peers. Having received the estimated number of relevant documents in
the result of peer pk for the given query, the risk manager calculates the estimated
risk value of the results set retrieved from peer pk, and then forwards the value
to the optimal peer selector. Finally, the optimal peer selector employs the PrRi
peer selection model to compute a clear cut-off for which peers to search and the
particular number of documents should be retrieved from each of the selected
peers.
6.4.2.3 Update
When statistical data, recall-precision curves and risk values of peers changed,
they need to be updated and stored in the network, and this information can
be updated periodically. To update the peer risk values, users need to evaluate
the document used and leave feedback for it. The processes of updating risk
information and peer statistical information are the same as described in Section
5.3.2. After every search, a peer should obtain a new recall-precision curve, the
new curve will be sent to the peer which is storing that peer’s recall-precision
curve, and the new recall-precision curve should be merged with the previous
curve to generate an integrated one.
6.5 Differences Between DTF and PrRi
The previous sections describe the proposed precision-risk (PrRi) peer selection
model including theory and implementation strategies. As stated in Section 6.1,
PrRi is inspired by the decision-theoretic framework (DTF) approach [Fuh99].
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The differences between DTF and PrRi are discussed in this section. The pro-
posed PrRi in this dissertation has three main differences compared to DTF and
these are described as follows:
• DTF is a cost-based peer selection model, which calculates financial cost,
computation time cost, and communication cost for sending documents [Fuh99],
whereas PrRi is a trust-based peer selection model, which computes the
documents and peers trust values for given queries.
• The goal of DTF is to minimise cost in the result set [Fuh99], whereas
the proposed PrRi model does not only maximise the number of relevant
documents, but also minimises the risk values of the retrieved documents
in the result set.
• DTF is designed to be implemented in hierarchical networks which require
super peers to collect information and control Information Retrieval [Fuh99],
whereas the proposed PrRi develops work on structured P2P networks
where no super peers exist. A mechanism is needed in the proposed PrRi
peer selection model to organise peers in a cooperative manner so that the
peer contents and reputational information can be collected, and the PrRi
values can be computed by each peer in the network.
6.6 Evaluation
The objective of this section is to evaluate the performance of the PrRi peer
selection model on retrieval accuracy and effectiveness of trust in protecting un-
trustworthy documents. The theoretical-based PrRi peer selection model will
be compared with the heuristic-based peer selection approach (as described in
Section 5.2.2). In the remainder of this section, the experimental settings and
methodologies are described in Section 6.5.1 and the initial experimental results
are represented in Section 6.5.2.
6.6.1 Experimental Settings and Methodologies
In this section, a 1000-peer testbed (as described in Section 5.4.1) is employed
to evaluate the performance of the PrRi peer selection model in uncooperative
P2P environments. The experimental settings in Section 5.4.1 are employed for
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the evaluation of the heuristic-based peer selection method for comparison in this
section. The experiments initially restrict the number of selected peers to search
to be 10% of the network size and the top-10 ranked documents are retrieved
from each selected peer. The TREC topics 451-550 short query set, and relevant
and trustworthy judgement files (in Sections 4.4.1.2 and 4.4.1.3) are employed in
this experiment. Since the PrRi peer selection approach employs the same trust
models as the proposed trust-aware P2PIR system in the previous chapters, the
same experimental settings for trust in Section 5.4.1 are also used. Therefore, the
percentage of malicious peers is initially set to 20%, randomly selected from the
network. Good peers provide positive feedback of the trustworthy documents and
negative feedback of the untrustworthy documents. On the other hand, malicious
peers submit positive feedback for malicious peers, and submit negative feedback
for the documents provided by the good peers. The credibility values of good
peers and malicious peers are randomly set to 90% and 20% in the experiments.
One challenge to the evaluation of the PrRi peer selection model is to acquire
the parameters in mapping functions and peer recall-precision curves. A training
data set of relevant documents is needed for parameters learning [NF04], and
the pseudo-relevant judgement files are proposed for this purpose. The top-30
ranked documents are selected for each query retrieved by VSM in cooperative
P2PIR environments as being the relevant documents for parameters learning.
This is because: (i) the cut-off value top-30 are extensively used in the Infor-
mation Retrieval literature [BYRN99], such as the average precision at given
document cut-off values; (ii) for the same query, the retrieval performance of
cooperative P2PIR is better than that of uncooperative P2PIR, which can be
observed by comparing Figures 4.2 and 5.2. This phenomenon is same as in
cases of Web search and distributed information retrieval in traditional IR; (iii)
VSM provides the best overall retrieval performance of other approaches in co-
operative P2PIR environments (as shown in Figure 4.2 (b)). Considering these
three reasons, the top-30 ranked documents retrieved by VSM in cooperative
P2PIR are the best candidates for a training data set for parameters learning.
Since DTF-rp is applied to estimate the number of relevant documents in the
results set, its methodologies for learning the parameters in mapping functions
and recall-precision curves [NF04] are employed in this section. In the process
of parameters learning, the nonlinear least-squares (NLLS) Marquardt-levenberg
algorithm is employed [AFS89]. The Gnuplot implementation of the nonlinear
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least-squares (NLLS) Marquardt-levenberg algorithm and the training data set
are used to explore the parameters in the mapping functions and the peer recall-
precision curves. Although, there are four types of parameters in DTF-rp, namely,
linear relevant mapping functions + linear recall-precision curves, linear relevant
mapping functions + quadratic recall-precision curves, logistic relevant mapping
functions + linear recall-precision curves, and logistic relevant mapping functions
+ quadratic recall-precision curves, for simplicity, the linear relevant mapping
functions + linear recall-precision curves are implemented in this chapter. The
others can be done in the further evaluations if it is necessary. The PrRi peer
selection model is implemented in Matlab and Java. In the experiments, both
the PrRi peer selection model and the heuristic-based peer selection approach
select 1000 documents for comparisons.
6.6.2 Experimental Results
This section focuses on the experimental results of the PrRi peer selection on
retrieval accuracy and effectiveness of trust, compared to the heuristic-based (i.e.,
ranking-based in Figure 6.3) peer selection approach. Two sections are devoted
to the experimental results with regard to evaluations: (i) the retrieval accuracy
of the two peer selection models; (ii) the effectiveness of the two peer selection
approaches in protecting untrustworthy documents in the results set. Figure 6.3
shows the experimental results of retrieval accuracy of the two peer selection
approaches for the TREC topics 451-550 short query set in the 1000 peer-sized
network. Figure 6.3 (a)-(b) depicts the results of two evaluation metrics, which are
(a) the average precision vs document cut-off values, and (b) 11-point interpolated
recall vs. average precision. The higher the average precision in both figures, the
better the retrieval accuracy that the peer selection approach can achieve.
6.6.2.1 Retrieval Accuracy of the Two Peer Selection Approaches
This experiment evaluates the PrRi peer selection model, compared to the heuristic-
based peer selection approach (as described in Section 5.2.2) on retrieval accuracy.
As can be seen from Figure 6.3 (a), the PrRi peer selection model outperforms
the heuristic-based peer selection approach and the differences between the two
curves are significant, indicating that PrRi peer selection can favour user satis-
faction much more than the heuristic-based approach. In Figure 6.3 (b), when
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Figure 6.3: Retrieval accuracy of the two peer selection approaches for the TREC
451-550 short query set in the 1000 peer-sized network.
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the recall levels are between 0 and 0.3, PrRi can achieve a better retrieval accu-
racy than the heuristic-based peer selection. This demonstrates that, in the lower
recall levels, the PrRi peer selection model can uses fewer numbers of documents
to achieve the same precision, compared to the heuristic-based peer selection. For
example, there are a total of 200 relevant documents for a query in the network,
when the recall level is 0.1, which means that 20 relevant documents have been
seen. Since the precision of the PrRi peer selection is higher than that of the
heuristic-based peer selection, the PrRi peer selection may retrieve 50 documents
to achieve the recall level 0.1, but the heuristic-based peer selection may need 150
documents. Lower recall levels always indicate top-ranked documents in the re-
sults set. Therefore, this shows that the PrRi peer selection model can obtain
the better retrieval accuracy in the top-ranked results list, which is same as the
result and conclusion in Figure 6.3 (a). When the recall levels are between 0.3 and
0.6, the heuristic-based peer selection can provide a better retrieval performance
than the PrRi peer selection, and after the recall level 0.6 both approaches are
tight. Since it is not easy to distinguish between which approach can achieve a
better overall retrieval performance in Figure 5.3 (b), the average precision and
recall are employed. The PrRi peer selection and the heuristic-based peer se-
lection are 0.0328 and 0.0276, respectively. The recalls for both peer selection
approaches are 0.0036 for PrRi, and 0.0025 for the heuristic-based one. There-
fore, the PrRi peer selection can yield a better overall retrieval performance than
the heuristic-based peer selection.
In summary, on a theoretically founded basis, PrRi can achieve the better
retrieval accuracy on both user satisfaction and the overall retrieval performance,
compared to the heuristic-based peer selection strategy, which selects a fixed
and pre-determined number of peers and an equal number of documents from
each of these selected peers. When users specify the number of documents to
be retrieved, in order to achieve the maximum number of relevant documents in
the results set, the PrRi peer selection model computes a clear cut-off for which
peers to search and the number of document to be retrieved from each of these
selected peers. The relevant and trustworthy peer returns the specific number
of documents based on how many estimated relevant documents are in it for the
given query. This makes the PrRi peer selection model achieve a better retrieval
performance. This also indicates that it is not appropriate to use a fixed and
pre-determined threshold to decide the number of peers to search, and an equal
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number of documents to retrieve from each selected peer for any queries.
6.6.2.2 Effectiveness of Trust of the Two Peer Selection Approaches
This experiment explores the effectiveness of trust in protecting untrustworthy
documents by the two peer selection approaches. Figure 6.4 shows the exper-
imental results of the percentage of untrustworthy documents appearing in the
top-ranked results list for the TREC 451-550 short query set, which are generated
by two peer selection approaches.
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Figure 6.4: Effectiveness of the two peer selection approaches to protect untrust-
worthy documents for the TREC 451-550 short query set in the 1000 peer-sized
network.
It can be observed from the figure, that the heuristic-based (i.e., ranking-based
in Figure 6.4) approach is little bit better than PrRi peer selection. The reason
for this is that, in order to achieve the maximum number of relevant documents
in the results set, the PrRi peer selection model contacts more peers to retrieve
relevant documents for a given query, and some peers are untrustworthy. This
reduces the effectiveness of trust. To address this problem, the PrRi model may
be optimised by setting different conditions, for example, achieving the maximum
retrieval accuracy after minimising the risk value of the results set.
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6.7 A Variant
In this section, a variant of the PrRi peer selection model is discussed. The
selection criterion used so far is to retrieve the maximum number of relevant
documents with the minimum risk of reviewing or downloading untrustworthy
documents in the results set. Now, a simpler case is introduced whereby users
only want to minimise the risk values of documents in the results set subject to the
number of documents which have been seen. To address this problem, the PrRi
model can be simplified by removing the estimated precision part and modifying
the risk part. The risk value of the results set npk retrieved from peer pk should
be the sum of the risk value of every single document. It is assumed that the
risk value of the document is equally distributed in the peer, and therefore, the
risk value of documents retrieved from peer pk is proportional to the peer risk
value. Thus, the estimated risk value of the results set retrieved from peer pk is
estimated by:
ERiskpk(npk) ≈ Riskpk ∗
npk
ndpk
, (6.20)
where ERiskpk(npk) is the estimated risk value of peer pk for a given query qi, npk
is the number of documents retrieved from peer pk, and the ndpk is the number
of documents in peer pk.
Assuming that there are k different peers in the network, the results set is
the aggregation of the documents retrieved from those peers and a corresponding
vector n = (np1 , np2 , ..., npk) is the number of documents to be retrieved from each
of them, then:
ERisk(n) ≈
k∑
1
Riskpk(npk). (6.21)
To
minimise ERisk(n), (6.22)
subject to
M = {(np1 , np2 , ..., npk) : np1 + np2 + np3 + ....+ npk = n}. (6.23)
Lagrange multipliers can be employed to compute the values by determining
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which peers need to be searched and the number of documents retrieved from
these selected peers.
6.8 Summary
Peer selection is an important problem in uncooperative P2PIR. In contrast to the
heuristic-based peer selection approach, a theoretical-based peer selection model
PrRi is proposed in this chapter. The proposed PrRi precision-risk model can
compute a clear cut-off for which peers to select and the number of documents
needed to be retrieved from each of the selected peers for a given query. These
values can be computed by maximising the number of relevant documents and
minimising the risk values of documents in the results set. Moreover, a system
architecture and data management protocols are designed to implement the PrRi
peer selection approach in structured P2P networks. The experimental results
show that PrRi peer selection can achieve the better retrieval performance on
both user satisfaction and the overall retrieval performance, compared to the
heuristic-based peer selection strategy.
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Chapter 7
An Analysis of the Trade-off
Study between Relevance and
Trustworthiness
7.1 Introduction
In the previous chapters, document ranking and peer selection algorithms were
developed for the proposed trust-aware P2PIR systems in cooperative and un-
cooperative environments. The purpose of these algorithms was two fold: (i) to
retrieve more relevant documents; and at the same time (ii) to prevent untrust-
worthy documents in the results set. However, both objectives often in conflict
with each other. For a given query, some documents may be relevant but un-
trustworthy, and some may be trustworthy but irrelevant. If a bigger weight is
given to relevance, more untrustworthy documents may be retrieved. Conversely,
if weighting trustworthiness more, more irrelevant documents may be involved.
Therefore, the proposed document ranking algorithm and peer selection algo-
rithms may lose one objective, such as retrieval accuracy or effectiveness of trust,
in return for meeting the other. In Chapters 4, 5 and 6, to simplify the problems,
the relative weights between relevance and trustworthiness were assumed to be
equal in the document ranking algorithm (i.e., Equation 4.3) and peer selection
algorithms (i.e., Equations 5.1 and 6.1). Actually, there is a tradeoff between
relevance and trustworthiness in these algorithms. Then, how to find the trade-
off surface between relevance and trustworthiness in these algorithms, and how
to select a preferred weight from a set of compromising weights on the trade-off
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surface are interesting problems for the proposed trust-aware P2PIR systems.
To address the above problems, the major contributions of this chapter are:
• A heuristic-based search process to find the near optimal points of relative
weights. The near optimal points (i.e., a weight with the corresponding
values of relevance and trustworthiness) will be visualised to represent a
trade-off surface. Any two near optimal points on the trade-off surface have
the same property, in which from one solution to another, the algorithm
(e.g., the document-ranking algorithm Equation 4.3) has to sacrifice either
retrieval accuracy or the effectiveness of trust in order to gain the benefit
in another objective.
• A ranking approach to sort the different near optimal points by the ratios of
how much the changing percentage in one objective relates to the changing
percentage of another one. This approach may help users to make a decision
as to which weight to choose. It should be noted that the selection of
a preferred solution from a set of compromising weights is not an easy
question to answer. This contains some high-level information such as the
decision maker’s preferences. Different preferred solutions should be chosen
according to various situations.
In the remainder of this chapter, Section 7.2 introduces the definition of a
multi-objective optimisation problem and general solutions. Section 7.3 describes
a proposed heuristic-based search process to find the near optimal points of the
relative weights. Section 7.4 represents a case study, which employs a heuristic-
based approach to find the near optimal points and a trade-off surface for the
document ranking algorithm of the proposed trust-aware P2PIR system in coop-
erative P2PIR environments. The near optimal points and the trade-off surface
are also analysed in this section. Section 7.5 presents a ranking approach to help
users to select a preferred solution from the near optimal points on the trade-off
surface. This chapter is summarised in Section 7.6.
7.2 Multi-objective Optimisation
In the proposed trust-aware P2PIR system, retrieval accuracy and the effective-
ness of trust rely on the relative weight selection. Basically, users may prefer the
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proposed trust-aware P2PIR system to achieve the maximum retrieval accuracy
and the maximum effectiveness of trust. However, these both in conflict with
each other. Such a problem is generally known as a multi-objective optimisation
problem, which can minimise or maximise more than one objective at the same
time [Ste86]. A trade-off surface is generated with a set of optimal solutions,
and then the decision-maker chooses the most preferred solution as the final an-
swer [BDMS08]. The solution process of the multi-objective optimisation problem
provided the inspiration to resolve the problems proposed in this chapter. The
basic definitions and general solutions of the multi-objective optimisation problem
are introduced in the following section.
7.2.1 Background of Multi-objective Optimisation
In the real world, a number of decisions to resolve problems involve more than
one conflicting objective function, which need to be considered simultaneously.
For example, in the design of a motor engine, an engineer may wish to maximise
the strength of an engine component and minimize the financial cost. Unlike a
single objective optimisation problem which only has a unique solution, the solu-
tion of a multi-objective optimisation problem is a set of Pareto-optimal points,
which needs further analysis to achieve a single preferred solution by the decision
maker [Ste86, CS03]. In the multi-objective optimisation problem, the objective
functions are to be either minimised or maximised, and in mathematical terms,
the multi-objective optimisation problem is defined by [Ste86, CS03, BDMS08]:
Definition 1
Minimise/Maximise f(xi) = [f1(xi), f2(xi), ..., fn(xi)]
T n = 1, 2, ..., N,
subject to:
gj(xi) ≤ 0, j = 1, 2, ..., J,
hk(xi) = 0 k = 1, 2, ..., K,
xi ≤ x ≤ xq, i = 1, 2, ...,m.
where, fn(xi) is the n−th objective function (or so-called optimisation criterion),
g(xi) is unequal constraints and h(xi) is equal constraints. The set of vectors xi
is known as the decision variables.
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Before giving an explanation of the Pareto-optimal points, the Pareto solution,
Pareto point and non-dominated point are described. The Pareto solution is one
of the solutions of a multi-objective problem, but it is not optimal. A Pareto
point is a Pareto solution with the associated objective functional values. A set
of Pareto points consist of the objective space for the solutions of the multi-
objective problem. The non-dominated point is defined as follows:
Definition 2 A Pareto solution x1 is said to dominate the other Pareto solution
x2, if both of the following conditions are met:
• Pareto solution x1 is no worse than x2 in all objectives. Pareto solutions
x1 and x2 are compared based on their objective function values.
• Pareto solution x1 is strictly better than x2 in at least one objective.
Definition 2 can be used to compare any two Pareto points in the objective
space to identify which one dominates the other. If there are a number of points
which are not dominated by the others in the objective space, then these points
are called non-dominated points. The solutions of a multi-objective optimisation
problem are Pareto-optimal points, which are the locations of the correspond-
ing non-dominated points (or so-called Pareto-optimal points) in the objective
space [Ste86, CS03, BDMS08]. These Pareto-optimal points are often visualised
to represent a trade-off surface, which involves sacrificing the quality of one objec-
tive in return for gaining the quality of other objectives [CS03, BDMS08]. After
a set of Pareto-optimal points is found, the decision-maker will consider the dif-
ferent optimal points and select a single preferred solution as the final answer.
7.2.2 Optimisation Methods
The multi-objective optimisation problem has been extensively studied for several
decades. The idea of resolving multi-objective optimisation is to find a set of
Pareto-optimal points while simultaneously considering a number of objectives.
There are a number of surveys on the methods developed for multi-objective
optimisation [MA04, CS03, BDMS08]. For example, in [CS03], the methods are
classified into three categories, based on the involvement of a decision-maker in
the multi-objective optimisation solution process. These are a priori, progressive
and a posteriori methods.
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In the a priori method, decision makers should firstly specify their preference,
and then the optimisation solution process is to find one Pareto-optimal point
according to that preference. The advantage of the a priori method is that the
search process of Pareto-optimal points is only performed once. The disadvan-
tage is that the specified preference may be misleading and the end optimisation
solution may not satisfy the decision maker’s request. Alternatively, the pro-
gressive method is an iterative solution, whereby the optimal search process is
repeated until the decision-maker finds the most preferred solution. In the pro-
gressive method, the decision-maker needs to become involved in the optimisation
solution process by specifying the preferred information. The advantage of this
method is that the decision-maker can direct the solution process and only a part
of Pareto-optimal points need to be found. The disadvantage of this method is
that the decision-maker has to be involved in every single step, which may take
a long time. The third classification is the a posteriori method, which produces
a full set of Pareto-optimal points first, and then the decision-maker can select
the most preferred solutions by comparing various solutions. The advantage of
this method is that the decision-maker has a global view of the full set of Pareto-
optimal points, which can be comprehensive. The disadvantage is that the a
posteriori method is computationally expensive and time consuming, especially if
there are more than three objectives. Different methods have their own strengths
and weaknesses, which is why different approaches are needed. A large num-
ber of mathematical approaches have been proposed to find the Pareto-optimal
points, such as aggregate objective functions (AOF), e-constrained functions and
evolutionary algorithms.
7.3 A Heuristic-Based Search Process for Near
Optimal Solutions
To find the trade-off surface for relevance and trustworthiness in the proposed doc-
ument ranking and peer selection algorithms, the Pareto-optimal points should be
located first. Typically, to obtain Pareto-optimal points, the objective functions
need to be formalised, and then a mathematical approach (e.g., fuzzy method,
e-constrained, and evaluation algorithm) can be used to find the Pareto-optimal
solutions. However, in the proposed trust-aware P2PIR system, it is hard to
present relevance and trustworthiness (i.e., objective functions) with respect to
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the relative weight (i.e., decision variable) in mathematical expressions. This is
because: (i) the ranked results lists are used for comparison with the relevant and
trustworthy judgement files to evaluate the retrieval accuracy and the effective-
ness of trust for the proposed document ranking and peer selection algorithms (as
described in Sections 4.4.2, 5.4.1 and 6.5.1). Therefore, the rank of a document
or peer is an essential factor for the evaluation of relevance and trustworthiness.
However, the relative weight does not have a straightforward relationship with
the ranks; (ii) a document with a high rank does not mean that it is relevant to
a given query. It only indicates that the document has a greater possibility of
being a relevant document for a given query. Actually, the relevance and trust-
worthiness of a document for a given query is decided by users. Since people may
have very different backgrounds and knowledge of relevance and trustworthiness,
it is hard to express a subjective-based judgement as a mathematical function.
With both of these difficulties, it is hard, or even impossible, to represent the
retrieval accuracy and effectiveness of trust with respect to the relative weight in
any mathematical function. Thus, mathematical methods cannot be employed
to find the Pareto-optimal points for the proposed document ranking and peer
selection algorithms.
To address this problem, a heuristic-based search process is proposed to find
a set of solutions approximating the Pareto-optimal points. These points are
defined as near optimal points in this dissertation. In this chapter, the progressive
approach of the multi-objective optimisation solution process is used to find the
near optimal solutions. This is because: (i) the decision-maker’s preferences are
not known in advance, so the a priori approach is not an appropriate choice
for this problem; (ii) since the values of the weights are infinite, it is extremely
computationally expensive and time consuming to find the global near optimal
solutions by a heuristic-based search process. Thus, the a posteriori method may
not be a good option either. The progressive method could be a better choice for
a heuristic-based search process because only a part of the global near optimal
solutions are found. This can make a large saving on computational cost and
timing. To find the near optimal points in the progressive approach, the proposed
heuristic-based search process computes a set of Pareto points by changing the
relative weights in the proposed document ranking or peer selection algorithms
first. Then, the near optimal points are selected from the objective space based
on Definition 2. The selected near optimal points are connected and represented
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as a trade-off surface for the relative weight study.
In the heuristic-based search process, two evaluation metrics are selected as
the value of relevance APrer (i.e., average precision at given document cut-off val-
ues), and the value of trustworthiness APert (i.e., average percentage of untrust-
worthy documents at given document cut-off values). To compute the relevance
and trustworthiness values with respect to the corresponding relative weight w in
the proposed document ranking or peer selection algorithms, the heuristic-based
search process employs the same evaluation methodologies as in Section 4.4.2 (for
the proposed document ranking algorithm), and in Sections 5.4.1 and 6.5.1 (for
the proposed peer selection algorithms). When setting a relative weight w in
these algorithms, the corresponding APrer and APert values are generated by
the evaluation methodologies.
Algorithm 1 A heuristic-based search process for the near optimal points of
relative weights
Initialising the relative weight w and searching range, e.g., set w = 0.1, range
from 0 to 1 and step size 0.1
for w = 0 to 1 in step of 0.1 do
Computing document scores by the proposed document ranking or peer se-
lection algorithms;
Comparing document scores and sorting documents by the decreasing order;
Comparing top-k documents in the ranked results list with the standard
relevant and trustworthy judgement files;
Computing APrer and APert;
Plotting the values of APrer and APert on a plane with w;
end for
if the decision maker is satisfied with the Pareto solutions then
the search process will terminate
else
repeat
the decision maker needs to specify the new w, searching range and step
size;
back to the for loop;
until the decision maker is satisfied with the generated Pareto solutions
end if
Selecting the non-dominated points (near optimal points) in the objective space
and drawing a trade-off surface.
The objective of the heuristic-based search process is to find a set of near
optimal points by changing the weights in the proposed document ranking algo-
rithm (i.e., Equation 4.1) and peer selection algorithms (i.e., Equations 5.1 and
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6.1), which is given in Algorithm 1. The first step, in Algorithm 1 is to initialise
the relative weight in the algorithm, as well as the searching range and step size.
Since this approach is to find the near optimal points in the objective space, the
precision of the near optimal points relies significantly on the precision of the ini-
tial value w and step size. These values are selected by the decision-maker. The
second step is to make a for loop to find the Pareto solutions by computing a set
of values of APrer and APert with respect to the w values. When the Pareto so-
lutions are generated, the decision-maker needs to analyse the results and decide
whether the Pareto solutions are satisfied or not. The satisfaction of the Pareto
solutions is subjective, since it is dependent on the decision-maker’s preference.
If the decision-maker is satisfied with the solutions, the search process should be
stopped. Otherwise, the decision-maker needs to specify a new relative weight,
searching range and step size, which are in the repeat loop in Algorithm 1. The
new Pareto solutions are generated according to the new settings. The search
process will be repeated until the Pareto solutions satisfy the decision-maker’s
requirements. Thereafter, all of the Pareto points in the objective space should
be compared with each other to identify the non-dominated points. The non-
dominated points refer to the near optimal points, and then these points can be
visualised to represent a trade-off surface. The trade-off surface represents a set
of compromising relative weights between relevance and trustworthiness in the
proposed document ranking algorithm or the proposed peer-selection algorithms.
The decision-maker can study the near optimal points on the trade-off surface,
and then select a preferred solution as the final answer.
7.4 Case Study: A Document Ranking Algo-
rithm of the Proposed Trust-Aware P2PIR
System
In the previous section, the heuristic-based search process to find the near optimal
points and trade-off surface is described. This section represents a case study,
which uses the heuristic-based search process to find the near optimal points of
relative weights and the trade-off surface for the document ranking algorithm
of the proposed trust-aware P2PIR system in cooperative environments (as de-
scribed in Chapter 4). Moreover, the generated near optimal value and trade-off
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surface are analysed in this section.
Since the cut-off values of 5, 10, 15, 20 and 30 documents in the ranked results
list are extensively studied in the IR literature [BYRN99], the near optimal points
and trade-off surfaces can be found for each of them. Equation 4.3 in Chapter 4 is
the proposed document ranking algorithm for trust-aware P2PIR in cooperative
P2PIR environments, with the relative weight w, the score S(dj, qi, pk) of the
document dj for a given query qi provided by a peer pk is given by
S(dj, qi, pk) =
√
w ∗R2(dj, qi) + (1− w) ∗ T 2(dj, qi, pk). (7.1)
where R(dj, qi) is the relevance degree between a document dj and a query qi, and
T (dj, qi, pk) is the trust value of the document dj provided by the peer pk for the
given query qi, w is the relative weight between relevance and trustworthiness.
To compute the relevance value (i.e., APrer) and trustworthiness value (i.e.,
APert) with regard to the relative weight w, a set of experiments needs to be
set up. The same experimental settings are used as in Section 4.4. A 1000 peer
testbed is selected with the TREC 451-550 short query set. Two types of peers
are simulated in the network, which are good peers and malicious peers. The
termination of the heuristic-based search process is assumed to find at least p
(e.g., 50) different Pareto points so that the decision-maker may have a sufficient
objective space with a number of Pareto points to study. The w is sampled for
the variant searching ranges and step sizes. For example, w is from 0 to 1 in step
of 0.1, or w is between 0.001 and 0.009 in step of 0.001. A set of Pareto points
can be generated from the different w values by Equation 7.1.
To start the heuristic-based search process for Equation 7.1 by Algorithm 1, w
to 0.1 is firstly initialised and the searching range is from 0 to 1 in step of 0.1. It
was found that the APrer and APert values did not change when w was between
0.1 to 0.9. This indicates that the sensitive areas of w should be in 0 to 0.1 and
0.9 to 1. Thereafter, w was set to 0.01 with a searching range from 0.01 to 0.09
in step of 0.01, and is set to 0.91 with the searching range from 0.91 to 0.99 in
step of 0.01. The new Pareto points can be generated according to the new w
settings. After the stepwise searching, it was found that the sensitive ranges of w
were between 0 and 0.003, and 0.9971 and 1, which could generate more than 50
different Pareto points for each of the top-k ranked documents (i.e., k=5,10,15,20
and 30). Then, these Pareto points were put into the different figures for each of
the top-k ranked documents, as shown in Figure 7.1 (a)-(e). The figure depicts
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(a) top-5 ranked documents (b) top-10 ranked documents
(c) top-15 ranked documents (d) top-20 ranked documents
(e) top-30 ranked documents
Figure 7.1: Pareto points of top-k ranked documents in the objective space for
the TREC 451-550 short query set in the 1000 peer-sized network
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the results of APrer and APert with the corresponding weight w at the top-5
ranked documents (Figure 7.1 (a)), top-10 ranked documents (Figure 7.1 (b)),
top-15 ranked documents (Figure 7.1 (c)), top-20 ranked documents (Figure 7.1
(d)), and top-30 ranked documents (Figure 7.1 (e)). In Figure 7.1, x-axis is
APert, y-axis is APrer, and the points in the figure are the relative weights w.
For example, in Figure 7.1 (a), there is a Pareto point A, its APert is 0.0907,
APrer is 0.2845, and the corresponding w is 0.9999.
A pay-off table is generated according to the Pareto points in Figure 7.1 (a)-
(e). The pay-off table is a form, which consists of the minimum and maximum
APrer with the corresponding w, and the minimum and maximum APert with
the corresponding w for each of the top-k ranked documents in Figure 7.1. An
example in Table 7.1 is, for the top-5 ranked documents, the minimum APrer
value is 0.0124 when w = 0, the maximum APrer value is 0.2845 when w = 1.
The pay-off table can provide an approximation of the complete Pareto solutions
and the potential value ranges of APrer and APert for analysis. The following
observations can be made from Table 7.1: (i) when APrer achieves the minimum
values in top-k ranked documents, w is always 0. This is as expected, because
the document ranking algorithm Equation 7.1 only takes trustworthiness into
consideration; (ii) when APrer achieves the maximum values in top-k ranked
documents, most w is 1 except 0.9995 in top-10 ranked documents and 0.9997 in
top-15 ranked documents. This is because when w is set to 1 in Equation 7.1,
the document ranking algorithm does not calculate trustworthiness. Therefore,
some untrustworthy but relevant documents for a given query can be ranked in
the higher ranks in the results list.
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Since the Pareto points have been obtained and studied, the next step is to
select the non-dominated points from the objective space for each of the top-
k documents in Figure 7.1 (a)-(e). According to Definition 2, all of the points
in Figure 7.1 can be compared with each other to identify which ones are not
dominated by any of the other points. For example, in the top-5 plot of Figure 7.1,
points (0,0.2742), (0.0062, 0.2763) and (0.0124,0.2784) are non-dominated points.
These non-dominated points are connected to represent the trade-off surfaces for
each of the top-k ranked documents, as shown in Figure 7.2. Then, Figure 7.2 is
enlarged and some dominated points are removed to arrive at Figure 7.3. The lines
in Figure 7.3 are the trade-off surfaces for the relative weights between relevance
and trustworthiness in the proposed document ranking algorithm Equation 7.1
for each of the top-k ranked documents. In addition, a set of points in the trade-
off surface is near optimal points, which are compromising weights for Equation
7.1.
7.5 Decision Making
Since a set of near optimal points and a trade-off surface are found for the relative
weight w in Equation 7.1, the obvious question which must arise for a decision-
maker is how to select a solution from the near optimal points in the trade-off
surface as the final answer. This is not a easy question, since the answer often
involves some high-level information such as the decision-maker’s preferences.
For example, if the decision-maker is trustworthiness-orientated, according to
the pay-off table (i.e., Table 7.1), the preferred solution should be w=0.003,
in which APer(t) can achieve the minimum values in all of the top-k ranked
documents. Conversely, if the decision-maker is relevance-orientated, then the
preferred relative weight may be 1 based on Table 7.1. However, if the decision-
maker does not show any preferences for either relevance or trustworthiness, it
is hard to know which solution may be chosen as the final answer. For example,
in the trade-off surface of the top-5 ranked documents, the near optimal point
(0.0907,0.2845) with w=0.9999 is the preferred solution or the near optimal point
(0.0062, 0.2763) with w=0.9978 is the one. The problem is how to select one near
optimal point from the trade-off surface when the decision-maker does not show
any preferences between relevance and trustworthiness.
To address this problem, a ranking approach is proposed to help users to make
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(a) top-5 ranked documents (b) top-10 ranked documents
(c) top-15 ranked documents (d) top-20 ranked documents
(e) top-30 ranked documents
Figure 7.2: Trade-off surfaces of each of the top-k ranked documents for the
TREC 451-550 short queries in the 1000 peer-sized network
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decisions. This sorts the different near optimal solutions by the ratios of changing
percentages between APrer and APert. This is because the property of the near
optimal points in the trade-off surface is giving up APrer or APert, which allows
the other objective to be improved. However, the changing percentages of both
objectives are not same. Therefore, how much the document ranking algorithm
(i.e., Equation 7.1) gives up the quality of one objective in order to improve
the quality of another objective with different weighting can be measured. In the
proposed document ranking approach, all of the near optimal points are compared
with a base point to calculate the ratio of the changing percentage for APrer and
APert. The ratio of changing percentages is defined as follows:
Definition 3 Considering two near optimal points wbase and wi with the corre-
sponding values APrer and APert on the trade-off surface, the ratio of changing
percentage between APrer and APert is denoted by Rcp(w
base, wi), where
Rcp(wbase, wi) =
|APrer(wbase)−APrer(wi)|
APrer(max)−APrer(min)/
|APert(wbase)−APert(wi)|
APert(max)−APert(min) (7.2)
where wi is the relative weight of a near optimal point and wbase is the relative
weight of the base near optimal point on the trade-off surface, the APrer(max),
APrer(min), APert(max) and APert(min) are the maximum trustworthiness
value, minimum trustworthiness value, maximum relevance value and minimum
relevance value in the trade-off table for each of the top-k ranked documents.
Basically, any point on the trade-off surface can be selected as the base point.
In this chapter, the points with the minimum trustworthiness values are cho-
sen. For example, (0, 0.2742) with w=0.0028 in top-5 ranked documents, and
(0, 0.2165) with w=0.0029 in top-10 ranked documents. The Rcp(wbase, wi)
is the ratio of improvement of the retrieval accuracy and the deterioration of
the effectiveness of trust. The objective of APert(max) − APert(min) and
APrer(max) − APrer(min) is to normalise the trustworthiness and relevance
values in the objective space for each of the top-k ranked documents. The higher
Rcp(wbase, wi) score means that the near optimal point wi can obtain more im-
provement on APrer and less sacrifice on APert.
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The ranking results are shown in Table 7.2. Only the best five near optimal
points are presented in the table. It can be observed from Table 7.2 that the top-
ranked near optimal points are not same for each of the top-k ranked documents,
which means that no unique point can prefer the proposed document ranking
algorithm in all cases. For example, if the decision-maker is only interested in the
top-5 ranked documents, then the preferred w is 0.9978 or 0.9982. If the decision-
maker does not specify any preference, a heuristic-based weighting approach is
proposed, which is to rank all of the near optimal points in Table 7.2 by calculating
their occurrences with the corresponding weights. For example, if rank 1 is set to
0.5 point, rank 2 to 0.4 point, rank 3 to 0.3 point, rank 4 to 0.2 point and rank
5 to 0.1 point, the best near optimal solution is 0.9978.
7.6 Limitations
The proposed heuristic-based search process to find the near optimal points of
relative weights suffer from two drawbacks, namely, time consuming and compu-
tation expensive. The reasons for this are as follows:
• To find a set of near optimal points, users need to specify the weight man-
ually, and weights can be infinite.
• For each individual weight, the proposed heuristic-based approach needs to
compute APrer and APert, which involves retrieving documents from the
network, ranking them, and comparing the ranked results with evaluation
files.
It is difficult to employ the proposed heuristic-based search process to find
the near optimal points of relative weights in practice for the above two reasons.
7.7 Summary
In this chapter, the relative weights between relevance and trustworthiness in
the proposed document ranking and peer selection algorithms are studied. A
heuristic-based search process is proposed to find the near optimal points and the
trade-off surface for analysis. The limitation of this approach is that the precision
of the near optimal points is heavily dependent on the precision of the relative
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weights and step sizes. The heuristic-based search process is computationally
expensive and time consuming. It should be noted that, if APrer and APert with
respect to the relative weight w can be represented by mathematical functions,
then a number of mathematical approaches can be employed to find the exact
Pareto-optimal points. Moreover, a ranking approach is proposed to sort the
near optimal solutions by the ratios of changing percentages between APrer and
APert. This may help users to select a preferred solution as the final answer.
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Chapter 8
Conclusions and Future Work
Section 8.1 of this chapter summarises the research problem of this dissertation,
and outlines the proposed solutions. The major contributions of the thesis and
their impact are discussed in Section 8.2, while Section 8.3 represents a critique
of the thesis. Section 8.4 discusses the direction for future work.
8.1 Problem and Summary
Information Retrieval in P2P networks (P2PIR) has become an active field of
research in the last decade. P2P networks rely on voluntary peers to exchange
information and accomplish tasks. Without prior experience of the network,
peers run the risk of reviewing and downloading untrustworthy documents, even
if these documents are relevant. Most of the existing P2PIR systems only focus
on finding relevant documents for given queries, but ignore the trustworthiness
of documents and document providers. Thus, it is necessary to integrate the
feature of trustworthiness into P2PIR systems. However, current trust manage-
ment systems in P2P networks focus on entity trust, which is not sufficient for
P2PIR (as discussed in Sections 1.2.2 and 2.4). In this context, the work pre-
sented in this dissertation provides the first integrated framework for retrieving
not only relevant but also trustworthy documents upon request in cooperative
and uncooperative P2PIR environments.
In Chapter 4, a trust-aware P2PIR system is proposed in cooperative P2PIR
environments. A method is designed to estimate global term statistics, and
the proposed statistic is integrated with the K-L retrieval algorithm to com-
pute relevance-base document scores for the proposed trust-aware P2PIR system.
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This approach can facilitate effective and practical Information Retrieval in real
P2P environments which are highly dynamic and distributed. Moreover, a set
of content trust factors is identified in the context of P2PIR, and the content
trust models are proposed to calculate the trust values of a document or docu-
ment provider for a given query. A system architecture and data management
protocols are designed to implement the proposed trust-aware P2PIR system in
structured P2P networks. The proposed system architecture is an extension of
the PeerTrust architecture in the context of trust-aware P2PIR. The proposed
data management protocols are adaptations of the data management protocols of
structured P2P networks in the context of statistical information and reputation
data routing. A set of testbeds is developed to evaluate the performance of the
proposed trust-aware P2PIR system in terms of retrieval accuracy, effectiveness
of trust, and scalability of network size.
Chapter 5 addressed the problem of trust-aware P2PIR in uncooperative
P2PIR environments, including trust-based peer description, peer selection, result
merging and implementation. The proposed estimated global term statistics in
Chapter 4 are integrated with a traditional resource selection algorithm CORI to
compute relevance-based peer scores in the proposed trust-aware P2PIR system.
In order to merge the retrieved results, a heuristic-based estimation function is
proposed, which calculates the merged document scores by combining the docu-
ment scores provided by peers and the peers’ scores. To implement the proposed
trust-aware P2PIR system in uncooperative P2P environments and structured
P2P networks, a system architecture and data management protocols are devel-
oped. Moreover, a set of testbeds is developed to evaluate the performance of
the proposed trust-aware P2PIR system in uncooperative environments. Prelim-
inary experimental results show the retrieval accuracy, effectiveness of trust and
scalability of network size.
Peer selection is an important problem for P2PIR in uncooperative environ-
ments. In Chapter 5, a heuristic-based peer selection approach is proposed to use
a fixed and pre-determined threshold to decide the number of top-ranked peers
to be selected, and the equal number of documents retrieved from each selected
peer for any queries. On the contrary, a theory-based PrRi peer selection model
is proposed in Chapter 6. The proposed PrRi precision-risk model can compute
a clear cut-off for which peers to select, and the number of documents needed
to be retrieved from each of the selected peers for a given query. These values
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are computed by maximising the number of relevant documents in the results
set, and minimising the risk of reviewing untrustworthy documents. Moreover, a
system architecture and data management protocols are proposed to implement
the PrRi peer selection model in uncooperative P2PIR environments, as well as
structured P2P networks. The experimental results show that the PrRi peer
selection model can achieve better retrieval accuracy in terms of both user sat-
isfaction and the overall retrieval performance, compared to the heuristic-based
peer selection approach.
In the previous chapters, the document ranking algorithm and peer selec-
tion algorithms were proposed for trust-aware P2PIR in cooperative and unco-
operative environments. The objectives of retrieval accuracy and effectiveness
of trust in one algorithm are often in conflict with each other. Therefore, the
document ranking and peer selection algorithms may lose one objective, such as
retrieval accuracy or effectiveness of trust, in return for meeting the other objec-
tive. In Chapter 7, the relative weights between relevance and trustworthiness
in the proposed document ranking and peer selection algorithms are studied. A
heuristic-based search process is proposed to find the near optimal points and the
trade-off surface for analysis. Moreover, a ranking approach is proposed to sort
the near optimal solutions by the ratios of changing percentages between APrer
and APert. This may help users to select a preferred solution as the final answer.
8.2 Contributions and Impact
A large amount of text-based information is shared in distributed environments
(e.g., Internet, P2P, Grid). Effective and practical technologies are required to
retrieve information from distributed information providers to satisfy users’ re-
quirements (e.g., relevance). The reason for employing P2P architectures as the
basic infrastructure for IR is that P2P networks may be an attractive alternative
to current centralised search engines for both technical and economic reasons (as
discussed in Sections 1.1 and 2.2.1). The objective of this dissertation has been
to study of trust-aware P2PIR from both the P2PIR perspective and the security
viewpoint, in order to propose new techniques to complement existing approaches
in P2P networks. To be specific, it aims to develop a trust-aware P2PIR system
which can retrieve not only relevant but trustworthy documents for queries in
both cooperative and uncooperative P2PIR environments. This section presents
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the contributions and the impact of the proposed trust-aware P2PIR system in
various scenarios.
From the Information Retrieval perspective, the proposed trust-aware P2PIR
system can be applied in cooperative and uncooperative P2PIR environments.
Application areas of the proposed trust-aware P2PIR system in cooperative P2PIR
environments (as described in Chapter 3) include two ways: (i) P2P Web search
and (ii) P2P file sharing systems.
• In response to the issues of bottleneck, a single point of failure, scalability
and high maintenance costs in traditional centralised Web search engines,
P2P networks (especially, structured P2P networks) can offer the attrac-
tive solution of selecting a number of stable, powerful and good network
connectivity peers as server peers to replace the centralised server in the
Web search engine. This is referred to as P2P Web search. The proposed
trust-aware P2PIR system in cooperative P2PIR environments can provide
more effective, practical and security solutions to P2P Web search by re-
trieving and ranking not only relevant but also trustworthy documents in
the top-ranked results list of Web documents.
• Vast numbers of P2P networks exist today for file sharing music, videos,
software and text documents, such as Mule [eMu], aMule [aMu], MLDon-
key [mld] and etc. For text document sharing, most of the existing file
sharing systems only retrieve the document name or the meta-data which
matches the query terms. The contents and trustworthiness of documents
are not taken into account. Basically, a full-text based search has been
common practice for Information Retrieval in a number of application ar-
eas. The proposed trust-aware P2PIR system in cooperative P2PIR en-
vironments can benefit the existing P2P file sharing applications, particu-
larly for text document sharing, in an effective, practical and secure way.
With this effective and practical solution to estimate global term statistics,
the full-text based document retrieval algorithms can be easily employed
in structured P2P networks (e.g., aMule, MLDonkey). Furthermore, the
content trust model can be integrated into structured P2P networks with-
out changing the network structures and routing protocols. The proposed
trust-aware P2PIR system in cooperative P2PIR environments can be em-
ployed by the existing P2P file sharing networks for retrieving relevant and
trustworthy documents upon request.
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The proposed trust-aware P2PIR system in uncooperative P2PIR environ-
ments (as described in Chapters 5 and 6) can find its uses in applications of
digital libraries search. To date, a large number of text digital libraries are avail-
able on the Internet, and they only permit documents to be retrieved through
their own individual search engines, which cannot be crawled by the public Web
search engines. Most of the existing uncooperative P2PIR systems use a P2P
network to organise these text digital libraries into an overlay with P2P network
protocols such as Chord. To conduct a search, a query is forwarded to a number
of text digital libraries relevant to the given query with a single interface, and
then a list of results is retrieved from each of the selected text digital libraries.
These are merged together and presented to users. However, the existing P2PIR
systems in uncooperative environments lack mechanisms to prevent the entry of
malicious peers and untrustworthy documents. The proposed trust-aware P2PIR
system in uncooperative P2PIR environments can provide effective, practical and
secure solutions for text digital libraries’ search by selecting a set of relevant and
trustworthy text digital libraries to search and merging the results returned from
them.
Not only can P2PIR benefit from the proposed trust-aware P2PIR system,
but also some applications of trust management systems in P2P networks. Secu-
rity issues are recognised as being a critical problem for information sharing in
P2P networks. More and more trust management systems have been developed
so far to protect users from being attacked by malicious peers. However, the ex-
isting trust management systems only focus on entity trust, which is insufficient
for P2PIR. Many relevant and irrelevant documents may be assigned to the same
trust value, which makes it hard to select one as the final answer. The proposed
trust-aware P2PIR system builds upon both entity trust and relevance to com-
plement existing trust management systems which are limited in text-based trust
applications.
In addition to the proposed trust-aware P2PIR systems, this dissertation also
proposes a set of testbeds and methodologies for the evaluation of existing P2PIR
systems with security issues, or existing trust management systems with IR is-
sues. Since the experimental results have demonstrated the effectiveness of the
testbeds and evaluation methodologies in both cooperative and uncooperative
environments, they can also be used by other research applications.
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8.3 Critique of the Thesis
A critique of the thesis is discussed as follows:
• This thesis identifies a crucial problem which has never been researched
before, which is trust-aware P2PIR. In fact, work relating to trust-aware
P2PIR is extremely limited. In this thesis, the literature review mainly
focuses on P2PIR and trust in P2P. Currently, trust in the Semantic Web
has been an active research field. It is considered that it would be desirable
to pay some attention to the trust models in the Semantic Web, so a better
content trust model may be proposed for P2PIR.
• The experimental settings and results may not be sufficient because different
situations are not taken into account. For example, a high percentage of the
malicious peers in the network are out of research. It would be interesting
to obtain an in-depth experimental evaluation to study the performance of
the proposed trust-aware P2PIR system in different situations.
• Since P2P networks provide more document selection criteria than tradi-
tional IR environments, multi-objective optimisation would be interesting.
For example, when retrieving a set of documents, a user may want to max-
imise retrieval accuracy, minimum time and money cost, and maximise the
effectiveness of trust.
• In Chapter 7, a heuristic-based search process of near optimal solutions
is proposed because relevance and trustworthiness cannot be presented in
mathematical functions. Alternatively, the estimated relevance and esti-
mated trustworthiness may be used to determine the optimal solutions by
modifying the functions in Chapter 6.
8.4 Future Work
This section discusses some open questions. The proposed work in this disserta-
tion can be extended and improved in the following ways:
• Unlike most P2PIR systems which rank documents and peers based on
relevance, the proposed trust-aware P2PIR system uses both relevance and
trustworthiness as selection criteria to retrieve documents. Basically, P2P
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networks offer more selection criteria, such as messages routing costs, which
are normally assumed to be perfect in traditional IR environments, but are
important factors in P2P networks [LZL06]. These essential factors should
be taken into account when retrieving relevant documents in P2P networks.
In future work, a set of new selection criteria should be chosen based on the
unique characteristics of P2P networks as distinguished from traditional IR
environments.
• Since structured P2P networks are regarded as being a significant improve-
ment on unstructured P2P networks for scalability, efficiency and reliability,
the proposed trust-aware P2PIR systems are designed based on the char-
acteristics of structured P2P networks (e.g., routing table size). However,
a number of unstructured P2P networks still exist, such as Gnutella. Al-
though the proposed estimating global statistics cannot be applied to un-
structured P2P networks, the content trust models in the proposed trust-
aware P2PIR system offer sufficient flexibility to be integrated in unstruc-
tured P2P networks. However, new implementation strategies are needed.
It would be interesting to integrate the proposed content trust models to
P2PIR applications in unstructured P2P networks.
• It is difficult to do research in academic environments without thousands of
computers and real users, and therefore, the simplification of the evaluation
and network settings may ignore some real-world problems. For example,
one of the important factors of employing applications in real P2P networks
should be the cost of message routing. The statistical information in the
proposed trust-aware P2PIR system should be large in size, which may pro-
duce a significant amount of network traffic and search latency overheads.
Currently, researchers have developed a number of methods to reduce the
information size of full-text based descriptions in P2PIR, which could be
employed for studying the retrieval performance and effectiveness of trust
in the proposed trust-aware P2PIR system.
• Chapter 6 demonstrates four kinds of parameters in the DTF-rp approach,
linear relevant mapping functions + linear recall-precision curves, linear
relevant mapping functions + quadratic recall-precision curves, logistic rel-
evant mapping functions + linear recall-precision curves, and logistic rele-
vant mapping functions + quadratic recall-precision curves. For simplicity,
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only the parameters for linear relevant mapping functions + linear recall-
precision curves have been studied. The remaining parameters can be gen-
erated in future work.
• The metric for the evaluation of effectiveness of trust used so far is the
average percentage of untrustworthy documents at given document cut-off
values, which only focuses on the top-ranked results list. More evaluation
metrics should be developed, such as metrics to evaluate the effectiveness
of trust for the overall results list. Moreover, in the experiments, the per-
centage of malicious peers is initially set to 20% and the credibility of good
peers and malicious peers is set to 90% and 20%, respectively. A number
of experimental settings could be changed for evaluation in further studies,
for example, the percentage of malicious peers in the network, the credi-
bility of good peers and malicious peers, the percentage of untrustworthy
documents in a good peer, and the percentage of trustworthy documents in
a malicious peer.
• Almost all of the approaches in P2PIR only consider the individual scenar-
ios of either cooperative or uncooperative Information Retrieval. There is
no system capable of addressing the problem of Information Retrieval in a
combined scenario. For example, a P2P network may mix with text digital
libraries (with access limitations) and personal users (without access limi-
tations), and it would be challenging to design and develop a trust-aware
P2PIR system in such an environment.
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